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ABSTRACT 

In order to learn about single-strand nearest neighbor 

interactions in ribonucleic acids ,the temperature dependent 

properties of,dinucleoside phosphates have been studied. 

Optical rotatory dispersion,ultraviolet absorption ,and 

proton magnetic resonance were used to probe the thermal 

disordering of these compounds. Two models were used 

to analyze the data. For' the two- state model, a molecule 

was considered to be in either the ordered or disordered ' 

form with no permissible conformations between them. For 

the oscillating dimer model, the two bases of a dinucleoside 

phosphate were constrained, by ~ ~ingle torsional harmonic 

potential. The properties of dinucleoside phosphate's 

in dilute salt solutions (from O°C to 90°C) are compatible 

with either model. In the former Gase ~Ho for disordering 

ranges from 4.8 to 8.4 kcal per mole while in the latter 

case the force constant ranges from 120 to 340 cal per mole 

radian2 . This force constant means that approximately 

2 kcal per mole are required for oscillation of ±180 degrees 

around the equilibrium position. 

Measurements ,in concentrated LiCl solutions (where the 

range of experimentally accessible temperatures is almost 

doubled)'show that neither of these models is adequate. 

The thermal disordering process is one in which the bases 

can assume a number of intermediate conformations. Increasing 

temperatures c'ause motion of the bases away from one another. 

Proton magnetic resonance and ultraviolet absorption measure

ments show that there are' appreciable interactions 

between the bases at high temperatures, suggesting that 
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disordering invc;>lves motions of the bases parallel to one 

another, without appreciable solvent ever coming between them~ 

A wide variation of tendencd.es to "stack" is observed 

among different dinucleoside phosphates. The midpoint of the 

disordering transition (as determined by optical rotatory 

dispersion) is apprOXimately + 5°C for "stacked" dinucleoside 

phosphates such as UpU and UpC. This suggests that sharp 
\ 

turns in a polynucleotide structure are more likely to occur 

in regions rich in uridine, while single-strand regions rich 

in adenosine will probably resemble worm-like coils. 

Calculations of the potential energies of conformations of 

nucleic acid fragments were "also carried out. Molecules were 

considered to consist of rigid sections (e.g. a base) connected 

by single covalent bonds about which rotation can take place. 

Interatomic potentials included charge-charge, charge- polariz

ability, polarizability-polarizability and steric repulSion 

terms. These calculations indicate that pyrimidine nucleosides 

are all in the anti conformation while purine nucleosides may 

"be either syn or anti. Energetically stable torsional angles 

calculated for larger systems generally agree with those found 

in polynucleotide fiber structures. Some possible origins of 

the differences between polynucleotides with ribose and 

deoxyribose sugars are found and discussed. Calculations on 

CpC indicate that the most stable conformations are "compact 
, 

structures, with close contacts between bases and sugars and 

relatively little base~base interactions. This is probably 

caused by not including solvent effects. Methods of correcting 

inadequacies and extending the calculations to larger and 

more interesting systems are discussed. 

, 

; 
.l 



INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important contributions a physical 

chemist can make to biology is the elucidation of the 

1 

structure of biologically important macromolecules. The 

three dimensional conformation of the biopolymer is an 

invaluable help in determining the biologically important 

role the molecule plays as well as the mechanism of action. 

The mechanism of DNA as the t. ~. 1214 ,215 gene lC ma erla and 

the enzymatic mechanism of lysozyme142 ,164 have been 

clarified after their three dimensional structures were 

elucidated. , 

The class of biopolymers to which this work is applied 

is the ribonucleic acids. Although much is already known 

about their importance in the tra'nslation of the genetic 

message into the amino acid sequence of proteins, the mechanisms 

of these actions remain for the most part unclear2l3 . 

Knowledge of the, secondary and tertiary.structures of RNAs 

would be invaluable in elucidating their biological'roles. 

Most RNAs lack the high degree of symmetry shown by DNAs, 

making the study of their three dimensional structure 

considerably more difficult. It is to our advantage to 

divide this large problem into a number of smaller ones. 

The specific goal of this work is to understand the inter-

action between neighboring nucleotides, covalently bonded 

to one another by a single phosphodiester linkage. In 

order to separate this interaction from others, dinucleoside 

phosphates are studied. When dinucleoside phosphates are 

in sufficiently ~ilute solution so that intermolecular 
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interactions between solute molecules can be neglected, the 

only interactions remaining are those between solute and 

solvent and those between the various parts of the dinucleoside 

phosphate itself, the purine and pyrimidine bases, the ribose 

sugars and the phosphate group. These interactions will 
, 

also occur in RNA and will be especially important in single-

strand regions where the only nearest neighbors of a nucleo

tide are nucleotides which are probably oriented in a manner' 

very similar to that in a dinucleoside phosphate29,30 

In this work an attempt is made to determine the 

conformations of dinucleoside phosphates in aqueous solution 

as a function of temperature. In addition, the variations 

in conformation resulting from differing sequences of nucleo

sides are considered. These conformations as well as their 

sequence dependence can then be applied to RNAs, especially 

single-strand RNAs. 

The temperature dependence of the conformations of 

dinucleoside phosphates gives information about the energy 

(both enthalpic and entropic) of these conformations. 

Knowledge of the nature of the forces which are important 

in the case of dinucleoside phosphates would be valuable in 

understanding the stabilities of single-strand as well 
,I. 

as other. RNA structures. There are forces in multiple

strand regions of RNAs which are not present in dinucleos1de 

phosphates (e.g. base-base hydrogen-bonding). Even if 

these forces are largest, there will certainly be important 

contributions to the structure of all RNAs by the forces 

dominant in dinucleoside phosphates. 
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MEASUREMENT OF TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT 

PROPERTIES OF DINUCLEOSIDE PHOSPHATES 

REVIEW OF PAST EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

3 

A great de~l of experimental work has already been 

completed which bears on the question of the conformation 

of dinucleoside phosphates. Although this evidence ranges 

from the direct to the circumstantial, all of it is relevant 

and is helpful in formulating our approach to this problem. 

Probably the most convincing data come from X-ray 

diffraction studies. A great many studies have been carried 

out on fibers of multiple-strand RNA and DNA pOlymers42 . 

Unfortunately nG work has been reported on fibers of single

strand polynucleotides. The major problem obstructing this 

work is the lack of success in pulling fibers of these 

single-strand polynucleotides fr?m solutions. In the cases 

of the polynucleotides wpich have been studied, the bases 

'( 

of neighboring nucleotides are found parallel to one another, 

apprOXimately 3.4A from one another. The angle between the 

plane of the base and the screw axis of the helix ranges 

from 70° to 90°. All helices found have been right-handed 

with 8 to 12 residues per turn. 

The X-ray diffraction studies of fibers was the first' 

work suggesting a "stacked" conformation of a dinucleoside 

phosphate, where the bases were parallel to one another 

and more or less the minimum distance apart, in an 'orientation 

similar to that found in two adjacent nucleotides of a 

polynucleotide chain. 
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There has qeen only one completed X-,ray diffraction 

study of a single crystal of a nucleic acid material more 

complicated than a nucleotide172 . The structure of 

adenylyl (2'-5') uridine (a compound not normally found 

in nature) shows a "stacked" conformation. No complementary 
, 

base-pairing was found although this compound does have 

the poss,ibili ty of forming hydrogen- bonded base-pairs. 

These results again suggest a "stacked" orientation of 

bases of a dinucleoside phosphate in solution. 

In spite of the fact that these studies have yielded 

much valuable information about the conformations of 

dinucleoside phosphates in solution they are not the ideal 

tools for our study. They measure the structure of molecules 

in s:ingle crystals or polycrystalline fibers. We are 

interested in the ,structures of molecules in aqueous 

solution. In crystals these ,molecules interact strongly 

with their neighbors. This is exemplified by ,the extensive 

intermolecular hydrogen-bonding found. Another disadvantage 

is that we would like to measure the conformations (or 

conformation dependent properties) of the molecules urider' 

continuously varying conditions (e.g. temperature, pH, 

solvent composition, etc.). In the case ,of crystal studies 

there is usually no variation possible. The environment 

of the fibers (i.e. temperature, humidity) can be varied in 

a continuous manner. 'Unfortunately, the changes found in 

polynucleotide fibers are usually highly cooperative ones. 

DNA, for example, exists 'in either the A,'B, or C forms, 
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all distinct and'quite different from one another. There 

are no observable intermediate forms. 

A lthough results of X- ray diffraction studies have 

been invaluable in helping us to understand certain aspects 

of nucleic acid structure, we must turn to other techniques 

to study the conformations of dinucleoside phosphates. 

Another source of information which is easily inter-

preted is the study of the colligative properties of bases 

and nucleosides. Measurements on aqueous solutions of 

purine and pyrimidine bases show marked decreases in the 

osmotic coefficients of the bases with increasing con-

t t · . th of 0.1 to 1 molar2l ,176,194,196. cen ra lon ln e range 

This is most easily explained in terms of 'aggregation, 

where the aggregate sizes may become quite large, exceeding 

ten monomer units. Similar studies, using ultracentrifugal 

techniques to measure molecular weights, reach similar 

conclusions174 , 204 The interactions which result in 

aggregation are very dependent on the nature of the base, 

with purine bases interacting more strongly than pyrimidine 

bases. This is an important fact, suggesting that there 

may be different conformations of dinucleoside phosphates 

which depend on their base composition. 

It is tempting to say that bases are aggregating in 

vertical "stacks", just as pancakes can be stacked on a 

breakfast plate. However the geometry of the aggregate 

formed can not be determined by thermodynamic measurements 

alone. (We will see later that nuclear magnetic resonance 

studies give exactly this information.) It is this lack of 

" ' 
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structural informaticin combined with the fact that they 

measure intermolecular rather than intramolecular inter-

actions which make these techniques not particularly use

ful to us in the studies of dinucleoside phosphate 

conformations. 

Quite simila.r to these are the measurements of the 

cooperativity of the helix-coil transition in multi-strand 

polynucleotides and the binding of small oligonucleotides 

to their complementary polynucleotides6,81,113,ll4. Much 

of the cooperativity of these helix-coil transitions can 

be explained 'on the basis of energetically. favorable 

"stacking" of bases40 . The first nucleoside binding to a 

complementary polynucleotide gains only the energy of 

base-pair formation. The next nucleoside gains not only 

this base-pairing energy, but also energy from the "stacking" 

interaction with the first nucleoside. Because it is 

easier to bind a nucleoside next to another nucleoside rather 

than next to unoccupied sites, the binding of these smaller 

complementary molecules to polynucleotides is cooperative. 

Unfortunately these techniques have drawbacks similar 

to the studies of colligative properties. They give no 

direct information about conformations, one of the key 

points we are trying to determine. They also measure a 

multiple-strand interaction, something not of immediate 

interest to us. 

There is other less direct evidence on the problem 

of the relative orientation of adjacent nucleotides of a 

single-strand oligonucleotide or polynucleotide. The 

dependence of the photodimerization of thymine on the 
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solvent has been studied 207 . Data from these experiments 

show that the quantum yield increases in solvents which 

are considered to increase "stacking" of bases. This is 

very reasonable because proximity of two bases enhances 

the rate of their photodimerization. 

Studies of pyrimidine photodimerization are only of 

limited use to uS. They can not,be applied to all 

dinucleoside phosphates. In addition, quantitative 

interpretation of the data would be very difficult. The 

chemical mechaniCSm of the dimerization is very complicated 
22 with a number of excited intermediates already found . 

Effects of the environment (e.g. interaction with the 

neighboring base oriinteraction with the solvent which 

may also depend on the position of the neighboring base) 

are almost impossible to separate. 

Since we are interested in the forces responsible 

for the structures of dinucleoside phosphates direct 

measurements for the thermodynamic parameters for transitions 

from one conformation to another would be very useful. 

Unfortunately, quantitative measurements of the energetic 

parameters of the "unstacking" process are sparse. 

Calorimetric measurements of the enthalpy and entropy of 

"stacking" of some nucleic acid bases and base analogues 

have been made 66 ,179. In addition there are calorimetric 

measurements of the enthalpy of double and triple-strand 
24 163 formations at varying temperatures' . If one considers 

the temperature dependence of ~H for the poly A + poly U 
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.'-
:::: poly (A+U) reaction to come from the change in "stacking" 

of b~ses in the single-strand polynucleotides with changing 

temperature, then 6H for the "stacking" reaction can be 

determined. In spite of the fact that a,great many assumptions 

have to be made in this ~nalysis it does serve as a useful 

check for some of our later work. 

Direct calorimetric measurements of the "stacked" 

to "unstacked" reaction of bases and nucleosides have 

many drawbacks. Because the geometries may be quite 

different, application of the results obtained to the 

problem of the structure of dinucleoside phosphates is 

difficult. In spite of the difficulties in direct calorimetric 

measurements, unambiguous values of the changes of enthalpy 

of dinucleoside phosphates under varying conditions would 

be invaluable. The way this could be determined would 

be to measure the partial molar heat capacities of dinucleo-

side phosphates in solution, then integrate over the temperature' 

range of the ordered-disordered transition. Such measurements 

have been made for the helix ... coil transition of DNAs and 

polypeptides l ,149. Unfortunately, the transition region 

for the disordering of the bases of a dinucleoside phosphate 

is very broad compared to the sharp transitions of poly

nucleotides and polypeptides, making the experiment too 

difficult to do with sufficient precision at this time. 

One similar set of experiments has been reported for single

strand poly A. The heat of solution of poly A was measured 
, 

calorimetrically at different temperatures. Using the 
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results of optical measurements on poly A to determine. 

the change in "stacking" over this temperature range, 

a value of 6Ho ("stacking") was calculated 56
. The 

dependence of this technique on optical measurements 

9 

really places it with other optical methods in its useful-

ness and limitations. What we will say about optical 

studies will apply to a large extent to this type of 

measurement as well. 

Up to this point we have not discussed the results 

of three very fruitful techniques in the study of nucleic 

acid structure, nuclear magnetic resonance, ultraviolet 

absorption and optical rotatory dispersion .. Experimentally, 

they have much in common. They are all solution measurements. 

That means that temperature, pH or solvent .composition can 

be varied continuously in order to observe changes in 

these conformation dependent physical properties caused 

by small changes in th~ environment. 

We have already mentioned that evidence from nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements was instrumental 

in assigning a "stacked" structure to aggregated bases 

in solution. The proton resonances of the non-exchangeable 

protons of the purine bases are shifted upfield in con

. 98 128 217 219 
centrate~ aqueous solutlons' , , . This results 

from the interaction of a proton with the ~ electron system 

of the adjacent base. If the bases were vertically 

"stacked" one would expect an upfield shift89 . If the 

bases were aggregating in a coplanar manner, then a down-
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field shift would be expected. Indeed, this downfield 

shift is seen in purine and pyrimidine derivatives in 

solvents such as chloroform and dimethylsulfoxide 94 

where infrared absorption studies show coplanar hydrogen

bonded inter~ctions70,100,101. 

Quantitative comparisons among all bases of differing 

tendencies to "stack" are not possible because the degree 

of aromaticity varies considerably for purine and pyrimidine 

bases. The purines are quite aromatic while the pyrimidines, 

especially uracil and thymine are much less so. Proton 

resonances have the smalles~ concentration dependence in 

the case of uracil. It is difficult to say whether this 

is caused by very little aggregation or by the small 

interaction between protons on one'base and the ~ electrons 

on another. 

Measurements of the opt~cal properties of nucleic 

acids have given much insight into the interactions 

between adjacent nucleotides. Purine and pyrimidine 

bases have strong absorptions in the ultraviolet region 

near 260 m1-L205 . The magnitude of this absorption depends 

on the local environment of the base. The extinction 

coefficient (at 260 ml-L) of a nucleotide in native DNA 

159,188 This decrease in extinction coefficient at a 

given wavelength is called hypochromicity while the decrease 

in oscillator strength (the extinction coefficient 

integrated over an entire absorption band with respect to 

( 
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frequency) is ca~led hYPOchromisml19 Experimental studies 

of single-strand oligonucleotides (with no base-base 

hydrogen bonding)12S as well as theore~ical investigations4S ,lSO,i89 

have shown that in general, chromophores, close enough 

to one another so that there is appreciable coulombic 

interaction between them, will exhibit a change in the 

intensity of absorption, either hyperchromic or hypochromic. 

Hypochromism of single-strand ,nucleic acid material in 

aqueous solution indicates that their bases are near one 

another under these conditions. However when the temperature 

of the solution is raised~ or when denaturants such as 

alcohols or urea are added, this hypochromism decreases, 

apparently going to zero in the limit of high temperature 

or high concentration of denaturant in many cases3 ,lS,43,lOS, 

147,203,20S This is equival~nt to saying that the ultra-

violet absorptions of oligo- and polynucleotides go ~oward 

those of free nucleotides under denaturing conditions. 

In the case of dinucleoside phosphates, it implies that 

raising the temperatur~ or adding a denaturant increases 

the distance between bases, breaking up the "stacked" 

structure in favor of one in which the distance between 

bases is limited only by the covalent bonds between them. 

Opt~cal rotatory dispersion (ORD) and circular 

dichroism (CD) of single-strand oligonucleotides and 

polynucleotides, especially dinucleoside phosphates, 

give results which are quite similar. (Since ORD and 

CD can be converted from one to the other by the Kronig-

\ 
'. 
" , , , 
i 
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Kramers transforms132 , two linear integral transforms, one 

can speak of these qualitative results almost inter

changeably.)· The ORD and CD of dinucleoside phosphates 

are very different from those of their component nucleosides 

and nucleotides14- l6 ,26,209-2ll. This is a result largely 

of the interaction between bases26 ,27,209. Again, when 

the temperature is raised or when denaturing solvents 

are added the ORD or CD of an oligonucleotide or polynucleotide 

tends to go to that of its component nucleotides, indicating. 

a large decrease in the interaction between bases14- 16 ,43,79, 

165,197 

Base composition and sequence can cause large variations 

in the ORD or CD of dinucleoside phosphates. The ORD 

of adenylyl (3'-5') adenosine (ApA) is about an order of 

magnitude larger than that of adenosine (A) and quite 

different in shape while the ORD of UpU is quite similar 

to that of U with only a fractional increase in magnitude210 . 

This is further evidence which makes it necessary to include 

base composition and sequence dependence in any acceptable 

theory of the structure of dinucleoside phosphates in 

solution. 

In spite of,the fact that there seem to be so many 

differe~t experiments, there, is really very little information 

about the structures of dinucleoside phosphates with which 

our conclusions must agree. The increase in base-base 

interaction with decreasing temperature or decreasing 

concentration of denaturants. indicates that the low 

temperature limit (i.e. ordered form) 'of dinucleoside 

phosphate structure must be "stacked". More specifically, 
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the bases must b~ close to one another, probably parallel 

with no 'solvent between them, in a conformation somewhat 

like that of two a~jacent nucleotides of the same strand 

of a helical DNA. It is very difficult to be more specific. 

The limit of the conformation at high temperatures or in 

denaturing solvents such as alcohols or urea solutions is 

one in which the bases are farther away from one another, 

so that any coulombic interactions between them (in the 

ground or excited states) have diminished greatly. Again, 

it is impossible to be more specific with only this 

evidence at our disposal. One attractive suggestion is 

that the bases move freely through the solution, constrained 

only by the covalent bonds connecting them. However 

attractive' this may seem, there is no direct evidence 

supporting it. 

In addition! mbdels must agree with the energetic 

parameters for the "stacking" process as determined by 

both calorimetric66 ,179 and statistical mechanica140 

methods. Because the systems are so different, a great 

many assumptions must be {!lade in order to compare energies 

obtained from the helix-coil transition or aggregation of 

bases and base analogues in solution with any value of the 

energy of "staCking" for dinucleoside phosphates calculated 

using a model we might propose. It is unfortunate that 

critical comparisons will be impossible because of these 

difficulties. 

Any realistic model must also allow for differences 

in the properties of dinucleoside phosphates differing in 

L 
. ! 

I, 
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base composition and sequence. It would be useful if we 

were able to correlate this sequ.ence dependence with 

a single property or small number of properties of each 

base. 

PHYSICAL ORIGINS OF THE PROPERTIES TO BE MEASURED 

The three physical measurements which seem most useful 

in studying the conformations of dinucleoside phosphates 

were ORD, ultraviolet absorption and NMR. They enable us 

to inv~stigate dinucleoside phosphates in solution where 

we can apply small perturbations such as changes in 

temperature, pH or solvent composition. In addition 

all three methods are good probes for the "unstacking" 

process in dinucleoside phosphates. The ORD of dinucleo~ 

side phosphate~ changes by as much as 10 fold with varying 

temperature (Fifbure 1). The ultraviolet absorption changes 

by as much as 13% over a similar range (Figure 2). The 

positions of the proton magnetic resonances of the non-

exchangeable base protons can change by more than 0.3 ppm 

depending on the experimental conditions21 . The experimental 

precision obtainable with co~ercially available instruments 

is toughly one or two orders' of magnitude better than the 

largest,of these effects, making the measurements tractable 

and attractive. 

The ORD, ultraviolet absorption and NMR all have , 
different geometric dependences. They give slightly 

different views of the changes in the,:conformations of 
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dinucleoside phosphates, giving additional insight into 

the problem. In order to extract the maximum amount of 

information from these measurements it is very important 

that we understand the physical bases of the effects. 

OPTICAL ROTATORY DISPERSION 

The region of interest in the ORD of dinucleoside 

phosphates is that near the base absorptions which occur 

in the near ultraviolet (near 260 m~). A large change 

of the ORD in this region is caused by interactions 

between the two bases, in particular the interaction of 

the 260 m~ transition of one base with the electronic 

transitions of the other base2l0,2ll. This includes 

the interaction of the 260 m~ transition of one base with 

the 260 m~ transition of the other. In the case of ApA 

this is the dominant contribution209 ,2l0. This type of 

ORD, where the ma.gnitude of the positive and negative 

Cotton effects in the region of an absorption band are 

equal, has been called "conservative,,26. In this case 

(with identica.l bases) the magnitude of the rotation will 
~~ ~ ~ 

be proportional to v(rl2'~lX~2) where r l2 is the vector 

connecting the point transition dipole of one base with 
~ -+ the point transition dipole of the other base, ~l and ~2 

are the point·transition dipoles for the 260 m~ (ground 

to first excited) transitions of the first and second 

bases respectively and V isthe~atrix element <~10~2ll~J ~ll~20> 

where ~ is the Hamiltonian (only coulombic interactions 

between bases need be considered because the bases are 
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far enough away ,from one another so that interactions 

caused by the overlap of the. wave<functions ·of the two 

bases can be neglected), and '1/1 • • is the wave function of 
l.J 

the ith base in the jth excited state. If we assume that 

the coulomb interactions in V can be approximated by a 
-3 dipole-dipole interaction then V will have an r dependence 

on the distance between bases. The important pOint of 

this treatment which should be remembered is that the 

dependence of the magnitude of the rotation of a dinucleoside 
-2 phosphate like ApA is approximately proportional to r 

and has a strong angular dependence. 

In other cases (e.g. CpC) the positive and negative 
. 209 211 Cotton effects near 260 mil- are not equal in magnl.tude ' 

This "nonconservative" ORD"is probably caused by inter

actions of the transitions near 260 mil- on one base with 

the transitions of the other base which are higher in 

energy~ There may also be interactions involving magnetic 

transition dipoles and permanent electric dipole moments120 . 

Unfortunately, experimental data on the electronic transitions 

of purine and pyrimid~ne bases (especially the transition 

orientations)' for the transitions near 260 mil- are quite 

limited. The situation deteriorates rapidly farther into 

the ult~aviolet. This, combined with the fact that the 

best approximaiPe wave functions for molecules as complicated 

as purines or pyrimidines are not particularly reliable:, 

makes it difficult to calculate the ORD of dinucleoside 

phosphates. In addition, accurate treatment of solvent 
216 '. 

effects is very difficult and has not been attempted 

'"0,-_____ • I 
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for molecules like dinucleoside phosphates yet. Calculations 

·of the "conservative" term of the ORD of dinucleoside 

phosphates are close to the experimentally measured spectra 

l'n a few cases (e.g. ApA)27,220. H th ·t d owever, e magnl u e 

of the calculated ORD·is generally not too reliable. In 

some cases even the qualitative shape-does not agree with 

experimental results. Hopefully, the future will see 

accurate calculations of the ORD of dinucleoside phosphates 

as a function of conformation, enabling investigators to 

rigorously test models of the "stacking" process. Even 

without this information, the knowledge we do have about 

the origins of the ORD will aid us greatly in interpreting 

experimental results. 

ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION 

Hypochromism in dinucleoside phosphates results from 

the interaction of a transition on one base with other 

.ele~tronic transition; on the other base189, with no 

contribution from the interaction of that transition on 
. 46 one base with the analogous transition on the other base .. 

However there can be appreciable changes in the band shape 
; 

caused by such an interaction. In the case of a dimer 

consisting of two identical chromophores, there will be 

two exciton transitions for each bne in the monomerl9l. 

There can be a "borrowing" of intensity from one band by 

the other. In the case of dinucleoside phosphates the 

exciton splittings (energy difference between two exciton 

transitions) are considerably smaller than the electronic 

absorption band widths25. The exciton transitions will 
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not be resolved in the absorption spectrum and integration 

over what appears to be a single absorption would actually 

include both exciton absorptions. Any exchange of intensity 

between these transitions will cancel. However, if one 

measures the extinction coefficient at just one wavelength 

(hypochromicity) he may observe changes caused by exciton 

interactions, or other changes in the band shape. (We 

will see later that the band shape ofApA does change 

appreciably as the temperature is varied.) Just this 

consideration shows that different optical properties 

depend on different interactions. The ORD of ApA is dominated 

by the interaction of the 260 m~ transition on one base 

with the 260 m~ transition on the other base. This 

interaction can have no effect on the hypochromism. However, 

because there may be changes in the shape of the 260 m~ 

absorption band there. may be differences between the hypochromism 

(decrease in oscillator strength) and 'hypochromicity (decrease 

in extinction coefficie~t at one wavelength). Care should 

be taken to avoid confusing them. 

The major, contribution to the hypochromism of dinucleo

side phosphates near 260 m~ originates in the interaction' 

of the 260 m~ transition on one base with the transitions 

of the qther base farther into the ultraviolet49,189. 

If a multipole expansion is used 'for the interaction between 

transitions the first term will be a point dipole-point 

dipole intera~tion which has a base-base distance depende:t:lce 
, -3 

proportional to r There are a large number of 'transitions 



in the ultraviolet with which the 260 m~ transition can 

interact. Since the orientations of these transitions 

are varied the angular dependence of the hypochromism is not 

as strong as that of the ORD. As the angle between the 

260 m~ transiiion and a transition on the other base 

(farther into the ultraviolet) changes so that the 

interaction between them causes a smaller hypochromic 

effect, the orientation of the 260 m~ transition and 

another transition in ,the far ultraviolet may change so 

that its hypochromic contribution increases. This cancel-

lation of changes in the terms contributing to hypochromism 

make the hypochromism less sensitive to the angular 

orientation of the two bases of a dinucleoside phosphate 

than the ORD.,,· If transitions are above one another 

(as in "stacked" bases) the long wavelength transition 

(i.e. the one near 260 m~) will never be hyperchromic 133 

Therefore we expect to find the absorption band of a 

dinucleoside phosphate near 260 m~ to be hypochromic with 
-3 an r base-base distance dependence and a weaker ang~lar 

dependence than the ORD. 

A classical approach to the problem of the origin of 

hypochromism treats it as an interaction of a chromophore 

wi th the, local electric field caused by a polarizable body. 

The electric field of the radiation induces a dipole in the 

polarizable body which thEm has its own electric field. 

If this field partially cancels the electric field of the 

light at the site of the chromophore then hypochromism 
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results, the smaller electric field of the light at the 

chromophore resulting in less absorption. In the case of 

dinucleoside phosphates, the 260 m~ transition dipole 

interacts with the polarizability of the other base (caused 

by the transitions farther in the ultraviolet on that base). 

The variation of the polarizability of a purine or pyrimidine 

probably does not change by ~ore than a factor of two in 

any direction in the plane of the b~se. The, angular variation 

of the hypochromism (assuming the distance between bases 

remains constant and the bases remain parallel) should 

not be larger than this factor of two. This is analogous 

to the argument used earlier which said that since the 

ultraviolet transitions were distributed in different 

directions hypochromism should have a, small angular dependence. 

Qualitatively, the hypOchromism should have a smaller 

angular dependence than the ORD(which can even change sign) 
-3 and should vary approximately as r (The ORn varies 

-2 ) approximately as r . Complete analysis of experimental 

data requires the calculation of the physical property 

measured as a function of molecular conformation. Unfortunately, 

quantitative calculations of hypochromism are very difficult49, 
160,189 One major obstacle is the problem of knowing details 

of the ~ransitions in the ultraviolet. For sane cases the 

ORD is dominated by interactions of the transitions near 

260 m~ with one another. We, have seen that this can never' 

be the case for hypochromism. That'means that accurate 
,;' 

calculations of the hypochromism of dinucleoside phosphates 

. . ~ . 
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requires a knowl~dge of the transitions not only at 260 m~, 

where our knowledge is meager, but also knowledge of the 

transitions further in the ultraviolet, where the situation 

is far worse. In addition, there are electronic transitions 

in the solvent which may interact strongiy with the purine 

or pyrimidine transitions. This effect is particularly 

difficult to calculate for the reasons previously stated 

as well as the fact that ,very little is known about the 

solvent structure around molecules like dinucleoside 

phosphates. Since the bases of a dinucl~oside phosphate 

are exposed to the solvent (much more so than in DNA) this 

effect may be large. 

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE 

NMR experiments measure something quite different. 

In these experiments one does not observe the interaction 

between excited electronic states.' The experiments of 

interest measure'the positions of the resonances of non-

exchangeable protons on the base'(e.g. H2 and HS of adenine). 

The positions of these resonances depend critically ort the 
21 33 position of the other base of the dinucleoside phosphate ' , 

35,169 When an'aromatic ring is placed in a magnetic 

field the 7r electron movement becomes polariz~d. In very 
. 

simple terms, a "ring'current" is established. This "ring 

current" generates its own magnetic fi~ld which either 

adds to or subtracts from the external magnetic field S9 . 
. 

If a proton is located directly above or below the aromatic 

ring then the magnetic field generated by the "ring current" 

opposes the external magnetic field. A higher external 

f' 

: 
;' 

" 
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magnetic field ~s needed for resonance; the resonance 

is shifted upfield. On the other hand, if the proton is 

in the same plane as the aromatic ring (as is the case 

. with most protons covalently bound to aromatic rings) 

the magnetic fields enhance one another. A lower external 
/ 

magnetic field is. needed for resonance; the signal is 

shifted downfield. 

The effect one observes ,in dinucle6side phosphates, 

nucleosides or bases in solution is an upfield shift of 

the resonances of the non-exchangeable hydrogen on the 

aromatic rings with increased "stacking" of bases. In a 
, 

dinucleoside .phosphate with two similar bases (e .g. ApA) 

this gives an unusually sensitive measurement of conformation. 

The two bases are geometrically non-equivalent (caused by 

the differences between the 3' phosphate ester and the 

5' phosphate ester) and therefore magnetically non-equivalent. 

Each proton of one base interacts with a different part 

of the other base. This is greatly enhanced in "stacked" 

conformations. The differences between the two proton 

resonances can be measured very accurately. This difference 

gives a very sensitive method of measuring the differences 

of environment seen by the two bases. 

Unfortunately, the aromaticity of the nucleic acid 

bases varies greatly. Although the purines display large 

"ring currents" the pyrimidines, especially uracil and 

thymine have very small "ring currents" ,169. In the case 

of pyrimidine bases it is difficult to differentiate between 

the case where the bases are "stacked", but no "ring current" 

effect is seen because the "ring current" is too small and 

. \ 
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the case where the bases simply do· not "stack". 

The interaction of the aromatic electrons with a 

proton in a magnetic field can be treated on a very simple 

level as two point dipoles interacting. The electron 

"ring current" (which is equivalent to a magnetic dipole) 

interacts with the proton's spin (which is a magnetic 

dipole). Therefore the dependence of the interaction on 

-3 the distance between bases should be proportional to r . 

Of course, when r is of the same size as the dimensions of 

the aromatic ring, the "ring current" can not be considered 

to generate a-simple magnetic point dipole. More rigorous 

calculations of this effect have been made, considering 

both the geometry of the aromatic ring and the basic quantum 
89 nature of the problem Treatments of molecules as complicated 

as dinucleoside phosphates are just starting to be made2l 

The measurement of ORD, ·ul traviolet absorption and 

NMR of dinucleoside phosphates offer different ways of 

investigating the conformation o~ dinucleoside phosphates 

in solution. They are all sensitive to interactions 

between the two bases but measure slightly different 

quantities. Using these techniques we will be able to 

test some models and develop ideas about the conformation 

of dinucleoside phosphates in solution, as well as the 

forces responsible for these structures. 

MODELS 

With the exception of certain types of X-ray diffraction 

studies, analysis of physical measurements requires a 

I II 

i· 
! ~. 
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choice of a mo~el in order to determine a structure. 

If the data are not consistent with the model then the 

model must be discarded or revised. The more data agree 

with a model, the more credible it becomes. 

Before discussing the physical measurements which can 

yield useful information about the conformation of dinucleo-

side phosphates in solution it would be advantageous to 

mention some models which are compatible with the qualitative 

results already reviewed. They will serve as guides in under

standing the conformati.ons of dinucleoside phosphates under 

various conditions as well as help suggest the measurements 

which might enable us to distinguish between models. 

TWO-STATE MODEL 

The simplest model used to analyze the properties of 

dinucleoside phosphates and other oligonucleotides (indeed 

the only model used up to this time) is the two state 

d 13,14,15,106,147,203,206 mo e • This model assumes that 

a dinucleoside phosphate can have only one of two possible 

conformations, either the ordered· "stacked" conformation or 

the disordered "unstacked" conformation. No conformations 

between these two exist. Variation of temperature or 

solvent composition changes the equilibrium between the 

two states. Lowering the temperature favors the ordered 

form. Raising the temperature or introducing denaturing 

solvents shifts the equilibrium toward the disordered form. 

The physical properties of the ordered form can be determined 
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by extrapolating, these properties of the equilibrium 

mixture to the low temperature limit. Comparisons with 

properties of known structures or properties calculated 

from theory may help to determine the geometry of the 

"stacked" dinucleoside phosphate. Extrapolation to 

the high temperature limit will give the properties of the 

"unstacked" dinucleoside phosphate. Similar comparisons 

with known compounds as well as calculations based on 

theory may lead to the determination of the geometry of 

the disordered form. 

boHo and boS o of the "unstacking" process can be determined 

by measuring the equilibrium constant for the "stacked" 

"unstacked" equilibrium as a function of temperature, 

then applying the Van't Hoff equation: 

oInK 
~ 

T 

together with: 

MULTI-STATE MODEL 

A logical extension of the two-state model is the 

multi-state model. In this model a finite set of possible 

conformations exists, ranging from "stacked" to "unstacked", 

each with its own physical properties and its own HO and 

So. Analysis of the data, using this model, is almost 

identical to the analysis using the two-state model in 
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principle. In ~ractice it is much more difficult. In the 

case of the dinucleoside phosphates there is at this time 

no method of determining the population distribution for 

the intermediate states. This is necessary in order to 

treat the multiple-equilibrium problem which is necessary 

for the determination of the thermodynamic variables of each 

state. In spite of this fact it is .useful to keep this model 

in mind as it will help provide some insight into the meaning 

(or lack of meaning) of ~Ho and ~So determined by using the 

two-state model, should the two-state model prove to be 

incorrect. 

OSCILLATING DIMER MODEL 

Up to this point we have mentioned two models having 

discrete states. At the other extreme is the situation where 

a dinucleoside phosphate can exist in a continuum of states •. 

Instead of discrete energies there would be an energy. 

surface (in a multi-dimensional space). In one very simple 

model (Figure 3) the bases of a dinucleoside ph0sphate are 

considered to be two circular discs directly above one 

another67 ,116. A harmonic torsional spring connecting the 

centers of the two discs defines the potential energy. The 

discs can oscillate but can not move away from one another. 
, 

In the limit of low temperature there would be no oscil-

lations (in the quantum mechanical case, just zero point 

oscillations) from the equilibrium position and the dinucleo

side phosphate would be "stacked". Increasing the temperature 

.... / 
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would increase tbe magnitude of the oscillations. In the 

limit of very large oscilJ.ations the dinucleoside phosphate 

would become "unstacked ll
• Denat1uring solvents would have 

the effect of reducing the force constant of the spring, 

allowing larger oscillations at. the same temperature (i.e. 

at the same kinetic energy). Quantitative analysis of the 

data using this model would give a force constant (KO) for 

the torsional spring and the moment of inertia of the effective 

oscillator, rather than 6Ho and 6So for the disordering 

process. The energy required for a displacement of e radians 

f th t t · 1 ... e 2 rom e po en 1a energy m1n1mum 1S K . If a displacefuent 

of eli is required for "unstacking" a dinucleoside phosphate 
2 then the energy of "unstacking" would be 1(e • u 

Using this model, the temperature dependences of some 

properties of dinw~leoside phosphates can be calculated 67 ,116: 

If the resulting ORD from the interaction of the two bases 

is considered to be that arising from the interaction of 

the point transition dipole (near 260 mlJ.) at the center of 

one base, with the analogous point transition dipole at the 

center of the ~ther base, the contribution to the optical 

rotation caused by the interaction of the two bases 

is 

[cD ] -(h/m)coth(hm/2kT) e ' 

! \ 
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", 
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in the quantum mechanical case. [<I>J is the rotation caused 

by interaction of the two bases;. ill is the frequency of the 

oscillator; m is the moment of inertia of the disc; ~ is 

Planck's constant divided by 2~; k is Boltzmann's constant; 

T is the absolute temperature; and [<1)J o is,a constant, 

proportional to the low temperature limit of the optical 

rotation. The classical (high temperature) limit of this 

expression is: 

where K is the force constant of the spring. 

One feature of this moael is that it predicts different 

temperature dependences for different properties. If the 

hypochromism is considered to arise from the 260 mlJ. transition 

interacting with the polarizability of the other base, and 

the polarizability is constant in the plane of the base 

then there will be no change in the hypochromism with changing 

orientation (or changing temperature). The variation of 

the polarizability in the plane of a base is probably less 

than a factor of 2 making thehypochromism slightly temperature 

dependent and leaving an appreciable hypochromism in the high , 
temperature limit. (This is found in the case of ApA.) 

However, the experimental hypochromism of ApA is found 

to be temperature dependent. The oscillating dimer ,model 

(which takes into account only those torsional oscillations 

of the bases which do not take them away from one another) 

can not account for this type of behavior. If other modes 

of motion are introduced then this type of model will 

predict a strongly temperature dependent hypochromism. In 
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our discussion qf the origins of the ORD and hypochromism 

we mentioned that the ORD has a strong angular dependence 

and a dependence on the distance between bases of approximately 

r- 2 • On the other hand, the hypochromism has a very weak 
. -3 angular dependence but varJ..es as r This means that move-

ment of the bases away from one another (while retaining the 

same angle between 'the 260 miJ. transition dipoles of the two 

bases) will affect the hypochromism more strongly than it 

will the ORD. It is possible that the variation of the ORD 

with temperature originates largely in torsional modes of 

motion while the ,variation of thehypochromism with temperature 

is a result of increased separation of the bases. Unfortuna,te,ly, 

the mathematics, involved in treating this type of motion is 

considerably more complicated than mathematics of the 
, .. 67 

torsional mode~ of motJ..on • No quantitative theory has 

been developed yet for treating the dependence of optical 

properties when such types of motion occur. 

We realize at the start that this model is muc~ too 

simple. However, it does serve an important pedagogical 

purpose by illustrating the type of alternative to th~ two

state model which will have to be explored in order to under

stand the temperature dependent properties of dinucleoside 

phosphates. 

GENEMLIZED ENERGY SURFACES ,: 

The approach in which a generalized energy surface i~ used, 
\ 

is not limited by these overly simple assumptions.' A more 

useful model would have a re~listic geometry (based on 

crystallographic results) along with a realistic multi-
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dimensional pot<;:!ntial energy surface. This geometry and 

surface would then be tested by calculating (numerically 

or analytically) the temperature (or solvent) dependence 

of physical properties and then comparing these predictions 

with experimental observations. The choice of realist~c 

geometries of the bases, sugars and phosphate from existing 

X-ray crystallographic data is feasible. The choice of 

a potential is very much more difficult. The second part 

of this thesis is devoted to this problem. 

Consideration of these four models of the temperature 

and solvent dependence of the properties of dinucleoside 

phosphates suggests experiments which must be done in 

order to test these models. Properties of dinucleoside 

phosphates must be measured under varying conditions 

(e.g. different temperatures and different sOlvents). 

The Il10re properties measured and the wider the range of 

conditions used, the more reliable the check of the model 

will be. Therefore we have measured some temperature 

dependent properties of a number of dinucleoside phosphates. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

NUCLEIC ACID MATERIAL 

A, C, Ap, pC, ApA, ApG, UpC, CpA, CpC, GpU, and GpC 

used in these experiments were Calbiochem A Grade. UpG, 

CpG and GpA were purchased from Gallard-Schlessinger 

Chemical Mfg. Corp. pA and pU were purchased from Pabst 

Laboratories. The ApA used in the low salt hypochromism 



measurements, Ape, ApU, ,and some of the UpU was supplied 

by Dr. Myron Warshaw. Their preparation has been described 

elsewhere210 . All of these c.ompounds were used without 

further purification. Most .cif the dinucleoside phosphates 

we checked for impurities by high voltage paper electro-
28 phoresis and were found to be homogeneous UpA 

(Calbiochem A Grade) and UpU (Calbiochem 1? Grade) were 

found to contain apprecia'ble impurities. They were purified 

on a 50 cm Dowex lX2 ion exchange column. The UpA was 

eluted in a 10- 3 to 10- 2 M HCl gradient. It was lyophilized 

and stored as a dry powder. -2 UpU was eluted in 10 M HCl 

with a 0-0.4 M NH4Cl gradient. The salt was removed by 

passing the solution through 'a, Sephadex G-IO column.. The 

UpU was then lyophilized ahd stored as, a dry powder. 

NON-BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS 

Because the LiCl solutions used in these experiments 

were so concentrated we considered the possibility of 

a small transition metal ion impurity interacting with 

a dinucleoside phosphate and changing its prop~rties. 

Di- and trivalent metal ions were removed by treating 

concentrated LiClsolutions with an excess of Chelex 100 

chelating resin (Bio-Rad Laboratories) batchwise at least 

five times. Emission spectroscopy on dried samples of 

this LiCl indicated calcium between 10 and 20 ppm. Since 

the resin binds Ca+2 more poorly than other di- and trivalent 

metal ions and the impurity levels of other metal ions 

+2 ) . were at least 20 times lower (with the exception of Mg 
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in the original',LiCl sample, it is safe to assume that 

other metal ions will not be present in appreciable 

quantities. If the pK for the binding of Ca+2 to 

dinucleoside phosphates is 1.8 as it is for the 
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binding to adenylic aCid~21,the fraction of dinucleoside 

phosphate bound to Ca+2 would be about 1% which should not 

affect our experiments. Because so much Li+ is present 

the binding is probably considerably weaker. 

Tap distilled water was used for these experiments. 

Other compounds were reagent grade or the equivalent and 

used without further purification. 

The dilute salt buffers uSed for mill and ultraviolet 

absorption studies were 0.15 M NaCI04 , 0.02 M phosphate 

pH 6.75 or 0.15 M KCl, 0.01 M phosphate pH 6.7. No dif-

ference was observed in the properties of dinucleoside 

phosphates in these buffers.· The concentrated LiCl buffers 

were 25.2%·LiCl (gig), 0.004 M tris-HCl pH 7.1. 

For the NMR experiments it was necessary to eliminate 

as many protons from the solvent as was practical so that 

they would not swamp out the signals of the solute protons, 

present in low concentration. All solutes measured in 

water were dissolved in D20 of at least 99.7% deuterium 

(Bio-Rad) then lyophilized to remove exchangeable protons, 

from the solute. This was d6ne at-least twice. The solute 

was then dissolved in D20 '(ApA) or D20 with enough Na2C03 
dissolved to be sure the solution was not acidic (A, pA, and 

Ap) .. For measurements made at acid pH the material was 
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dissolved in D20 .to which enough conc~ntrated HCl had been 

added to make the solution 0.1 M. In order to eliminate 

the possibliity of depurination, spectra were taken within 

one hour after dissolving the ApA. 

DETERMINATION OF CONCENTRATIONS 

Concentrations of solute.s for the NMR experiments 

were determined by weighing. Concentrations of ApA were 

0.030 to 0.033 moles base/liter. The total concentration 

of nucleoside or nucleotides were 0.05 to 0.08 moles/liter. 

Concentration of nucleosides, nucleotides and dinucleo-' 

side phosphates in the ORD and ultraviolet absorption 

studies were determined by mea~uring the ultraviolet 

absorption at room temperature. Extinction coefficients 

of the dinucleoside phosphates in dilute salt solutions 

were assumed to be the same as those reported in the 

1 · t t 211 J. era ure . Extinction coefficients in 25.2% LiCI 

solutions were determined by making a concentrated solution. 

of the dinucleoside phosphate .in buffered 25.2% LiCl. 

Aliquots were diluted with 0.004 M tris buffer pH 7.1 or 

buffered 25.2% LiCI to the same volume with a base con

centration of approximately 5 x 10- 5 M. The solution 

diluted with tris buffer was sufficiently dilute in salt 

(less than 0.5 M LiCl in all cases) that the extinction 

coefficients for dilute salt concentrations could be used. 

Therefore the ratio of the extinction coefficients in 

dilute and concentrated LiCl solution~ was the same as the 

ratio of optical densities. (see Tabl~ 1) 
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TABLE 1 

LOW SALT* HIGH SALT 

COMPOUND E A E Amax max max max 
.~ 

pA 15400 259 15500 261 

pU 10100 262.5 9360 262.5 

C 8900 273 9420 273 

ApA 13400 258 13300 259 

UpU 98'00 261 + 7300- 262 

UpC 8700 264 .8740 266 

CpC 8300 272 ·8920 271.5 

Estimated errors ±50 

* Ref. 34 

+ (~10-4M base/liter) 

INSTRUMENTS AND MEASUREMENTS 

ORD measurements were made with a Cary 60 spectro-

polarimeter. The spectral bandwidth was less than 1 m~ 

in all cases. Samples were used for no more than four spectra. 

Baselines (the rotation tif the buffer in the cuvett~ used 

for the sample) were run after the series of sample spectra. 

The cuvette was then rinsed and refilied with sample and 

more spectra were measured. Spectra were compared with 

at least two baselines measured at or near the temperature 

of the sample in order to check for possible spurious 

signals from the spectropolarimeter. Spectra were frequently 

measured to 600 m~ in order to check for base line shifts 

which frequently occur as a result of irreproducible positioning 

of the cell. Rotations are expressed as [w] - 1008 where 8 -£C 



is the rotation jn degrees, £ is the length of the cell 

in centimeters and c is the doncentration in moles base 

per liter. No adjustments were made for the refractive 

index of the solvent. Corrections were made for the expansion 

of the solutions with increasing temperatures.' Dilute salt 

solutions were assumed to have the density of pure water. 

The density of concentrated LiCl solutions is known as 

) ° 1 ° 68 a function of temperature from 0 C to 00 C We 

obtained densities below O°C by extrapolation; this led to 

a constant density of 1.155 glcc below -20°C. In all 

cases these corrections amounted to no more than 3~%. 

Measurements of ORD were made using 1 or 2 centimeter 

cells. {I centimeter cells were found to be more satisfactory 

because their longer bases gave them greater mechanical 

stability. Baseline shifts are greatly' reduced by using 

? centimeter cells rather than 1 centimeter cells. The 

optical density of the sample at 260 mlJ, was between 0.5 

and 1.1 for all work with dinucleoside phosphates. In 

some of the work with nucleosides and nucleotides the 

optical density was as high as 1.8. 

Measurements on UpU (in di~ute salt solution) and ApU 

were done in the 1 cm thermostatted cell supplied by Cary. 

The temperature was measured with a copper-constantan thermo

couple placed in a glass c~pillary (filled with mercury for 

good thermal contact), which was in contact with the solution 

during the measurements. This system was found to be very· 
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unsatisfactory., At extremes in temperature the cell has 

a tendency to leak. If the ~dges of the removable windows 

were greased to prevent this, the grease tended to streak 

across the windows at high temperatures, giving large 

anomalous rotations. In addition, the tubing carrying 

the thermostatting liquid had to be wired together. When 

connections came undone, flooding of the cell co~partment 

and adjacent parts of the spectropolarimeter resulted. 

In order to avoid these difficulties this therm~statting 

system was quickly abandoned. Thermostatting for all other 

ORD measurements was done by placing a 1 or 2 cm cylindrical 

cell in an aluminum cell holder through which the thermostat-

ting liquid was circulated. The details of this cell holder 
. , C:::l 

are described elsewhere~ . For temperatures below O°C 

it was helpful to cover this block with styrofoam insulation. 

Surgical rubber tubing was found satisfactory for carrying 

the thermostatting liquid to and from the cell holder. It 

has sufficient mechanical strength at high temperatures, 

without excessive stiffness at low temperatures. Tygon 

tubing and brass bellows were also tried but were fOwld 

to spring leaks (especially at extremes in temperature) 

with surprising regularity. Periodic inspections and 

occasior.J.al replacemen;t of the surgical rubber tubing were 

necessary in order to avoid mechanical failure and flooding 

of the spectropolarimeter. Connections inside the cell 

compartment between tubing and the cell holder and top of 

the cell compa~tment were made using Poly-flo connectors 

(Imperial Eastman). Outside the cell compartment tKwik-. 
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connect connecto~s (Imperial Eastman) were used. They 

have the advantage of automatically shutting off liquid 

flow when a connection is broken. 

The temperature of the sample was measured in one of 

two ways. Either the temperature of the thermostatting 

liquid was measured and converted to the sample temperature, 

using a previously determined calibration curve, or the 

,temperature in a cell was measured directly with a copper-

constantan thermocouple. This was done either immediately 

after a spectrum was recorded with the sample in the 

cell (after which the sample was discarded and the cell 

scrupulously cleaned in 50% H2S04-50% HN03 in order to 

eliminate traces of transition metal ions), or immediately 

before the spectrum was taken (in which case an identical 

cell filled with water or alcohol into which the thermocouple' 

was placed was mounted next to the sample cell in the 

aluminum cell holder). In all cases the temperature was 

known to be better than '±0.3°C and did not fluctuate beyond 

those limits. Temperatures below room temperature were 

maintained using refrigerated baths or'by circulating methanol, 

cooled by Dry Ice or liquid nitrogen. Temperatures above 

room temperature were maintained using a' Haake, Model' Fe'·,:: 

thermostatting bath. After the thermostatting bath had 

reached its regulating temperature it took the sample 

5 to 15 'minutes to reach thermal equilibrium (depending on 

the experimental set- up) " At least an additional 5 or 10 . 
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minutes were al~owed to pass before starting to measure 

spectra. In order to minimize evapQration above room 

temperature the cell was capped with rubber serum stoppers 

through which a small length of no. 27 hypodermic needle 

was placed. The serum stoppers were previously soaked in 

boiling 1 M KOH and rinsed in distilled water to leach'out' 

a material which absorbed in the ultraviolet. Hydrolysis of 

the dinucleoside phosphates at high temperatures was checked 

by measuring the ORD (or ultraviolet absorption) at room 

temperature both before and after having measured it at 

higher temperatures. In no case was the difference between 

the optical properties at room temperature measured before 

and after exposure to high temperature indicative of any 

hydrolysis. 

Ultraviolet absorption measurement~ were made with 

a Cary 14 or Cary 15 spectrophotometer. Measurements not 

at room temperature were made in the thermostatted cell 

holder supplied by the manufacturers. Temperature control 

and measurement were done in the same way as they were 

for ORD measurements. The reference cell, containing the 

appropriate buffer was at room temperature. Therefore it 

was necessary to measure the difference in absorption of 

the buffer at room temperature and at the temperature of 

the sample. 

The oscillator strength of an absorption band was 

determined by integrating the extinction coefficient using 

Simpson's rule~ The optical densities of dilute salt 

solutions were read off the ~hart paper at 2.5 m~ intervals. 
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The integration ,was done using a computer program written 

by Dr. Myron Warshaw. Optical densities of other solutions 

were recorded at 0.5 m~ intervals using a Cary Digital 

System. The data were smoothed by fitting them, 25 at a 

time, to the best least squares cubic polynomial. The 

value of the smoothed optical density was taken to be the 

value of the polynomial at the 13 th wavelength of the 25 

used for the fit. The smoothing and subsequent integration 

was done using a computer program written by Mr.S. Richard 

Jaskunas. For the 260 m~ bands of the bases the integration 

was done from long wavelengths to a ',;clit- off wavelength 
, 

at or near the minimum in the absorption spectrum. This 

cut-off wavelength varied from one dinucleoside phosphate 

to another, but was independent qf temperature,for any given 

compound. Since the near ultraviolet absorption bands of 

purines and pyrimidines are not completely resolved the 

choice of the cut-off wavelength is to some extent arbitrary. 
" 

It is possible that errors may be introduced if the absorption 

bands change shape or shift with changing temperature. 

NMR spectra were measllred on a Varian Associates A-60 

NMR Spectrometer. Measurements were made at 41°C unless 

otherwise noted. The temperature was determined by measuring 

the separation of the two proton signals of ethYlene glycol, 

then determining the temperature using the calibration 

supplied by Varian. Temperatures other than 41°C we're 

maintained using the V-6040 variable temperature controller 

made by Varian. 
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pH measure,ments were made at room temperature wi th 

either a Radiometer Type,TTTlc pH meter or a Beckman 

Expandomatic pH meter. No corrections were made for 

high concentrations of Li+. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

TWO-STATE MODEL 

Because the change in the ORD is so much larger than 

that in the ultraviolet absorption or NMR most of our data 

will come from ORD measurements. We have measured the ORD 

of 14 dinucleoside phosphates in aqueous solutions over 
-

the range of approxi~ately 0° to 85°C. (Figures 4-7) (The 

temperature dependence of the ORD of ApA was measured in 

this laboratory previously210~.) Using these data one can 

calculate an equilibrium constant as a function of temperature. , 

K(T) fraction "stacked" 
= fraction "unstacked tt

. = 
[¢J(T)-[¢Ju(T) 
[¢Js-L¢J (T) 

All rot~tions are measured at one wavelength and [¢J s and 

[¢Ju(T) are respectively the rotation of the "stacked" and 

"unstacked" forms of the dinucleosiide phosphate and [¢J(T) is 

the rotation measured at temperature) T. Once the equilibrium 

constant is known as a function of temperature) thermodynamic 

parameters for the "stacked" to "unstacked" transit'ion can 

be calculated. 

In practice, one can make a reasonable estimate of the· 

"unstacked" rotation. Since there is little base-base 

interaction the contributions to the optical rotation would 
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TWO STATE MODEL 
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be those found in 'the free nucleosides or nucleotides. The 

extrapolated high temperature limit of the ORD of a dinuc1eo-

side phosphate does seem to be the sum of the rotations of 

its component nucleotides. The sum of the rotations of the 

component nucleotides was tak~n to be the rotation of the 

"unstacked" form. 

However, nucleosides and nucleotides 'are not rigid 

molecules either. Since the bases are planar and therefore 

have no optical activity of their own, the optical rotation 

in the region of strong absorption by the bases (near 260 m~) 

must result from an interaction of the 260 m~ transition 

with the asymmetric ribose. This interaction depends on 

the relative orientation of the base and sugar. Because 

the glycosidic bond (connecting the base and sugar) is a 

single bond, some rotation can take place around it. The 

population distribution of orientations will change as a 

. function of temperature, with the conformations of higher 

energy becoming more populated at higher temperatures. The 

temperature dependence of the relative orientation of the 

base and sugar causes.a temperature dependence of the ORD of 

nucleosides and nucleotides. Although the ORD of nucleosides 

and nucleotides remains qualitatively the same, the magnitude 

of the rotations decrease by as much as 25% going from 

OO.to 85°C. (Figures 8-13). These findings are in agreement 

'th ORD t d' th ,obI ° 195 Wl measuremen s ma e ln e V1Sl e reglon 

Therefore at each temperature we equate the rotation of 

the "unstacked" dinuc1eosidephosphate to the rotation of 
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its component nucleotides or nucleosides at that temperature. 

The low temperature limit is harder to estimate. 

Theoretical values have been calculated27 , but they are not 

too dependable in terms of magnitude. In'some cases they 

are seriously in error even in the shape of the ORD. In 

practice, the value assumed for the low temperature limit 

was that rotation which gave the most linear plot of log K 

against liT. The assumption of a linear Van't Hoff plot 

is equivalent to the assumption of nearly equal heat 

capacities of the "stacked" and "unstacked" dinucleoside 

phosphates. 

Unfortunately evidence ~to test this assumption is 

scarce. The temperature dependence of the calorimetric 

~Ho of double-strand formation for poly (A+U) or DNA24 ,163 

is consistent with this assumption. The temperature dependence 
0' : 

of ~H for the Gouble-strand formatlon of poly (A+U) can 

be cOnsidered as a difference in the heat capacities of 

the single and double-strand forms. The conformation of the 

double-strand form is probably independent of temperature. 

However the single-stranp polymers are partially "stacked", 

with the degree of "stackingH decreasing with increasing 

temperature. Energy is required for "unstacking". If this 

is assumed to be the dominant cause of the difference in 

heat capacities, the temperature dependence of the calorimetric 

~Ho for strand separation can be estimated from the. temperature 

dependence of optical properties. Using the ORD of dinucleo

side phosphates as a measure of the amount of "stacking" 

-.,/ 
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and assuming tha\ "stacking" in the polymers is a non-

cooperative process one derives an apparent difference of 

heat capacities for the double and single-strand consistent 

with the calorimetric data. 

The thermodynamic parameters were not very sensitive 

to moderate changes in the assumed low temperature limit. 

- [¢] 
s 

1.Oxl04 

1.5xl04 

1.7xl04 

2.4xl04 

TABLE 2 

CpG 
6Ho (lf uns tacking")(in kcal/mole) 

5.4 

4.8 

4.8 

4.0 

The wavelength at which the analysis was made is one 

of three: the first peak, the first trough or the wavelength 

at which the difference between the rotations of the 

dinucleoside phosphate and its component nucleosides was 

a maximum. The wavelength giving the Van't Hoff plot 

with the least scatter was used. The answer was not dependent 

on the wavelength chosen, to within experimental error. An 

estimate of the errors involved in determining the thermo-

dynamic parameters are indicated by the deviation of values 

for CpG. (Se~ Table 2.) 

The fit of the data to the two-state model is reasonably 

good. (Figure:;:4-;7'j) The best and worst Van't Hoff plots 

are shown. (Figure 14) The poorness of fit in the latter case 

is caused by the difficulties in measuring small rotations. 
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Dinucleoside 
Phosphate 

ApA 

ApG 

ApC 

ApU 

GpA 

GpC 

GpU 

CpA 

CpG 

CpC 

CpU 

UpA 

UpG 

UpC 

UpU 

6Ho ll unstacking ll 

(kcal/mole) 

5.3 

4.8 

6.2 

8.4 

5.6 

7.8· 

6.8 

7.3 

4.8 

6.9 

7.8 

5.1 

6.0 

6.2 

7.8 

TABLE 3 

/ 6S°"-uns tackinj" 
\ (call deg mole 

6Fo ll unstacking ll at 25°C 
(kcal/mole) . 

. K 2 
(cal/mole radian) 

20 - 0.7 200 

18 - 0.4 230 
.,. 

240 22 +1.7 

32 -1.2 340 

20 - 0.5 170 

28 +0~6 280 

25 +0.6 140 

27 +0.7 210 

17 -0.2 220 

25 - 0.5 300 

28 -0.5 240 

21 - 0.7 250 

23 -0.9 130 CJI 
~ 

22 -0.4 260 

29 - 0.9 230 



Even without detailed analysis of these results a 

few comments should be made. First of all, 6Ho and 6So 

are all approximately the same (see Table 3) and are 

comparable with estimates made from the temperature dependence 

of th t · 1 t' 3,14,15,106,147,203,206 as well o er op lca proper les . 

as estimates coming from the·statistical mechanical analysis 

of DNA melting profiles40 . Because different dinucleoside 

phosphates have similar thermodynamic parameters for the 

"stacked" to "unstacked" transition'it is reasonable to 

suppose that the origin of "stacking" is not very different 

in all dinucleoside phosphates. If comparisons are to be 

made among thermodynamic parameters for the "unstacking" 

it should be remembered that 6Fo is close to zero for all 

dinucleoside phosphates while 6Ho ranges from 4.8 to 8.4 

. kcal/mole. The percentage uncertaintY'is greater in the 

value of 6Fo than in 6Ho . 

As a check of the t~mperature dependence of the ORD 

of dinucleoside phosphates the temperature dependence of 

the ultraviolet absorption of some dinucleoside phosphates 

was, measured. Unfortunately the changes in the ultra

violet absorption with changing temperature are small. In 

most cases the experimental uncertainty was so great as to· 

make any quantitative analysis meaningless. (Figure 15) 

ApA has one of the largest hypochromic effects measured 
211 for a dinucleoside ph?sphate The temperature dependence 

of the 6scillator strength (the extinction coefficient 

integrated on a frequency scale) of ApA is shown in Figure 20. 
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The change in ~bsorption at the peak is for all intents 

and purposes the same as the change in the oscillator strength 

in this case, so that we need only discuss the hypochromism. 

The hypochromism of ApA can be analyzed in terms of the 

two-state model. The data fit the model as well as can be 

expected~ considering the experimental scatter. (Figure 16) 

One fact that should be noted is that the high temperature 

limit of the oscillator strength is not that of adenosine. 

This agrees with other measurements of the hypochromicity 

of ApAI06 . Considering this in terms of the two-state model, 

the "unstacked" conformation would still have appreciable 

hypochromism. This suggests that even·at high temperatures 

the bases are close enough to one another to permit appreciable 

hypochromism. Unfortunately, since a reliable quantitative 

theory for th~ hypochromic effect does not exist we can 

not estimate whether a dinucleoside phosphate having bases 

5 or 10 A away from one another (i.e. "unstacked") might 

have 3% hypochromism. 

D.Ho ("unstacking") determined from this analYSis is 

8.5 kcal/mole (Figure 16). This is within the range of 

values of D.Ho (" uns tacking") obtained by analyzing the 

temperature dependence of the ORD of dinucleoside phosphates. 

However. it is considerably larger than the value of 5.3 kcaJ/ 

mole determined for ApA. This fact makes the model itself 

suspect. If "unstacking" is indeed a two-state process then 

one should calcula te the' same values for the thermodynamic i/\' 

parameters using any method which is capable of seeing the 
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Figure 16 Van't Hoff plot for ApA in dilute salt solutions 

using hypochromism as a measure of "stacking". 



difference between the "stacked" and lI uns tacked" forms. 

For ApA this is not the casej values of 6Ho range from 

62 

5.3 to 10 kcal/mole. Some of_ the difference may be caused 

by differences in methods of analysis. The choice of a 

low temperature and high temperature limit varies from 

one analysis to another. Even considering this, it is 

hard to reconcile a two-fold variation in a parameter 

which should be a constant. 

Observable 

ORD 

ORD 

TABLE 4 

6HO (lI uns tacking") for ApA 

6io (" unstacking" ) 

5.3 kcal/mole 

6.5 kcal/mole* 

CD 8 kcal/mole , 
Hypochromism 8.5 kcal/mole 

Hypochromicity _ A~ 9 kcal/mole 
Calorimetry (poly 

.! .•.• ' co, 

Hypochromicity 9.4 kcal/mole 

Hypochromicity 10 kcal/mole 

Reference 

This work -

147 

203 

This work 

56 

3 

106 

* 6Ho=6.5 kcal/mole was dete,rmined using data from ,a 
series of oligoadenylic acids. -If the temperatuc;edependence 
of only ApAp is considered the best value for 6H is , 
6.1 kcal/mole. ,-, 

Ano~her objection to this model-is that it is too 

simple. In considering a system such as double-strand 

DNA, it is reasonable to assume a two-state model. One 

expects a unique ordered form dift'erent from the disOrdered /--, 

form, with a sharp transition between them. However, ~n 
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the case of din~cleoside phosphates there is probably a 

range of "stacked" conformations which. together with the 

"unstacked" conformations form a continuous spectrum. 

There is no reason to expect a sharp division on the molecular 

level between the two regions; this is· an assumption basic 

to the two-state model. 

There has been a treatment comparing two-state and 

multi-state analyses of just such processesl17~ Two tests 

are proposed to check the validity of the two-state assumption. 

One is the inde~endence of 6Ho of the technique used to 

measure the transition. In the case of the "unstacking" of 

dinucleoside phosphates there is some variation. We must 

consider how much of this variation results from the analyses 

of the data. ORD and CD, (as analyzed here and in the literature) 

should give identical answers. They do not. The range of all 
o . . 

values for 6H ("unstacking") for ApA is not too much larger· 

than the difference between the values obtained from CD 

and ORD measurements. There is a chance that all deviations 

of 6Ho are caused by problems in measurement and analYSiS, 

rather than the "unstacking" process itself. This is quite 

surprising considering that the estimates of errors in these 

numbers in our work is far smaller than the reported variations. 

The second test proposed depends on the variation of 

6Ho with temperature. In the case of dinucleoside phosphates 

the data are analyzed in such a way to give a constant 6Ho 

(linear Vanlt Hoff plot). Therefore this test can not be 

applied. 



Although t~e evidence against the validity of the 

two-state model is incomplete at this point, the meaning 

of the thermodynamic parameters derived from this treat-

ment should be cohsidered in light of the, possibility 

that the two-state model·may be wrong. o The apparent 6H 

(as determined by two-state analysis) can be badly in error 

in such situationsll7 . We do have evidence that this,is 
, , 

probably not the case he~e. "The calorimetric66 ,179 and 

statistical mechanical40 studies already mentioned do give 

6Ho (" uns tacking") in the same range as ours. Al thc>ugh 

the systems studied were riot dinucleoside phosphates they 

were similar enough to add credulity to the values determined!.; 

by the two-state analysis. ConSidering all the evidence' 

available we must conclude that the thermodynamic parameters 

determined from measurement of the'temperature dependence 

,:>f the ORD (as a measure of the average conformation) using 

a two-state' method of analysis are reasonable. We.expect 

that the difference in enthalpy between the high and low 

temperature limits of dinucleoside phosphates be between 

4 and 10 kcal/mole. However, this does not insure that 

comparisons of 6Ho and 68 0 for the disordering process among" 

various dinucleoside phosphates are meaningful. 

, . 
OSCILLATING DIMER MODEL 

The inconsistencies of the two-state analysis suggest 

that another approach to the problem is called for. The 

oscillating dimer model, although overly Simple, has two 

attractive features', a continuum of allowed conformations 
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and different temperature dependence for different physical 

properties. 

Since the temperature .,dependence of the 0RD·has been 

explicitly calculated (using ~he dipole-dipole approximation) 

for the case where the bases remain parallel to one another 

and directly above one another while undergoing torsional 

oscillations, quantitative comparisons with the data are 

possible. This model predicts that in the classical 

(high temperature) limit log [~J should vary linearly with 

temperature, with the slope being inversely proportional to 

the torsional force constant. This method of analysis has 

an advantage over the two- state model.. The low temperature 

limit does not have to be known in order to analyze the 

data. The temperature dependence of the ORD of toe dinucleo-

side phosphates fit this model as well as they do the two-

state model. The best and worst fits of the data to this 

model are shown in Figure 17. As was the case with the 

Van't Hoff plots, much of the larger deviation in the latter 

case is caused by difficulties in measuring very small 

rotations. 

Results of the analysis of the data using this model 

are given in Table 3. The apparent force constants are 

approximately one or two orders of magnitude smaller than , 

for molecules such as chIaro-substituted ethanesll2 . This 

is to be expected because one is attributing all the motion 

of one base relative to the other to a single rotational 

degree of freedom. In reality, there are seven covalent 
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bonds which can be rotated more or less freely. Small 

oscillations about a number of these bonds would show up 

as large fluctuations in the single rotational degree of 

freedom, making the apparent force constant smaller than 

any single force constant. 

LOW TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS 

The fact that the experimental data available ,from dinucleo

side phosphates in dilute salt solutions between O°C and 

85°C fit two very different and very crude models equally 

well made it important to make further measurements which 

might enable us to say more about the conformations of 

dinucleoside phosphates in solution. Use of concentrated 

solutions of LiCI in H20 enables us to greatly extend the 

temperature range over which we could measure optical 

properties; 25.2% LiCI in H20 freezes at -75.7°C. This 

allows us to measure experimentally the low temperature limit 

of a physical property instead of having to assume one. 

Furthermore, it nearly doubles the temperature range which 

can be used to test a model. Since 25.2% LiCl corresponds 

to one LiCI per seven H20 it is necessary to determine whether 

dinucleoside phosphates behave in this solvent as they do 

in dilute salt solutions. 

One specific possible difficulty arising because of 

the use of concentrated LiCl solutions can be ruled out. 

L1+, . having a very high charge to diameter ratio, resembles 

H+. At these high concentrations L1+ might interact strongly 

i 
" I, 

i 
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with non-bonded'electrons of the bases just as protons do. 

This is not the case. The ultraviolet absorption of 

1 t "d h' tl t t" 205 Th h nuc eo l es c ange grea y on pro ona lon . e s ape 

of the 260 m~ absorption band of adenylic acid changes, 

becoming quite skewed~ In the case of cytidylic acid 

there are two strong absorption bands. at neutral pH and only 

'one strong one below the cytosine pK. The absorption band 

shapes of adenylic acid and cytidylic acid do not change 

greatly in going from dilute aqueous buffers to 25.2% LiCl. 

There are slight shifts towards the red, which is expected 

when a 7r-7r* transition is exposed to a more polarizable 
125 solvent ,but nothing indicating strong: specific interactions 

with the solvent. 

A less direct piece of evidence comes from the study 

of infrared absorption.of concentrated salt solutions 74 . 

The shift of frequency of the OH stretch in LiCl solutions 

even more concentrated than those used in these studies is 

surprisingly small. There is a shift of about 10 cm- l in 

going from pure water to 2 M LiCl, with essentially no 

additional shift for more concentrated solutions. This 

is compatible with the idea that the microscopic structure· 

of solutions of 25.2% LiCl in H20 is quite similar to that 

found in more dilute solutions. 

In certain cases similarities in the properties of 

dinucleosi~e phosphates in dilute buffers and 25.2% LiCl 

are striking. Using the two-state model to analyze the 

temperature profile of the ORD of ApA in 25.2% LiCl, the 
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same values of t~e thermodynamic variables were obtained ' 

as for the dilute salt solutions. (Figure IS) The actual 

ORD of ApA in 25.2% LiCl is very much like that in dilute 

salt solutions. There are only two major differences. 

, The magnitude of the rotation is 25.2% LiCl is smaller by 

about 35% and the ORD (and ultraviolet absorption as well) 

is shifted to the red by a few m~. However, there are 

differences in the thermodynamic parameters for the "unstacking" 

of the other dinucleoside phosphates measured. 6Ho 

("unstacking") is smaller in 25.2% Liel than in dilute 

buffer for CpC (4.9, compared to 6.9 kcal/mole) and UpC 

(5.0 compared to 7.S kcal/mole). For UpU in 25.2% LiCl 

there is no measurable interaction between the bases contributing 

to the ORD above O°C. In dilute salt solutions the bases 

do seem to interact slightly210. In general we think that 

dinucleoside phosphates in concentrated LiCI solutions will 

behave similarly to those in dilute salt solutions. 

The temperature dependence of the ORD of ApA in the 

concentrated LiCI solutions is even larger than the change 

in dilute buffers. (Figure IS) Careful examination of 

the data provides an opportunity to critically check the 

two-state and oscillating dimer models. The dependence of 

the rotation at the first trough (262 m~) is shown in Figure IS. 

The fit to the two-state model seems good. The Vanlt Hoff 

plot of the data (Figure 19) allows closer examination. There 

seems to be hints of a systematic deviation from the 

predictions of two-state model, a slight sinusoidal type 
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of deviation from a straight line. Unfortunately the data 

is not precise enough to have much confidence in such 

deviations. This illustrates the problems in choosing 

between models. Quite different models may have very 

similar temperature dependences of a physical property. 

We will see later that there is unambiguous evidence that 

the two-state model does not fit the data. 

The classical limit of the oscillating dimer model 

(which predicts an exponential increase of the ORD with 

decreasing temperature) can not fit a curve which starts 

to level off at low temperatures. Since the low temperature 

limit is where quantum effects become most important we 

should investigate the possibility of the quantum mechanical 

expression's fitting the data. It fails on two points. 

The levelling off of the ORD of ApA occurs about 220 0 K 

to 270 o K. This is the region in which flW should be approximately 

equal to kT. Expressing this in terms of the moment of 

inertia of the base (using the force constant already 
-41 2 determined); this leads to a value of about 10 gcm 

for the moment of inertia of a disc representing a base. 

This is approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than 

the moment of inertia of a base around any conceiveable 

axis. In addition., the levelling off of the ORD of ApA 

is much more sudden than the predictions of the quantum 

mechanical oscillating dimer model using the very small 

moment of inertia. These are manifestations of th~ excessive 

simplicity of the oscillating dimer model. 

i 
'I 
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Al though the tempera.ture dependence of the ORD of 

ApA in 25.2% LiCl (Figure 18) can be fit by a two-state 
I 

model, the analogous data for the absorption (Figure 2)' 

of the same solution can not. The complete. lack of 

agreement between the ORD and absorption temperature 

dependences shows clearly that a two-state model for a 

dinucleoside phosphate is inadequate. Each physical 

property has a different geo~etric dependence and therefore 

a different temperature dependence. This may explain the 

large differences in apparent ~Ho values obtained from 

different measurements (see Table 4). 

The absorption data give more specific information 

about dinucleoside phosphate structure. At -67°C the 

ultraviolet absorption spectrum shows vibronic structure 

similar to that seen for adenine in non-polar matrices at 

192 ( ) liquid helium temperature . Figure 21 Although the 

absorption of pA in 25.2% LiCl sharpens slightly at -6~oC 

it does not show as much structure as i.s seen for ApA. 

This is caused by the stacking of bases in ApA. Each base 

shields the other from the polar solvent, making the 

environment of the chromophore look less polar than iri pA 

where each base is essentially surrounded by the polar 

solvent. 

The fact that the absorption of ApA is higher than 

pA at temperatures higher than 90°C is striking. It can 

be explained in terms, of solvent induced hypochromism. 

As the concentrations used in these experiments (greater 

I 
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than 7M) Cl- absorbs light very strongly at 200 miJ.. The 

dispersion of the polarizability resulting from this absorption 

gives rise to a large polarizability at 260 miJ.. The 260 miJ. 

transition of adenine could interact with this polarizability 

giving the solvent hypochromism observed. (The oscillator 

strength of the 260 miJ. absorption of pA decreases from 

.322 in dilute ~alt buffers to .311in 25.2% LiCl.) At 

low temperature the base-base interaction dominates the 

hypochromism. At high temperatures the average distance 

between the centers of the bases increases and the hypochromism 

s:aused by base-base inte'raction becomes smaller than the 

hypochromism caused by the highly polarizable solvent. 

Because the base in pA is fully exposed to the solvent while 

the bases of ApA partially shield one another even at high 

- temperatures, pA is more hypochromic than ApA. The bases 

oscillate with respect to one another (pivoted at the sugar

phosphate bonds), but remain parallel with no solvent .between 

them. 

This is compatible with the temperature dependence of 

the hypochromism of ApA in dilute slat buffers. In that 

case the high temperature limit of the oscillator strength 

of ApA is approximately 3% less than that of pA, indicating 

little solvent induced hypochromism. At high temperatures 

the bases are still close enough to one another so that 

their interaction gives hypochromism of this magnitude. 

The temperature dependence of the ORD and ultraviolet 

hypochromism suggest a continuous model for a dinucleoside 

phosphate. The temperature dependence of the ORD of ApA 
i . , 
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in 25.2% LiCl fits the oscillating dimer model at high 

temperatures, but at low temperatures it does not. For 

non-rigid, dynamic models the shape of the potential energy 

surface determines the temperature dependence of an 

observable property, so it is not surprising that the one 

dimensional harmonic oscillator does not give the correct 

shape. (A one dimensional cosine function gives an even 

poorer fit ll6 .) The measured temperature dependences of 

various different properties should provide a good criterion 

and test for more detailed potential functions. 

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE MEASUREMENTS 

Further evidence for the structure of a dinucleoside 

phosphate comes from NMR measurements of ApA, A, pA and 

Ap. Each adenine base of ApA dissolved in D20 containes 

two protons: H2 and H8 . If the corresponding protons on 

the two bases are equivalent there will be only two resonances 

in the aromatic region of the NMR spectrum. .Measurements 

of ApA at three different temperatures showed four peaks 

in the aromatic region assigned to the four magnetically 

non-equivalent protons (see Figure.22). These four peaks 

were still distinct even at 90°C. Two effects could cause 

the non-equivalence: intrinsic non-equivalence caused by 

the phosphate ester at the 3' and 5' ribose positions, 

or non-equivalence arising from interaction with the other 

base. The possibilities were tested in two ways. Measure

ments of 5' adenylic acid (pA), mixed 2', 3' adenylic acid 

(Ap) and adenosine (A) were made. The NMR signals of the 

adenine H2 and H8 of A are identical to those of pA. This 

" .. ' 
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is not surprising because the 5' phosphate is quite far 

from the base. The NMR signal of the H2 of Ap was the same 

as the others, but the H8 proton signal was shifted. These 

lt °th 0 b to 87 A 0 th resu s agree Wl prevlous 0 serva lons . galn, e 

distance of the H2 from the phosphate of Ap is considerably 

greater than the distance of the H8 from the phosphate. 

A smaller effect is expected for the proton farther away. 

These results lead to the conclusion that the intrinsic 

non- equivalence of Ap and pA can at most lead to three 

lines. Measurement of a mixture of these monomers gave a 

three line spectrum (see Figure 22) distinct from the four 

line spectrum of ApA. A more direct test comes from the 

NMR of ApA in acid solution where coulombic repulsion of 

the positively charge.d bases destroys the ordered !lstacked" 

structure210 . The NMR of ApA in 0.1 N HCl shows three 

resonances in the aromatic region (Figure 22), quite similar 

to the mixture of the isomers of adenylic acid. After the 

spectrum was taken, the solution was made basic with concentrated 

NH40H. This solution gave a four line spectrum in the aromatic 

region, indicating that no appreciable hydrolysis or depur-

ination had taken place. Unfortunately the interpretation 

of the data is not unambiguous. Protonation reduces the 

aromatic !Iring current!l198 as well as the "stacking" of 

bases210 . It is difficult to say whether the three line 

NMR spectrum in the aromatic region of protonated ApA is 

caused by "unstackingll of ApA alone, or by reduction of the 

perturbation of one base on the protons of the other. 

However the NMR of unprotonated ApA in dimethyl sulfoxide 

(an "unstacking" solvent) has been measured and found to be 



almost identica~ to the spectrum of the mixed 3' and 5' 

nucleotides l98 . We can therefore say that the non-

80 

equivalence of the high field aromatic protons in ApA at 

90°C is caused by base-base interactions (which are 

comparable in size to those at room temperature) rather 

than the differences in the phosphate ester linkages. 

(Professor Sunney Chan, California Institute of Technology, 

has pOinted out that intermolecular base-base interactions 

can also cause magnetic non-equivalence. These effects 

may also be present in our solutions particularly at the 

lowest temperature. OfG!ourse this does not change the 

conclusion that strong intramolecular base-base interaction·, 

occurs even at the highest temperature.) 

These experiments lead to the conclusion that ApA 

(and probably other dinucleoside phosphates) in solution 

maintain conformations which .hold the two bases close to 

one another with no "unstacked" dinucleoside phosphate 

(where only covalent bonds li~it the motion of the bases I 

with respect to one another) probably does not exist for 

ApA in aqueous solutions under experimental conditions used 

until now. 

Measurements of the methyl proton NMR of thymine in 

various ,denatured DNAs also:- ind icate :.:tha t "stacking" 

remains at high temperatures l24 . Two peaks are found for 

these methyl protons in DNA above T. The intensities 
m 

of these two peaks correlate well with the probability of 

finding a purine base attached to the 5' phosphate of 
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thymine. (Thes$ nearest neighbor distributions had already 

been determined by chemical methods 91 .) The thymine 

lnethyl group is almost directly below the base of its 5' 

neighboring nucleotide in a right handed "stacked" configuration, 

while it is quite far from its 3' neighbor. Because purine 

and pyrimidine bases have quite different "ring currents" 

two methyl peaks are seen, one caused by interaction with 

the adjacent 5' purine nucleotide, the other by interaction 

with the adjacent 5' pyrimidine nucleotide. These measurements 

were made at and above 90°C, showing that there is .still 

appreciable "stacking" in'DNAs at high temperatures. This 

strongly supports our finding that there is considerable 

base-base interaction in ApA at these temperatures. 

COMPARISONS AMONG DINUCLEOSIDE PHOSPHATES 

Although we have discussed the properties of only ApA 

in concentrated LiCl solution down to lower temperatures 

we feel that it is representative of a number of dinucleoside 

phosphates. The temperature dependence of the ORD'of CpC 

(Figure 23, 24) is quite similar to that of ApA. The data 

also fits the two-state model well, with a midpoint of the 

"stacking" process at about O°C. We feel that this pattern 

will also be found for other properties and other dinucleoside 

phosphates. In these cases the bases of the dinucleoside 

phosphates remain close to one another throughout the entire 

range of temperature experimentally accessible. 
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Since the helix to coil transition in single-strand 

1 1 t 'd' t' 11' t' 3,16,106,147 po ynuc eo l es lS essenla y non-coopera lve 

we expect the base-base interactions in single-strand 

polynucleotides to be similar to those in dinucleoside 

phosphates, Therefore, a single-strand polynucleotide at 

the mid-point o.f its helix- coil transition would tend to 

have all of its ·ibases half IIstackedll. rather than half of 

its bases fully II s tacked ll and half fully lIunstackedll, 

This means that there might be a considerable amount of 

short range disorder while still retaining a fair amount 

of long range order. In,aqueous solutions single-strand 

polynucleotides such as polyadenylic acid or polycytidylic 

acid should be considered wormlike coils rather than a 

series of stiff rods connected by universal joints. Low 

angle X-ray diffraction studies of concentrated polyadenylic 

acid solutions at neutral pH show that the molecule~ appear 

rod-like over very long distances with an electron density· 

corresponding to one nucleotide per 3.4Al18 . There are 

two interpretations suggested by the authors. Polyadenylic 

acid could be either a single-strand highly "stacked" 

structure ot a double-strand intercalated structure. Although 

polyadenylic acid at neutral pH in dilut~solutions has 
. 79 

been sho;wn to have a single-strand structure we prefer 

the latter interpretation of.the low angle X-ray scattering 

experiments. The gels used in these studies were very 

much more concentrated than the solutions used in the studies 

of optical properties. In addition, the rigidity of the 

rods of polyadenylic acid are much larger than expected, 
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for single-strand polynucleotides, being considerably more 

rigid than the neutral form of polyadenylic acid studied 

in hydrodynamic experiments79 and comparable or greater 

in rigidity compared with native DNA69 ,199 It is much 

easier to see how a double-strand species might be this 

rigid. Unfortunately we have little information about the 

mul ti-dimensional energy surface of ApA. ' This information 

(or equivalent information about the distribution of 

conformations) is necessary in order to estimate the 

statistics of the orientation of neighboring nucleotides 

and the rigidity of polyadenylic acid in neutral aqueous 

solutions. 

The continuous nature of the potential energy of a 

dinucleoside phosphate (as opposed to a small number of 

allowed conformations) suggests a dynamic structure for 

dinucleoside phosphates. Since there should not be extensive 

high energy barriers there would be no reason for a molecule 

to stay in a single conformation for an extended period of 

time. Tritium exchange studies have demonstrated the dynamic 

nature of DNA and transfer RNA on a relatively long time 

scale55,148. The motion we expect is very much faster. 

NMR measurements are compatible with this type of motion33 . 

The line broadening of proton resonances of purine when 

interelated between the bases of a dinucleotide is explained 

in terms of enhanced nuclear spin relaxation of those protons 

which is induced by the fluctuating magnetic field they see. 

This magnetic field is caused by the magnetic moments of 

the nuclei of the dinucleotide. The fluctuations result 
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from a motion wh1ch has a characteristic time of approximately 
-10 ' 10 seconds. Although this motion may be caused by the 

purine molecule "rattling" in its cage, it may also be 

caused by a rapid motion which is inherent in the dinucleo-

tide. This is just the type ,of motion we should expect 

as a result of the continuous nature of the allowed conformations 

of dinucleoside phosphates. Rapid motion of this type may 

be another manifestation of short range disorder without 

complete loss of long range order. This might give rise 

to large differences in the behavior of properties which 

depend on the degree of short range order (ORD, ultraviolet 

'absorption, NMR) and those which depend on the degree of 

long range order (sedimentation velocity, ,viscosity). 

The ORD of ApA and CpC at 25°C are considerably different' 

from their constituent nucleosides and nucleotides. The 

ORD of dinucleoside phosphates such as UpU or UpC are not. 

There are two possible explanations. Either the bases are 

not close to one another, are less "stacked" than ApA, for 

example210,2l1 or the optical properties of fully "stacked" 

UpU and UpC are just not very different from their constituent 

nucleoside and nucleotides127 . (Large differences in the 

magnitudes of the ORD of different "stacked" dinucleoside 

phosphat.es have, been predicted on the basis of quantum 

mechanical calculations27 .) By going to lower temperatures 

a more reliable value for the rotation of the fully "stacked" 

dinucleoside phosphate can be determined and this dilemma, 

resolved. 

The ORD of two dinucleoside phos'phates in this category 

were measured down to -64°C. (Figures 25-27) The inter-
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pretation of th~ data for UpU is open to quest;i.on because 

UpU has considerable hypochromicity in 25.2% LiCl. E 
max 

of U decreases from 10000 in dilute salt buffers to 9400 

in 25.2% LiCl while E for UpU decreases from 9800 to max 
7300 (at about 10-4M base/liter). Also, the absorption 

of UpU (see Table 1) does not obey Beer's Law at room 

temperature. This indicates, aggregation. However, the 

ORD of UpU in 25.2% LiCl is very much like the ORD'in 

dilute salt solutions. There is the possibility that the 

increase in optical rotation which occurs only well below 

O°C is caused by aggregation rather than an increase of the 

intramolecular base-base interaction. On the other hand 

UpC does not display any appreciable additional hypochromism 

when dissolved in 25.2% LiCl (even at low temperatures). 

The evidence in the latter'case strongly indicates that 

aggregation is not taking place and that the increase in 

the magnitude of the pRD at low temperatures is caused by 

intramolecular interactions. The temperature dependences~bf 

the ORD of these dinucleoside phosphates are very different 

from ApA or CpC. The midpoint in the transitions of the 

ORD of ApA and,CpC are approximately +5°C (Figures 18,24). 

In the case of UpC and UpU this temperature is -30°C or 

lower (Figure 27). Expressing the difference in another 

way, at 25°C the interaction between the two bases responsible 

for the change in the ORD is about 1/3 of the low temperature 

limit for ApA and CpC while in the case of UpU and UpC it 

is less than 1/10. Our experiments have not enabled us to 

say whether UpU and UpC at room temperature are like ApA 

./ 
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at 90°C, (where ~he bases remain parallel to each other 

although the structur~ is quite flexible) 'or whether there 

is an appreciable fraction of the molecules "unstacked" 

with the two bases constrained only by the covalent bands 

connecting them. 
, 

In either case we expect polyuridylic acid or the alter-

nating polymer of uridylic acid and cytidylic acid to be 

quite different from polyadenylic. acid or polycytidylic 

acid. The former ones would be much more flexible and 

much less rigid than the latter ones. This agrees with 

previous hydrodynamic measurements162 . This suggests that 
\ 

hairpin turns (in molecules such as transfer RNAs) would 

be more likely to occur in regions containing sequences 

such as ... pUpUp ... or ... pUpCp ... 

COMPARISON WITH THE LITERATURE 

In reaching a reasonably refined model of the conformations 

of dinucleoside phosphates in solution almost all of the 

data used were ours. There is, as we have already noted, 

a lot of work reported in the literature which also treats 

this problem. On the basis of their work, other investigators 

have reached conclusions of their own. Comparisons of our 

results with theirs will reflect the reliability of both 

the experimental data and the methods used to analize them. 

The first group of experiments measured the optical 

properties (ORD, CD and ultraviolet:" absorption) of dinucleo-

side phosphates and related oligomers. In one series of 

experiments the ORD and ultraviolet absorption of dinucleoside 

phosphates were measured in neutral; acidic and alkaline 

i ,. 
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208 210 211 solutions at room temperature ' J The conclusions 

reached in that study were that dinucleoside phosphates 

with both bases electrically charged or with at least one 

base being uracil tended to be considerably less "stacked" 

. ' ....... _ ..... . 

than the other dinucleoside phosphates. Measurements of the 

ORD of dinucleoside phosphates in 25.2% LiCl agree with this. 

ApA and CpC may be considered to be typical of dinucleoside 
, 

phosphates which II stack" readily while UpU and UpC may be 

considered to be representative of dinucleoside phosphates 

which don't have strong base-base interactions. However, 

closer comparisons do not agree as well. Table 5 compares , 
results from that work and this. (The first three columns 

are taken from reference 44, Table III-5.) Six criteria for 

measuring the amount of "stacking" in dinucleoside phosphates 

are listed. They are hypochromism, hypochromicity at the 

maximum of the absorption (near 260 m~), the maximum dif-

ference in optical rotation between a dinucleoside phosphate 

and its constituent nucleotides, the thermodynamic parameters' 

for the "unstacking ll process (determined using the two-state 

model), 6Ho and L!.Fo (25°C), and the torsional force constant, 

K, determined using the oscillating dimer model. The dinucleo-

side phosphates at the top of each column are those which 

seem mo'st II stacked" according to that particular criterion. 

Large values for hypochromism, hypochromicity and optical 

rotation are considered indicative of "stacking". Large 

positive values of6Ho ("unstackinet'),6Fo ("unstacking") 

and K are also· considered indicative o:f II stacking" . 
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TABLE 5 

DINUCLEOSIDE PHOSPHATES IN ORDER OF INCREASING "STACKING" 

Hypochromism Hypochromicity ORD 6Ho 6Fo K 

GpG CpG ApA ApU ApU ApU 

GpC GpC CpC UpU UpU CpC 

ApC " ApA ApC GpC GpC ApC 

ApA CpA CpU CpU CpU GpC 

GpA ApC CpA CpA CpA UpC 

UpG GpA ApG CpC GpU UpA 

CpA CpC UpG GpU _CpC CpU 

CpU GpG ApU UpC UpG UpU 

CpC CpU GpA ApC ApC ApG 

ApG ApG GpU UpG UpC CpG 

CpG UpG CpG GpA UpA CpA 

ApU ApU CpG ApA GpA ApA 

UpA ppA GpG UpA ApA GpA 

UpC UpC UpU ApG ApG GpU 

GpU GpU GpC CpG CpG UpG CD. 
(.,-l 

UpU UpU UpA 
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Correlation between columns is not good. This reflects 

the fact that there is no single measurement which quantitatively 

describes the extent of base-base interactions. A single 

ORD measurement is probably not as dependable as ultra

violet absorption or NMR measurements because of its strong 

angular dependence. The correlation of the order of dinucleo

side phosphates according to hypochromism, 6Ho and K is 

almost random. This indicates that good estimates of the 

properties of fully "stacked" dinucleoside phosphates 

are needed in order to make reliable estimates of the 

amount of base-base interactions at room temperature, for 

example. Measurements of more physical properties (e.g. 

ORD, ultraviolet absorption,. and NMR) of more dinucleoside 

phosphates in concentrated salt solutions down to low 

temperatures w!ll be a great help to us in estimating the 

conformations of dinucleoside phosphates at higher temperatures. 

The temperature dependences of the CD of a number of 
14-16 dinucleoside phosphates have been measured . The two-

state model was used to analyze those data. A comparison 

between those values and ours is shown in Table 6. 

The average deviations for 6Ho and 680 as determined 

in the two cases are reasonably small, 1 kcal/mole and 

3.7 call.deg. mole respectively. The relative differences 

in 6Fo are considerably larger, making it difficult to 

compare the degree of "stacking" measured in these two 

ways. Considering the difficulty of the experiments and 

the independent estimations of high and low temperature 

( 
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TABIE 6 

COMPARISON OF 6Ho AND 6So FOR "UNSTACKING" OF DINUCIEOSIDE PHOSPHATES 

Dinucleoside Phosphate 
6Ho 

ORD 
6i:3° 6Ho 

CD 14- 16 
6So 

(kcal/mole) (cal/deg. mole) (kcal/mole) (call deg. mole) 

ApA 5.3 20 8.0 28 

ApC 6.2 .. 22 6.1 21 

ApU 8.4 32 6.7 24 

CpA 7.3 27 7.0 24 

CpU 7.8 28 6.8 24 

CpC 6.9 25 7.5 25 

GpA 5.6 20 6.1 22 

~- . - .. -.. 
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limits of the CD and ORD the differences could easily come 

from experimental errors and parameters chosen for the analysis, 

rather than an inherent difference in the measurements. 

It is unfortunate that the largest difference occurs in 

the case of ApA, the first dinucleoside phosphate to be 

analyzed. This implies that the difference in 6Ho as 

determined from CD and ORD measurements is a result of 

difficulties in the experimental measurements and analysis, 

rather than something inherent in the "unstacking" process. 
o . 

This fact makes it seem likely that 6H of ApA as determined 

from CD data should agree with those determined from ORD 

data, rather than those determined from ultraviol~t absorption 

measurements. (see Table 4) It should be noted that if 

the shape of 'the ORD (or CD) caused by the interactions 

between the bases changes with changing temperature then 

we would not expect the answers to be the same. Although 

a difference between the temperature dependence of the 

magnitude of the 260 m~ trough and the 213 m~ trough of 
187 

the ORD of ApA has been noted no changes in shape in 

the region of the spectra which are analyzed (Cotton effects 

near 260 m0.) have been found. 

As noted before (see Table 4) there is an appreciable 

difference between 6H
o ("unstacking") for ApA as measured 

by ORD and ultraviolet absorption measurements (as well 

as calorimetric measurements which use ultraviolet absorption 

data in their analyses. Since these differences may very 

well be real (ORD and ultraviolet absorption have different 

geometric dependences.) comparisons of the conclusions 
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reached by the two methods reflect not only experimental 

error, but differences inherent in the problem. 

Osmotic coefficient measurements and NMR spectroscopy 

of nucleosides and bases have enabled investigators to 

compare tendencies to "stack" in these systems2l ,33,35,169,176, 

194,196 The greatest amount of "stacking" is found where 

adenine is the base, the lea~t where uracil is the base. 

This agrees with our work. Measurements of the temperature 

dependence of the ORD of dinucleoside phosphates in 25.2% 

LiCl solutions show ApA to be far more "stacked" than 

'UpU or UpC. However these ORD measurements also show CpC 

to be as "stacked" as ApA. NMR and osmotic coefficient 

measurements indicate that cytosine and cytiding "stack" 

considerably less than do adenine and adenosine. We must 

remember that the "stacked" conformation in dinucleoside 

phosphates may be quite different from the "stacked" conform-

ation in the case of bases or nucleosides. The phosphodiester 

linkage makes it impossible to orient the bases of a dinucleo

side phosphate in the same way as it is proposed that purine 

ribosides "stack,,21. NMR studies of dinucleoside phosphates, 

on the other hand, would serve as a very useful comparison 

to 9ptical measurements. 

The'last comparisons are with the calorimetric and 

statistical mechanical estimates of the thermodynamic parameters 

". 40 66 179 0 for the unstacklng" process ' , . Values of 6H do 

range from 2 to 7 kcal/mole which are compatible with our 

estimates. However further comparisons are limited by the 
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same difficulti~s that were encountered previously in 

comparing results from bases and nucleosides with those from 

dinucleoside phosphates, the problem of not knowing whether 

the process being measured is really the same in both cases. 

ENERGETIC CONSIDERATIONS 

We have discussed extensively the conformations of 

dinucleoside phosphates and the variation of these conformations 

with changes in the sequences of the dinucleoside phosphates 

or changes in their environments. From this information we 

can say something about the origins of the forces stabilizing 

these structures. In a thermodynamic problem such as this, 

the word "forces" takes on a special meaning. Not only do 

we have to consider the energies (enthalpies) of conformations; 

but we must also consider their entropies. The total free 

energy, F = H - TS, determines the stability of any given 

conformation. The origins of the enthalpic part of the 

free energy are easy to see. They include electrostatic 

interactions, hydrogen bonds and steric repulsions. The 

origins of the entropic contributions to the free energy 

are not understood as well .. They include solute entropy 

terms such as free or hindered movement about single bonds 

and propably most important the solvent entropy terms which 

include ordering and disordering of the solvent. Because 

these enthalpic and entropic effects are sometim~s difficult 

to separate from one another experimentally it is easier 

to discuss experimental results and theoretical calculations 

if we group these interactions by the parts of the dinucleo-

'~/ 
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side phosphates .which are participating. There are inter-

actions involving the bases, the sugars and the phosphate 
, 

group. In addition, interactions with the solvent must be 
\1. 

r~~< ... . J 

considered. 

The interaction most widely discussed is the one 

between bases. The fact that purine and pyrimidine bases 

aggregate in aqueous solutions indicates that there are 

strong interactions between bases. IrStacking" interactions 

of purine and pyrimidine bases in solution are not unique 

though. The aggregation of water-soluble aromatic molecules 

such as methylene blue and acridines has been studied for 

1 t · 11,78,103,109,110,131,137,138,155,174,221,222 a very ong lme . . 

The aggregation of these molecules is driven by a favorable 

change in enthalpy as is the case for bases, nucleosides 

and dinucleoside phosphates, with 6Ho ("stacking") being 

about -7kcal/mole. In looking for theorigi; of Irstacking lr 

we should concentrate on properties common to all these 

molecules. 

The tendency to aggregate for the series of purine 

nucleosides studied correlates well with the polarizabilities 

of the bases and not the dipole moments2l -
(See Table 7~) 

This points to dispersion interactions as the major stabilizing 

interactdons (as opposed to dipole-dipole interactions, for 

example) because dispersion interactions depend most strongly 

on the magnitude of the polarizability. The London dispersion 

interaction is approximately: 
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TABLE 7 

COMPOUND lJ,(Debye) a(A3 ) 
,-:'- .-;.~ , 

Caffeine ,:,~J;; 3.4 19.3 

6-Dimethylaminopurine 3.3 17.6 

Guanine 6.8 14.4 

6-Methylpurine 3.8 14.3 

Adenine 3.2 ' 13.9 

Hypoxanthine 5.2 13 

5-Bromouracil 4.5 12.9 

Purine 4.2 12.5 

Thymine 3.6 12 

Cytosine 7.2 11 

Uracil 3.9 10.2 

These are theoretical values, calculated in reference 151. 

a a
b a 

r 6 
ab 

where Ia and Ib are the ionization potentials of groups a 

and b, as and a b are the polarizabilities of a and b, and 

rab is the distance between a and b. This interaction comes 

about because of fluctuations of the eleCtron distribution . 
in one group' which creates temporary dipole which in turn 

polarizes the charge distribution of the secOnd group, 

creating a net attraction120 There are also diSpersion 

forces caused by fluctuations which create quadrupoles and 

even higher electric moments. These interactions falloff 

. ) 
'v-' 
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even more rapidly (e.g. r- 8 for the quadrupole term). 

The formula for the interaction is only approximate in that 
~ .~~r\ \ 

it is derived for molec~le~A and B far apart. In the case 

of "stacking" the distance between bases is essentially the 

minimum contact distance so that serious errors may be 

introduced by this approximation. Calculations of the 

London dispersion interactiori for bases in DNA geometry 

have been made36 ,48,152,153. The calculated values of 

this attraction are in the same range as 6Ho ("stacking"). 

This supports the hypothesis that dispersion ,forces may 

well dominate the base-base attraction. 

It must be remembered that the correlation of polariz

ability with "stacking" ability was made in the case of purine 

nucleosides21 , where there were no covalent ribose-phosphate 

connections between bases. This covalent linking of the 

bases in dinucleeside phosphates severely limits the range 

of conformations available to the bases. It may very well 

be that the "stacked" conformation of bases found in 

nucleosides may be forbidden in the case of dinucleoside 

phosphates for steric rea~ons. (This is the case for a 

model of "stacked II nucleosides proposed2l .) It would be 

good if such a correlation of "stacking" with polarizability 

could be'demonstrated or disproven in the case of dinucleoside 

phosphates. In order to do this low temperature measurements 

similar to those already made' for ApA would have to be done 

for a very large number of, dinucleoside phosphates .. We do 

know that ApA (consisting of two bases with high polarizabilities) 

I 
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is one of the most highly "stacked" dinucleoside phc:sphates 

while UpC and UpU (consisting of bases wtth low polariz

abilities) are among the least "stacked". However CpC 

seems to be as f~ stacked" as ApA. Cytosine has a considerably 

lower polarizability than does adenine, but has a high 

dipole moment. This indicates that dispersion interactions 

do not completely dominate other forces in the case of 

dinucleoside phosphates, that other electrostatic forces 

may be important as well. The large dipole moment of cytosine 

may cause large dipole-dipole or dipole-polarizability 

interactions, for example. 

Additional evidence for the importance of dispersion 

forces comes fr·om the' effects of substitution at the C5 

position of pyrimidines. Substitution of a bulkier and 

more polarizable group for H5 stabilizes "stacked" structures. 

This applies for substitutions of I and Br as well as methyl 

groups in the Cs positiqn of both cytosine and uracil. 

Both single- and multiple-strand polymeric structures seem 

to become more ordered, as indicated by an increases in 

hypochromicity and ORD and an increases in the Tm as compared 

to polynucleotides containing the parent bases with an H5 
123,185,186 In addition, NMR and osmotic coeffic~ent 

measurements indicate that· bases" nucleosides and dinucleotides, 

with these bulkier and more polarizable groups attached to 

C5 of a pyrimidine If s.tack" more readily than do cytosine 

and uracil (or cytidine and uridine, etc. 21,33). 

There are two reasonable explanations for this. The 

C5 substitution group (i.e. methyl, I, etc.) is directly under 
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the base of its 51 neighboring nucleotide. This polarizable 

group can interact with the adjacent base via dispersion 

forces to stabilize a II stacked tt structure. Another possible 

explanation is that this C5 substitution group may add to 

solvent stabilization by either enthalpic (surface tension) 

or entropic (hydrophobic) mechanisms. These types of solvent 

interactions will be discussed later. 

The fir~t choice (dispersion interactions) seems more 

reasonable. A Br attached to the pyrimidine C5 stabilizes 

structures more than does a methyl group. Both groups are 

very close to the same size 12 . However Bx: is less hydrophobic 

and more polarizable. This seems to support thee'contention 

that dispersion interactions (which depend strongly on the 

polarizability) are important here and in the cases of 

interactions between other bases. 

The same calcula tions which suggest large contributions 

to thestabili ty of tt stacked II bases in nucleic acid structures 

also show large contributions from other electrostatic 

. t t . 36 J 48 , 152 J 153 In erac lons . These include charge-charge 

t- --: .... ,~. ...r!. 

interactions (or if t~e charge distribution of the electrically 

neutral base is expressed as a point dipole, dipole-dipole 

interactions) and charge-polarizability (or dipole-polarizability) 

interactions. These must be considered as well in evaluating 
; 

interactions between bases. 

These non-dispersive electrostatic forces also involve 

the other groups of the dinucleoside phosphate. The sugars 

and phosphates do not have large planar areas with h,igh, 

, 
I' 
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polarizability (as do the bases) which can align th~mselves 

parallel with large dispersion forces stabilizing this , 
conformation. The sugars and phosphate do contain groups 

with large charges or dipole moments (e.g. hydroxyl groups 

and the phosphate group). These' groups can interact 

strongly with one another or with the base. Two specific 

(and mutually exclusive) interactions of this type have 

been proposed .,Tljey are both invoked to explain the dif-
, ,,;~ y. 

ference in properties of ribo- and deoxyribopolynucleotides 

31,32,147,197,206 One hypothesls·,'proposes that the 2' 

OH of the ribose is hydrogen bonded to either the N3 of 

. th C b l' f' '. d . 21, 197 purlnes or e 2 car ony oxygen 0 pyrlml lnes 

This hydrogen bond is claimed to help make ordered helical 

structures of ribopolynucleosides more stable than the 
197 similar structures of their deoxyribo analogues 

Experimental evidence for such a hydrogen bond is discussed 

at length in reference 197. It includes infrared, NMR and 

protonation studies on polynucleotides and model compounds. 

The evidence is·~y no means straight forward. We feel that 

, . 

such a hydrogen bond is unlikely for several reasons. Although 

this proposed hydrogen bond can be made using Courtauld 

space-filling atomic models the bond is quite bent. This 

would greatly reduce the. energy gained by forming it (as 

opposed to linear hydrogen bonds)139. The 2' OH can 

hydrogen bond with a number of hydrogen acceptors, including 

water, the 3' OH, the 5' OH or phosphate oxygens. There 

doesn't seem to be any reason to form 'a hydrogen bond preferen-

tially with the purine or pyrimidine base rather than any 

/" ( 
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of the other choices. In addition, X-ray diffraction 

f th '1 t 1 23,57,58,83,99,173,181,182 studies 0 bo slng e crys a s 

and fibers4 show no evidence of such a bond. Finally, if 
:' ,I. 
i~)~·)' ., 

such a hydrogen bond were'made there is no obvious reason 

why it should stabilize ordered helical structures. It 

would make the nu61eotide itself more, rigid by limiting 

motion about the glycosidic bond. However, it is hard 

to see how this would influence internucleotide interactions, 

especially those between bases. 

Another suggestion is that the 2' OH is hydrogen bonded 

to a phosphate oxygen14 ,15. The choice of this explanation 

of the diffeiences between 3'-5' linked oligoribonucleotides 

and 2' - 5' linked·~ oligori bonucleotides or oligod eoxyri bo-o 

nucleotides is really one of expedience. There is no 

evidence cited which supports this contention directly. The 

authors consider other explanations even less adequate. 

Other explanations of th~ differences betweenc.the properties 

of ribo- and deoxyribopolynucleotides will be discussed in 

the second part of this thesis. 

The problem of interactions of various parts of the 

ribose-phosphate backbone are treated extensively in the 

second part of this thesis. Even though the choice,of 

formalism may vary in approaching this problem, the treatment 

remains essentially the same. There are a large number of 

interactions between charged and/or polarizable groups or 

atoms. They must be calculated for all of the many possible 

conformations. Depending on the cleverness of the investigators 
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trying to solve ,this problem~ it mayor may not turn out 

to be a "brute force" type of computer calculation. The 
, 

results of just such calculations will be discussed later. 

The interactions mentioned so far contribute to 6Ho 

of II stacking" and not 6So . A large part of 6So for this 

transition comes from the increase in flexibility (or 

randomness) as a result of "unstacking" a dinucleoside 

phosphate. There are seven single bonds about which 

reasonably free rotation can take place when the bases are 

not held close to one another~ but which are greatly hindered 

when bases are "stacked". These bonds are the two glycosidic 

bonds, the C3 ' -03 ' bond, the 03~~P bond, the P-05 ' bond, the 

05'-C5 ' bond and the C5 '-C4 ' bond. Neglecting the potential 

energy for rotation about these bonds, the entropy gained 

by the increase of configura~ions available is 

(l) 
6S = R In ~ (l) 

s 

where R is the .·gas constant and. (l)u is the ratio of angular' 
, . ill 

configurations aJ.lowed (about a gi~en single bond) in the 

"unstacked" and "stacked" dinucleoside phosphate. 

is 3 then there is a contribution of approximately 

If ill 
U 

(l) 
s 

2.2 cal./degree mole for each of these bonds. Multiplying 

this val,ue by the number of bonds~ seven, we see that a , 

contribution of 15 cal./degree mole is not unreasonable. 

Since the values of 6So ("unstack:i.:ng") are about 20 to 30 

cal./degree mole, it is quite possible that this internal 

configurational entropy is the dominant term contributing 
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to the entropy o,f "unstacking". 

Up until this point we have judiciously avoided discus-

sing effects of the solvent on the structure of dinucleoside 

phosphates. Water is unique in its ability to stabilize 
. 43 72 l7~ "stacked", helical polynucleotide structures ' , 'J. 

Although the bases found in nucleic acids are aromatic and 

to a large part hydrophobic, hydrophobic bonds (which are 

responsible for much of the secondary and tertiary structure 

of proteins)~re. entropic in nature 95 ,167. The driving force 

for this type of~bonding comes from the disordering of the 

solvent when hydrophobic groups are brought together. 

Increasing the temperature increases the importance of 

entropy changes on the equilibria among conformations and 

the hydrophobic bond becqmes stronger. This is not the 

case with single-strand oligonucleotides and polynucleotides. 

The hydrophobic groups (i.e. the bases) interact less strongly 

and become more exposed to the solvent with increasing 

temperature. 
\ . 175 

Sinanoglu and Abdulnur have developed a the~ry of 

liquid structure around solvophobic solutes which predicts 

an increase in enthalpy upon bringing purine and pyrimidine 

bases together. The crux of their argument is that a large 

base-solyent interface has an unfavorable enthalpy associated 

with it, caused by the surface tension between the two "phases". 

"Stacking'! of bases reduces the interfacial area and is 

therefore associated with a favorable change in enthalpy. 

Some of our data indicate that water structure around the 
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bases may be important in stabilizing certain conformations, 

but with a slightly diff~rent mechanism. 

There is one interesting correlation of the 6Ho of 

"unstacking" and the apparent torsional force constant 

for different dinucleoside phosphates (Table 8). Dinucleo

side phnsphates seem to fall into two groups, those with 

a purine nucleoside attached·by a 5' ester and those with 

a pyrimidine nucleoside attached by a 5' ester .. This has 

some implications as to the forces responsible for stabilizing 

their conformations. Apparently the key factor is not 

simply the overlapping area of the bases, in which case 

one would expect the purine-purine dinucleoside phosphates 

to have the largest values. Pyrimidine bases, nucleoside 

and nucleotiqes are considerably more soluble than their 

purine counterparts. This is probably caused by strong 

hydration. The carbonyl and amino groups probably interact 

with water most strongly. If the low temperature form of 

the dinucleoside phosphat~ starts a right handed helix 

with both bases in the anti orientation about the glycosidic 

bond 50 (these are the orientations most co~aonly found 

in crystal and fiber structures) then the carbonyl and 

amino groups of a 3' pyrimidine would be over the other 

base, while the carbonyl and amino group of the 5' pyrimidine 

would be exposed to the solvent. Strong interaction with 

the solvent is much more likely in the latter case. This 

interaction might serve as a nucleus of some solvent structure .~\ 

which would lead to a large 6Ho ("unstacking") and large 

force constant for the oscillating dimer model. 



TABLE 8 

6Ho lI uns tacking ll 

Average 

Purine-Purine 5.2 

Pyrimidine-Purine 5.8 

Purine-Pyrimidine 7.3 

Pyrimidine-Pyrimidine 7 .2 

(inkcal/mo1e) 

Range 

5.6-4.8 

7.3-4.8 

8.4-6.2 

7 .8- 6.2 

K(in ca1/mo1e radian2 ) 

Average Range 

200 230- 170 

200 250-130 

260 340-140 

260 300-230 

f--' 
o 
to 



It is inter.esting to contrast this with the theory 

of Sinanoglu and Abdulnur175 . Although they predict. the 

solvent plays the key role in stabilizing the lfstacked lf 
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conformation the dominant features influencing this stability 

is the size and shape of the bases, not their ability to 

interact strongly with the solvent at one or a few specific 

sites. 

There is one important case where entropic (hydrophobic) 

forces playa very important' role in stabilizing ordered 

polynucleotide structures. Let us consider the following 

cycle of equilibria: 

I.~ A 

~ ~ I B 
!:l 2 C ~ 

Ais a double-strand complementary base-paired helix; Bare 

the two single-strand polymers at T where they are partially 
m . 

"stac.ked lf ; C are the single-strand completely "stacked" 

polynucleotides. Reactions;L, 2, and 3 form a cycle so that 

and 

We can estimate 6H~, .6H~, 6S~J and 6S~. Calorimetric i
J 

measurements of 6Ho are about 4 kcal/mole base (8 kcal/mole 

base pair)l,24 J l49,l63. The Tm of helix-coil transitions 
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of polynucleotie~s ranges a bit but 80°C (353°K) can be 

considered a representative value126 . At this temperature 

6F~ = 0 so that 6S~ = 6H~/Tm = 11.3 cal./degree mole base. 

6H~ is determined from calorimetric and optical measurements 

of the If stacking" process in single- strand' polynuc leotides. 

If we take as representative values -8.0 kcal/mole base for 

6Ho ("stacking") and -27 cal./degree mole base for 68 0 

C'stacking" )3} 14-16,56,106,147,203,206 J' and consider the 

single-strand polynucleotides at T to be 20% "stacked,,3,14-16, 
m 

56,106,147,203,206 then 6H~=-6.4 kcal/mole base and 6S~-

= 21.6 cal./degree mole base. A~ding reactions 1 and 2 

together we conclude that 6H~ = -2.4 kcal/mole base and 

6S~ = -10.3 cal./degree mole base~ That means that the 

transition from the single-strand "stacked" form to double

strand form in polynucleotides is driven by a favorable· 

change in entropy, not enthalpy. Apparently the decrease 

in exposure of the hydrophobic bases to the solvent in 

the process of base-pairing forms strong hydrophobic bonds. 

Hydrogen bonds between complementary bases are formed at 

the expense of those between the bases and water. !t is 
," 

difficult to say which hydrogen bonds are stronger. i 

Because the bond energy of a hydrogen bond is small the 

change in enthalpy caused by the exchange of hydrogen 

bonds is also small, probably Oil kcal/mole hydrogen bond 139 

It would be interesting to look for such a transition. 

Assuming that our estimates are correct then the transition 

temperature for reaction. 3 (the temperature at .which· 



6F~ = 0) is abol),t -40°C (233°K). Our measurements on 

dinucleoside phosphates show that at -40°C single-strand 

polynucleotides would not be completely II stacked". This 

would cause the transition temperature to be lowered. 
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However, -40°C is well above the freezing point of 25.2% LiCl. 

Such a transition may very well be experimentally observable. 

Of course, our knowledge of the thermodynamic parameters 

used in this analysis is meager. It wou1dnot:be:'at,a11 

surprising if some of these values were in error by as 

much as 20%, which means that the transition temperature 

might be too low to observe . 
. 

We have seen that there is no single interaction which 

dominates other forces in the case of dinucleoside phosphates 

and single-strand polynucleotides. There are important 

. contributions from dispersion interactions, other electro-

static interactions and solvent interactions, both enthalpic 

and entropic. This makes it .difficult to predict the 

different conf6rmations of dinucleoside phosphates as well 

as the effects of sequence on these stabilities. It does 

not seem possible to pick one or a small number of properties 

of the bSses, then describe the structure of dinucl~oside 

phosphates in terms of them. In order to calculate a 

detailed multi-dimensional energy surface (then ~alculate 

the temperature dependence of physical properties so that 

we can test it) we must take into account all of these 

interactions. The second section of this thesis is devoted 

to just such a calculation. 
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CONCLUSION 

A number of conclusions can be drawn from this work. 

First of all, the unstacking process is not a two state 

process. This means that the thermodynamic parameters 

obtained from the analysis of the temperature dependence 

of the optical properties mayor may not be meaningful. 

They ceratinly should be considered with a great deal of 

caution. 

In aqueous solutions the bases of a dinucleoside 

phosphate tend to be parallel, above one another with no 

solvent between them, even at high temperatures. The bases 

probably oscillate back and forth, with the magnitude of 

the oscillations increasing with increasing ~emperature. 

The degree' of interaction between the bases of a 

dinucleoside phosphate may vary greatly from one compound 

to another. The interaction between the ~ases in ApA or 

CpC is considerably gr:eater than in UpU or UpC. The latter 

may have the same general conformation, but with larger 

oscillations of the bases. At room temperature and above 

these uracil containing dimers may have slight base-base 

, interaction. , 

Since the helix to coil transition in single-strande; 
, 3 16 

polynucleotides seems to be essentially non-cooperative' , 

106,147,203,206 we expect the base-base interactions in 

single- strand, polynucleotides to be 'similar' to those:' 

in dinucleoside phosphates. Therefore, a single-strand, 

polynucleotide at the mid-point of its helix-coil transition 
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would tend to h~ve all of its bases half-stacked rather 

than half of its bases fully stacked and half fully unstacked. 

This means that there might be a considerable amount of 

short range disorder while still retaining a fair amount 

of long range order. ~ In aqueous solutions ~ngle-strand 

polynucleotides such as polyadenylic acid are probably more 

like wormlike coils rather than a series of stiff rods 

connected by universal joints. 
I' 

In a polynucleotide such as polyuridylic acid or one 

containing alternating uridylic and cytidylic acid residues 

there should be important differ~nces. Our experiments 

have not enabled us to say whether UpU at room temperature 

is like ApA at 90°C, (where the bases remain parallel to 

each other although the structure. is still quite flexible) 

or whether there are an appreciable fraction of the molecules 

unst~cked with the two bases constrained only by the covalent 

bonds connecting them. In either case, we would expect to 

find hairpin turns occuring more frequently in regions 

containing seque-nces such as ... pUpUp ... or ... pUpCp ... 

In addition, single-strand: RNAs.':.are.,probably~Oyrl.amic~,~ 

structures on a very short time scale, much shorter·than 

implied by the tritium exchange studies on DNA and transfer. 

RNA55,1~8. Although single-strand regions of RNA are stiff, 

they will also be in constant, rapid motion. 
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CALCULATIONS OF STABILITIES OF NUCLEIC ACID STRUCTURES 

INTRODUCTION 

The interpretation of the experimental measurements of 

temperature-dependent properties of dinucleoside phosphates 

has left the question. of dinucleoside phosphate structure 

unresolved. The experimental results which we have already 

discussed indicate that there .is an ordered low temperature 

form (or forms) of dinucleoside phosphates in which bases 

interact with the adjacent nucleotide. At high temp.erature 

this interaction decreases, although in the c~se ofApA 

(and probably other dinucleoside phosphates a~ well) there 

is still appreciable base-base interaction at 90°C. In 

. addition, we know that neither a two-state model or the 

harmonic oscillator model is compatible with the ,measured 

temperature-dependent properties of dinucleoside phosphates 

More realistic (and therefore more complex) geometries and 

. energy surfaces, are needed to explain the experimental 

results. In this part of the thesis we will describe 

calculations of t.he energies of conformations of nucleic 

acid materials which give us a starting point for developing 

new models. 

If we are successful in accomplishing this first objective 

then a second objective becomes accessible. If we can 

show that a computational technique gives reliable energies 

of conformations of nucleic acid material, why would it not 

be possible to calculate ~ priori nucleic acid structures? 

We could address ourselves to problems such as: How hard is 

: ~ 
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it to make a hairpin turn? or What are the stabilities 

of the "clover leaf" structures proposed for transfer RNAs? 

or What is the structure of the RNA double helix? In 

spite of the fact that we have no guarantee that this 

technique will be fruitful, it should enable us to suggest 

possible structures (which can th~n be looked for experimentally) 

and to comment on the origins of the differences in structure 

between analogous compounds (e.g. ribo- and deoxypolynucleo-

tides) . 

In order to have confidence in the results of these 

calculations their reliability must be demonstrated. The 

easiest comparisons with experimental data which can be 

made are those with structur~s determined by X-ray crystal-

lography. These comparisons are not the best ones to make, 

as we are interested in the structure of isolated molecules 

in aqueous solution, not in .the solid state·. In spite of 

the fact that the crystal structures of proteins (e.g. 

myoglobin) are very similar to the structures of these 

molecules in solution there are extensive interactions 

(such as intermolecular hydrogen bonds and crystal packing 

forces) which may app;eciably perturb the solution conformations 

of small nucleic acid fragments. These may lead to dif-

ferences between the conformation of a molecule in the 

crystal and the conformation of minimum potential energy 

which we calculate for the isolated molecule. However,· 

the molecular conformation found in the crystal should have 

an energy which is not much higher than the energy of the 

most stable conformation of the isolated molecule. 
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A more reas6nable test would be a comparison of the 

conformation-dependent properties (i.e. ORD, NMR, etc.) 
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of the molecule in solution with those calculated using the 

geometry of the lowest energy conformation predicted. 

. 84 90 Such calculations of ORD are presently belng undertaken ' . 

Another approach is to compare the properties of molecules 

under consideration with model compounds of known conformation. 

For example, comparisons of the ORD of nucleosides and their 

analogues have led to the determination of the orientation 
"-

of the glycosidic bonds for some nucleosides 53 ,54,98,128,20l,219. 

It must be remembered that these comparisons with experimental 

results will become more difficult as the compounds under 

investigation become larger. In order to be able to calculate 

structures of larger molecules with any degree of confidence 

we must be very sure that our results for the smaller 

molecules are correct. 

Implicit in this ~iscussion is the assumption that the 

molecules of interest exist in the conformations of lowest 

energy in their biologically active forms. It is quite 

possible that as a polymer starts "folding" it becomes 
, 

trapped in some local free energy minimum, never having a 

chance to reach the true minimum. Some studies of proteins 

lndicate'that this may not be the, general case. It has 

been shown that the two different chains of hemoglobin are 

synthesized separately and diffuse together in order to 

form the complete molecule 5 . During the time when the chains 

are separated they do not become trapped in an energy minimum 



which prevents ~hem from aggregating properly. In other 

studies ribonuclease~ aldolase and alkaline phosphatase 
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have been completely denatured (using urea and reducing 

agents to break disulfide bonds) and then renatured in vitro 

(dialyzing out the urea andreoxidizing the sulfhydryl 

groups to form disulfide bonds)2,108,178a. Obviously 

the polypeptide chains fold properly to form the native 

enzymes (presumably the energy minimum) and do not become 

trapped in denatured conformations which are .local energy 

minima. These studies suggest that all the information 

necessary to determine the structure of these proteins is 

contained in the amino acid sequence. However, these 

are relatively small proteins. More complicated biopolymers 

may not be able to undergo this type. of reversible denaturation. 

In the case of molecules no larger than dinucleoside 

phosphates (and considerably smaller than ribonuclease or 

alkaline phosphatase) it is likely that the energy barriers 

separating conformations will be low and that the exchange 

between conformations will be rapid. We will demonstrate 

this explicitly in the case of CpC. 

Therefore we will try to compute the conformations 

(or distribution of conformations) of " nucleic acid fragments 

by calcy.lating their energies as a function of varying 

conformations as these conformations are determined by· 

thermodynamics rather than kinetics. Many similar calculations 

have been attempted, from which we can learn a great deal. 

There hav~ been two general approaches used in attempts 

to find' the most stable conformations of polypeptides, 
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polynucleotides and synthetic organic high polymers. We 

will call these two approaches microscopic and macroscopic. 

Most of the work done up to this time has been based on the 

. . 6 h lO ,17-20,45,64,65,115,129,135,156-158, mlcroscoplC appr ac . . 

166,168,171,202 In this approach the polymer is considered 

to consist of a series of rigid moieties, connected by single 

covalent bonds about which reasonably unh~ndered rotation 

can take place. (In the case of nucleic acids these would 

be the bases, the furanose rings, the phosphate groups, etc.) 

The geometry of the .polymer is described by the set of 

torsional angles which define the orientations about these 

single bonds. A very simple example is ethane which can 

be considered to consist of two rigid methyl groups .connected 

by a C-C bond about which rotation can take place. The 

geometry of ethane (i.e. hydrogens staggered, eclipsed, 

etc.) is described by the torsional angle for the C-C bond. 

This formalism requires that the identity of all atoms 

and their positions in the small, rigid groups be known. 

In the case of simple organic high polymers this is usually 

a trivial task. In the case of most biopolymers it is not. 

However, recently investigators have determined the 

sequence of many biopolymers(especially proteins and 

nucleic acids) for which the secondary, tertiary and 

quarternary structures are unknown. 

In the calculations the ~eometry of these rigid groups 
--, 
, \, invariably hav.e been taken from the crystal structures of 

small model compounds (e.g. amino acids or nucleosides). 
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It would be better if we could get these data from the 

~tructures of proteins or nucleic acids. This is a moot 

point for nucleic acids where attempts to crystalize RNAs 

have been unsuccessful. 

The possibility that bond lengths or bond angles 

change (from one conformation to another) is usually 

neglected in .these treatments. Changes in conformation 

caused by distortions of the supposedly rigid groups are 

small compared with the changes resulting from rotations 

about single bondslO . These distortions will be greatest:· 

when there are large energy gradients. Because these 

gradients are usually associated with strong repulsive 

interactions which result in high energy conformations and 

we are interested mostly in low energy, conformations, these 

effects can be neglected in most of our work. 

The one remaining facet of the formalism of the 

calculation is the choice of potential. Theoretical 

calculations on simple molecules (e.g. ethane) have shown 

that the barrier to rotation about single bonds can be 

accurately approximated by adding the pairwise interactions 

of the atoms on either side of the bond31 . In order to 

simplify calculations, workers studying polypeptide 

structures usually express these energies as explicit functions 

of the torsional angles. Potentials of the form Acos (n9) + 

Bcos (2n9) + Ccos (3n9) + ... (where the bond has n-fold 

rotational symmetry) are commonly used. The coefficients 

can be calculated by computing the potential as a function 

of torsional angle, (assuming that the po~ential arises 
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from pairwise charge-charge, charge-polarizability, London 

dispersion and steric repulsion interactions of the atoms 

close to either enD of the bond) then fitting these numerical 

values to the appropriate Fourier series. In order to check 

this approximation of the potential energy, calculations 

of the energy barriers for internal rotation in the cases 

of simple molecules (e.g. acetone) were made170 . Agreement 

wi th barriers "experimentally measured (usually by microwave 

spectroscopy) was quite good. 

This type of potential does not take 'into account 

interactions between atoms which are not near-neighbors 

in the primary structure. of the molecule. vIe know that 

polypeptide chains (and probably polynucle·otide chains as 

well) are frequently folded in such a way that groups not 

close to one another in the primary sequence are close to 

one another in the three dimensional structure. In order 

to include important interactions between atoms far from 

one another in the primary sequence, long-range electrostatic 

interactions (frequently expressed as dipole-dipole interactions) 

and short range interactions like hydrogen bonds and steric 

repulSions, are added to the potential. 

The simplest approach to predicting the conformation 

of biopolymers on the microscopic level is one in which 

structures with lli'1.favorable short interatomic contacts 

are discarded. This technique has been applied to both 

pOlynucleotides166 and polypeptidesl35,156-158. We will 

discuss the results of the polynculeotide work later, comparing 

them with our results. This approach leads to two problems. 
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First, there iS,no way of determining the energy of those 

conformations allowed. Secondly, large repulsive inter-

actions do not arise until the atoms are well within minimum 

contact distances found in crystals lO This fact is manifest 

in the prediction that certain structures found in X-ray 

studies of protein crystals are forbidden by hard core 

contact criteria157 . If the hard core radii are reduced 

enough to insure that no reasonable structures are excluded, 

then the method fails to eliminate enough structures which 

have high energies and looses most of its attractiveness. 

In order to avoid this difficulty it is better to use a 

"soft" potential such as Ae- br or Ar- 12 . This way closer 

contact pistances will have progressively. higher energies 

unless there is an important interaction (such as a hydrogen 

bond) which lowers the energy considerably and makes the 

conformation feasible. 

Present treatments of calculations of nucleic acid 

structures which consider the ribose-phosphate backbone are 

incomplete~ An early attempt to predict the structure of 

the acid form of poly A on the basis of assigning ori~ntation 

angles for rotations about singl~:bonds130 (as found in 

small model compounds) was ahead of its time in the approach 

to this ,prOblem. However later work has shown this 

treatment to have been incorrect in its execution161 . 

Other investigations have considered which angular orientations 

are "forbidden" and "allowed" on the basis of hard core 

repulsions166 . They do not include a systematic treatment 

of attractive or repulsive irtteractions other than the harrl 
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core. A number of treatments have been published which 

treat "stacked,,36,48,153 and coplanar hydrogen_bonded134 ,146,154 

bases. Their results indicate that these aggregates are 

stable, relative to the separated bases and enable comparisons 

to be made of their relative stabilities. Most of this 

work is directed towards the problems of the stabilities of 

multi-strand polynucleotides. Our interest is largely in 

single-strand oligomers, dinucleoside phosphates in particular. 

On the other hand, calculations of conformations of oligo-

and polypeptides are more pertinent, as they include 

reasonably successful treatments which do include extensive 

treatments of backbone conformations. 

Calculations of the; conformations of oligopeptides 

and polypeptides based on the microscopic approach have 

taken two basic forms. Both are essentially calcuhtions 

of the two dimensional energy surface (There can be rotation 

about the Ca_C! and N_Ca bonds of a polypeptide backbone.), 

sometimes including the effects of varying the orientation 

of the amino acid side-chain. One approach calculates 

the average properties of coiled polypeptides17- l9 ,129,168, 

and has good agreement with experimental results. However 

these calculations may not be successful when applied to 

rigid po~ypeptide structures because the statistical nature 

of the test may hide inaccuracies which would become important 

in a situation where the properties of large numbers of 

conformations are not averaged. 
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The other approach treats rigid structures. Usually 

calculations are restricted to small molecules such as 

dipeptides20,64 or else homopolymers where the symmetry 

of the polyme'r simplifies the calculation45 , 115, 136, 171. 

Tests of these calculations have come from comparisons 

with conformations found either in synthetic polypeptides 

or in crystal structures of proteins (i.e. myoglobin or 

lysozyme). In one respect the agreement is good; structures 

found experimentally are generally very c'lose to minima of 

the potential energy surfaces. It seems certain that the 

locations of these minima are accurate. However, many 

structures are not near the lowest appropriate minimum, 

showing that the accuracy of the calculated energy dif-

ferences must be improved. Because these minima are not 

close to one another, one wrong choice for the orientation 

angles for just one amino acid residue in a reasonably 

long polypeptide chain could have disastrous effects. This 

mistake might radically change the direction of propagation 

of the polypeptide chain. 

Calculation of the potential energy 'surface is dif

ficult for 'molecules which are long and do not have the 

symmetry of a polypeptide composed of only one amino acid. 

For a small protein, with 200 amino acids, 3 degrees of 

freedom for each amino acid and 10 orientations for each 

degree ,of freedom, we would have to try 10600 different 

conformations. Of course, most of these conformations 

I 
I 

"-, 
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contain redundancies. (We expect orientations of the side 

chains of similar amino acids to be similar, etc.) Even 

if this number could be reduced by a factor of 10500 there 

would still be 10100 conformations, an ast'ronomical number. 

The two microscopic calculations of oligopeptides of 

moderate length (about 10 amino acids) take different 

approaches in getting around this problem. The first 

calculation was for Gramacidin S, a cyclic decapeptide 

'I:' 

with a repeated pentapeptide sequence202 The repeated 

sequence and the fact that the polypeptide chain had to 

return to the place from which it started, greatly simplified 

the calculation. The structure proposed for Gramacidin-S 

is compatible with preliminary X-ray diffraction studies. 

,It will be interesting to see how this comparison fares 

when more detailed X-ray data becomes available. 

The other study was on the S-peptide of bovine pan

creatic ribonuclease A65. In this case the oligopeptide 

was placed into reasonable conformations (such as the 

a-helix), and minimization techniques were tried to see 

if the oligopeptide would relax into the lowest energy, 

conformation. If, starting from different conformations, 

the same end point was found, this would almost certainly 

be the unique stable conformation. Unfortunately a potential 

energy surface as complicated as this (i.e. with as many 

dimensions) is bound to have a large number of local energy 

minima. The minimization procedure was rapidly trapped 

in local energy minima, never 'having a chance to go far 

enough to find the true minimum. 
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The macroscopic technique tries to get around these 

difficulties by using additional information about the 

~eometry of the polymer. Often amino acids (not close to 

one another along the -primary sequence) are known to be 

at the active site of an enzyme. Applying this constraint 

would require folding the polypeptide chain to bring the 

amino acids associated with the active site close to one 

another. In certain cases other amino acids not close to 

one another in th~ primaiy s~quence are known to interact. 

An example of this is the case, of the interactions of the 

b . d t . f b ' t' 'b l' 59,60,111,218 urle yroslnes 0 OVlne pancrea lC rl onuc ease . 

In myoglobin and lysozyme the outside, of the molecule is 

largely hydrophilic while the inside is almost entirely 

hydrophobic14~, 142 . (Perhaps this rule applies to most 

other proteins as well.) Using these constraint~, a model 

of the biopolymer is constructed. Then a pseudo-potential 

of a very simple form (e.g.anir- l potential attracting 

hydrophobic groups to one another) is 'applied which can 

either attract or repel certain parts of the molecule. A 

search for the energy minima (using steepest descent techniques" 

for example) then yields the most likely answers. 

Two groups have been actively working on the pro~lem 

of trying to predict the structure\of proteins by the 

, macroscopic approach. A review by Levinthal l07 su:rru:narizes 

the approaches which can be taken to such a problem. Up 

to this time his group has not published predictions of 

protein structures which could be compared with the results 

of X-ray crystallographic studies. On the other hand 

I, • 

I 
I 
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Hammes and SChera~a71 have proposed a str~cture for bovine 

pancreatic ribonuclease A'. The data used in developing 

their model were the positions of the four disulfide bonds, 

the interactions of the thre~ buried tyrosines and the 

fact that the other three tyrosines had to be at the surface, 

the proximity of the amino acids known to participate at 

the active site and the over all dimensions of the molecule 

which were determined by preliminary X-ray diffraction 

studies. Shortly after this paper was published, the 

solution of the X-ray structure of tibonuclease at the 2A 
93 level was announced . The model proposed on the basis of 

chemical data is quite similar to the. structure determined 

by X-ray diffraction techniques. However, substantial 

differences between the two structures do exist. 

There is no reason why the same approach used for 

ribonuclease could not be used ·for a transfer RNA. 

Susceptibility to enzymatic attack and' the reactivity of 

bases to modifying reagents indicate which bases are 

exposed and which are protected (presumably in multiple

strand hydrogen-bonded structures). Small angle X-ray 

diffraction studies have already determined the over-all 
. . 102 200 

dimensions of transfer RNAs ' .. It was reasoning with 

this type; of information which led, i to the proposal of the 

cloverleaf model for tRNA61. Considerations of more 

chemical data, along with the use of pseudo-potentials 

to minimize the energy with respect to the finer points of 

the structure can lead to more detailed models. 
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All these calculations have been very empirical. The 
, 

number of parameters which we must use will be staggering, 

considering the approximate nature of all of them. Until 

proven otherwise the results must only be considered 'as 

suggestions. Another point common to almost all these 

calculations is one so obvious that it is frequently missed 

by a person who has never done this type of calculationj 

the fact that the calculations are very long. The dif-

ference between a successful calculation and no calculation 

at all is the ability' of the investigator to cut corners. 

It should be remembered, that in his eagerness to save time 

it is very easy to discard a' conformation which may be 

the one for which the investigator is searching. The value 

of caution should not be underestimated. 

METHODS 

Since we are most interested in the conformations of 

small molecules the microscopic approach would seem most 

applicable. First the potential and the geometries of the 

rigid segments of the dinucleoside phosphates must be chosen. 

In the case of polypeptides,Pauling, Corey and their 

coworkers systematically determined the crystal structures 

of a large number of amino acids and oligopeptides140 . This 

extensive survey showed the similarities and differences 

among amino acids. It was culminated in their prediction 

of hydrogen-bonded helical and sheet structures for poly-

peptides. Unfortunately, no extensive survey of analogous 

; 
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ATOMS OF A DINUCLEOSIDE PHOSPHATE 
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Figure 28 Nomenclature used in denoting the atoms of a 

dinucleoside phosphate. 
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nucleic acid st~uctures has been undertaken. This is probably 

because a nucleotide is cons~derably larger than an amino 

acid and the synthesis of oligonucleotides is considerably 

more difficult than the synthesis of oligopeptides. This 

makes the choices of geometries of the groups composing 

nucleic acids (especially the sugars) arbitrary, to a large 

extent. 

The atomic coordinates of the purine and pyrimidine 
. . 177 

bases were taken to be those proposed by Spencer . They 

are listed in Table 9. The entire base is planar, including 

the C I of the ribose. More recent experimental results show 
I 

that this ass umption is good'· for the atoms of the rings 

while extranuclear substituents occasionally can deviate 

significantly from the plane of the ring (up to 0.033A 
42 . 

for adenine NS and 0.3A for CI
, ) . Much of this may be 

caused by crystal packing forces, rather than intramolecular 

effects which would b~ present in isolated molecules. 

The coordinates of uracil were the same as thG>s'e proposed 

for thymine except for HS which is substituted for the methyl 

group. The coordinates of H5 were determined by having the 

C5-H5 bond ori~nted in the same direction as the C5-methyl 

of thymine, with a bond length equal to the other C( sp2)-H 

bond lengths in cytosine and thymine. 

For pseudouracil, the glycosidic bond (now a C-C 

bond) was assumed to be 1.54A long (the C-CH3 distance 

in thymine)82,193 and in the same direction as the C5-CH3 

bond. The NI-Hl bond was assumed to be in the direction of 

the glycosidic bond of thymine, with a bond length equal 

\ . 
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TABLE 9 

,,' . ATOMIC COORDINATES OF PURINE AND PYRIMIDINE BASES 

Adenine Cytosine 

Atom X Y Atom X Y 

Nl -2.7911\ 4.4071\ Nl 0.00011. 1.470ft. 
C2 -3.201 3.134 C2 

-1.207 2.139 
N3 .:.2.391 2.078 N3 -1.231 3.489 
CLl -1.079 2.298 C4 - 0.070 4.132 
C~ - 0.604 3.583 C5 1.157 3.504 
c5 

-1.500 4.633 C6 1.181 2.125 
NG 0.763 3.598 0 -2.253 1.511 7 C8 1.055 2.280 Amino N - 0.094 5.472 
N9 0.000 1.470 Amino H - 0.942 6.002 
H2 -4.284 2.943 Amino H' 0.735 6.031 

Amino N -1.041 5.892 H5 2.109 4.054 
Amino H -1.773 6.574 H6 2.133 1.575 
Amino H' - 0.067 6.117 

H8 2.089 1.904 . 
Uracil 

t,:' Guanine N1 0.000 1.470 
C2 -1.207 2.139 

N1 -2.799 4.348 N3 -1.159 3.518 
C -3.205 3.051 C4 0.010 4.251 
lT2 -2.378 2.010 C5 1.205 3.504 '3 
C4 ~·1.079 2.298 .' C6 1.181 2.125 
C5 - 0 .604 3.583 O2 -2.269 1.538 
C6 -1.462 4.702 .' H3 -2.051 3.954 
N7 0.763 3.598 04 0.010 5.471 
C8 1.055 2.280 H5 2.176 4.021 
N9 ,.0.000 1.470 H6 2.124 1.558 

Amlno N -4.523 2.807 
Amino H -4 .904 1.883 
Amino H' -5.191 3.532 Pseudouracil 

HI -3.556 5.145 
0 -1.045 5.848 N -1.231 3.559 
H8 2.089 1.904 . C1 - 0 .073 4.311 2 

N3 1.122 3.620 
CLi 1.220 2~244 
c1 0.000 1.540 
c5 -1.207 2.209 
H6 - 2 .184 4.066 
01 -1.052 5.530 
H2 1.925 4.203 
03 2.120 1.766 4 
H6 -2.150 1.643 
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to the other N-H ~ond of thymine (1.08A) 

The coordinates of the bases were calculated with a 

desk calculator using the bond lengths, and bond angles given. 

The results were checked by determining the position of one 

atom on each ring by going around the ring in either direction. 

The deviations found were ±o.olA or less in all cases. 

This was to be expected as a result of the lack of self

consistency (round-off errors) in the data from the 

literature. Atomic coordinates determined graphically 

agreed with our results. 

The ribose conformation was not as easy to cho6se. 

X-ray crystallographic studies have shown that four of the' 

five members of the furanose ring are very close to being 

coplanar, with the fifth member of the ring about 0.4 or 

0.5A out of theplane180,183 The conformation of the ring 

is described by noting which atom is out of the plane and 

whether it is on the st:l:me side of the plane as C5 ', (endo) 

or on the opposite side (exo). The 2' endo conformation 

has been found most frequently, with the 3' endo conformation 

also common. 

It hasbee~proposed that this puckering originates 

in repulsive interactions between substituents attached to 

to the five-membered ring which would be eclipsed if the 

ring were planar180 . 'In the case of cyclopentane, th~ 

/ 
. 97 145 molecule gains about 4 kcal mole by puckerlng , 

~he energy differences between different puckered forms of 

the furanose ring may be smaller than 4 kcal per mole. 

NMR measurements which indicate that the ribose ring of 

nucleosides and nucleotides is in the 2' endo conformation 
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in aqueous solution. It is based on a theory which calculates 

the spin-spin splitting of hydrogens attached to neighboring 

carbons as a function of the dihedral angles between the 

two C-H bonds 92 . Splittings of H" by H ' (which depend 1. 2 

on the dihedral angle between C-H ~onds and therefore, 

t ' f th f k . ) 85,86 he nature 0 e uranose puc erlng have been measured . 

The purine nucleosides and nucleotides seem to be in the 2' 

endo conformation. The agreement of t0e results for 

pyrimidine nucleosides and nucleotides with the theory 

is not as good; but the splitting is closer to that expected 

for the 2' endo conformation than any other reasonable 

structure. As a control, the splitting of the HI' resonance 

of 3'-5' cyclic adenylic acid (where the phosphodiester 

bridge force~ the furanose ring into a 3' endo conformati~n) 

was measured and found to be what would be expected for a 

3' endo conformation. We feel that the furanose ring is 

probably puckered with C2 ' puckered approximately O.45A 

from the plane of the other four atoms and on the same side 

as the C5 '. As a precaution, we have als.o calculated the 

energies of conformations of compounds where the furanose 

ring had the 3' endo conformation. 

The coordinates for 2' endo ribose were taken from the 

structure of cp.182 The 3' hydroxyl group was aligned 
, 

along the 03'-P bond of the nucleotide with an O-Hbond 

length of 1.ooA. The corresponding deoxyribose coordinates 

were the same with the exception of H'2' which was situated 

along the C2 '-02' bond of the ribose with a bond length 
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,TABLE 10 PART 1 

ATOMIC~ COORDINATES 

2' ENDO RIBOSE
182 

Atom X y Z 

C1 
, 0.000 , 0.000 0.000 

Hl 
, - 0 .510 -0.161 0.740 

01 
, 1.350 -0.432 0.000 

C2 
, -0.623 -0.588 -1.248 

H2 
, -0.262 0.083 -1.895 

; 
, 

" 

O2 
, -2.025 -0.567 -1.264 ," " 

, , 

2' Hydroxyl H -2.610 -1.090 - 0.593 I 

( ! 
). i 
-.' { 

C3 
, 0.080 ':'" 1. 949 -1.316 ! .. ) 

~ .. i 
H3 

, 0.017 -2.338 -2.021 i 
, I 

! , 

C4 
, 1.509 -1.595 - 0 .864 I. 

" 

,:' 

H4 
, 1.816 - 2 .457 - 0.379 

~:. ; 
~.1.; 

C5 
, 2.487 -1.287 -1.973 

'::' 
1.,; 

t .. , 
H5 

, 3.374 -0.735 -1.408 
i 

H' , 2.988 
5 

-2.214 ~2.361 
ji". 
: ~ , 

05 
, 1.947 -0.437 -2.999 

I:. 

" 

5' Hydroxyl H 1.883 -1.151 -3.697 

P - 0.441 -4.410 -0.467 
,I 

Phosphate 0 (P-O) -1.390 -4.070 -1.170 :'! 

Phosphate 0' (p-o) -1.020 -4.860 0.898 '\ i 

'" 

Phosphate 0 (p- O-H) 0.967 -4.820 - 0.680 
',' ~ 

\) 

Nl 0.000 1~470 
' ,. 

0.000 ,- ! ' 
", ! 

, . 

I' 

: i 

Ii 
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TABLE 10 PART 2 

'-,/ ATOMIC COORDINATES 

3' ENDO RIBOSE
99 

Atom X y Z 

C1 
, 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Hl 
, , - 0.7'58 -0.199 0.801 

o ' 1 
1.380 - 0.428 0.000 

C2 
, - 0.633 - 0.581 -1.241 

H2 
, -1.394 0.011 -1.725' 

O2 
, -1.064 -1.912 -0.909 

2' Hydroxyl H -1.625 -2.236 ·-1.579 

C3 
, 0.570 - 0.642 -2.207 

H3 
, 0.776 0.306 -2.697 . 

03 
, :D .373 -1.406 -3.363 

3' Hydroxyl H 0.460 -2.161 -3.077 

C4 
, 1.640 -1.155 -1.258 

H ' 4 1.502 -2 .086 - 0.964 

C5 
, 3.109 -0.954 -1.618 

H5 
, 3.533 -1.645 -2.310 

05 
, 3.245 0.393 -2.203 

P 4.753 0.811 -2.583 

Phosphate 0 5.376 - 0.306 -3.394 

Phosphate 0' 4.652 2.166 -3.207 

Phosphate 0' , ,5.519 ';0.989 -1.229 

Nl 0.000 1.470 0.000 
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, TABLE 10 PART 3 
\ ........ _/: 

ATOMIC COORDINATES 

3' ENDO DEOXYRIBOSE193 " 

Atom X Y Z 

C1 
, 0.000 0.000 0.000 

HI 
, 

- 0 .402 ~O. 533 0.958 

0 1 
, . 1.372 -0.429 0.000 

C2 
, -0.676 -0.645 ' -1.207 

H2 
, -1.281 -1.468 -1.108 

H'2 
, -1.347 -O,~163 ' -1.863 

C3 
, 0.519 -1.075 -2.096 

H3 
, 0.866 -0.278 -2.799 

03 
, .-0.241 -2.156 -2.956 

, , 

3' Hydroxyl H 0.056 -2.999 -2.401 .' 
j , 

C4 
, 1.567 -1.370 -1.076 ,. 

1', 
! ~ ; 

H4 
, 1.198 -2 ~364 -0.703 

C5 
, 3.021 -1.263 -1.524 

H5 
, 

3.712 -1.637 - 0.797 L 

, 
HI I 3.276 -1.805 -2.388 : 

5 .. 

0 5 
I 3.273 " 0.090 -2.043 , 

/ \. 

,5' Hydroxyl H 4.058 '0 .. 232 ,- -2.726 i' 

t::, 

;" 

Nl 0.000 1.470 0.000 

i·' 

" i 
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of 1.01BA. 3 f endo ribose and deoxyribose coordinates 

were taken from the structures of PA 99 and calcium thymidylate 193 . 

Location of hydrogen atoms are quite difficult in crystals 

of molecule as complex as nucleotides. In the case of pA 99 

one of the H5 f could not be located unambiguously. Since 

the H5 f is far from the purine or pyrimidine base, and has 

a small charge and small polarizability, we neglected all 

interactions involving this atom. The coordinates of the 

phosphate group were taken from CplB2 In forming CpC the 

structure of Cp was used. The G5
f-05

f bond was formed by 

aligning the C5
f -05 ' bond along the same line as the phos~hate 

O-H of Cp, with a C5
f-05 ' bond length equal to the C3 '-03' 

bond length of Cpo 

The atomic coordinates. for 2' endo ribose were calculated 

by hand from the published coordinates (in terms of unit 

cell dimensions). They were checked by cpmputing at least 

one interatomic distance for each atom and then comparing 

them with the values listed in the paper. Two minor 

typographical errors were discovered BB . The coordinate 

x/a for H4f should be -0.01349 instead of +0.01349 and the 

length of the C2 '-H2 ' bond shouJd be 0.999A instead of 

1.999A. Other atomic coordinates were calculated by computer 

programs. The coordinates of 2' endo ribose calculated 

in this way agreed with those calculated by hand. All 

coordinates are listed in Table. 10. 

In addition to deciding on what geometries we use for 

the rigid groups which make up oligonucleotides we must 

define conventions for describing rotations about single 

bonds. In contrast to the situation with polypeptides, 



TABLE 11 

Bond Atoms Defining Standard Orientation 

Glycosidic °1', Ca or C6 

C '- ° 1 2 2 C
I
', 21 hydroxyl H 

C 1-0 I 
3 3 C4 I, P 

° I_p 
3 C3 ' , 0 1 

5 
P-O- ,r:_:. .:: 5 :.~ °3 ' , C ' 5 

o '-C ' 5 5 C4 ', P 
. , 

C I-C I 
5 4 ° 1 ', 0S' 

~ >'.., .. 
:t-._. 

. ~ ----:-:"-":;". -~~ ...... ;.::. -~ "': •... -:: :-:-;",:'~:-r'" ~-'-':.:-; -.... ~ ----~-:--~:.--. ':;".-:::-:.' :-:,~" - -.-'_-'.',H' •. "7-- ":-:-:'7~' .";- -:- ro .• 

Sense of Rotation 

Clockwise 

Counter-clockwise 

Counter-clockwise 

Counter-clockwise 

Counter-clockwise 

Counter-clockwise 

Counter-clockwise 

":;-. -...... :'.-:.-.;: . 

.,/ 
<\.., 

I-' 
~ 
co 

'I 

:1 
:.I 

r I 
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.. ~2 

where there is a widely accepted convention~ ) we must 

develop a'way of describing rotatjons about single bonds. 

The orientation about the glycosidic bond is defined in 
. 

accordance with the accepted convention of Donohue and 
~9 

Trueblood~ . The two ~egions with no strong steric 

repulsions are the anti conformation in which HS of pyrimidines 

of He of purines is close to °1 ' (¢
CN

'V-20'0) and the syn 

conformation in which HS of pyrimidines or HS of purines 

is far from· .°1 ' (¢CN",1400). Orientations about other 

single bonds are defined in a slightly different way. Two 

atoms define the ends of each bond. Each of these atoms 

has an atom bonded to it which defines the standard (0°) 

orientation. When all four atoms are in a cis-coplanar 

configuration the bond is in its standard orientation. 

Looking down the bond, if the group closest to the viewer 

is rotated counter-clockwise then the angle of orientation 

increases. (According to t~is sc~eme, Donohue and Trueblood 

define increasing angles for rotations about the glycoSidic 

bond in the opposite sense.) The atoms defining the standard 

orientation are listed in Table 11. 

The other choice we have to make is the form of the 

potential. Theoretical cailculations on simple molecules 

(e.g. ethane) have Bhown that the barrier to rotation about 

single bonds can be predicted on the basis of pairwise 

interactions of atoms on either side of the bond37 . We 

thetefore chose a potential ,consisting of pairwise inter-

actions of atoms on either side of the bond. To simplify 
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our calculations ,we included only those interactions which 
«-;'.,/ 

change with internal rotation. Four types of interactions 

were considered: charge- charge) charge-polarizabili ty) 

London dispersion and steric repulsion interactions. The 

first two terms are reasonably straightforward. For uncharged 

polypeptides it is convenient to express charge distributions 

in terms of point dipoles. In the case of oligonucleotides 

this is not a good approximation. There is a charged 
, 

phosphate group which is not a dipole in any approximation. 

Also) the charge distributions in the rigid gr,oups composing 

nucleotides are considerably more .complex then those found 

in amino acids. This is compounded by the fact that we will 

have to consider conformations in which the distances between· 

groups will be smaller than the dimensions of the groups 

themselves. This situation will introduce serious errors 

even with far simpler charge distributions. The London 

dispersion interaction (r- 6 attrarition) is a drastic approximation. 

It is derived for the case where the interacting groups 
120 are far from one another . There are appreciable 

-6" 
deviations from the r distance dependence when atoms come 

close. In addition, the simple assumption that the polariz

ability is all located at a point (the nucleus) and is. 

isotropic may cause difficulties) especially because we 

must consider aromatic electronic systems (where the polarizable··· 

delocalized electron distribution has a node at the nucleus). 

However, it has been fou.."ld that substitution of isotropic 

polarizabilities for anisotropic ones does not appreciably 
/ , 

, . 

... 

~: . 

, . , 
i 
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change the calculated London dispersion interactions for 
36 lfstackedlf bases . Since isotropic polarizabilities greatly 

facilitate the calculation, we have used them. We make 

no claims for the accuracy of a London dispersion potential 

at such short range. We use it to represent a short range 

attractive force which includes major contributions from 

London-type dispersion interactions. Pitzer's expression 

for the London dispersion is used 144 . 

The remaining term was the steric repulsion. At first 

tt might seem that a hard core repulsion (one in which an 

interatomic distance smaller than a specified minimum contact 

distance causes the potential to become infinite) is the 

best way to treat steric repulsions. We feel that this is 

not the case for two reasons. Interatomic distances considerably 

closer than the int~rmolecular Van der Waals distances can 

exist without very large repulsions lO . The second reason 

is that a hard core potential is·not differentiable. (It 

is discontinuous at its hard core contacts.) Mathematical 

operations are almost invariably easier if the potential 

is differentiable. The best situation is where the potential 

is analytic. Two types of analytic repulsive potentials 

have been used: an exponential potential of the type Ae- br 

and the 'type Ar- b where b is usually chosen to be 12. The 

exponential repulsion has the disadvantage that at very 

small interatomic distances the dominating term of the 

potential is the attractive London dispersion term. We 

know that this is physicallY,unreasonable. We have therefore 

chosen the Ar-12 f f th' t· 1 . t t· 1 orm or e s erlC repu Slve po en la 
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with the constan~ A chosen so that the r- 6 and r- 12 

potentials when combined have.a minimum at the intermolecular 

Van der Waals distance and increase monotonically for.smaller 

interatomic distances. 

No explicit hydrogen bond potential has been included. 

However, hydrogen bonds are implicity.included in the 

electrostatic terms. Nash and Bradleyl34 found very 

reasonable hydrogen bond geometries for purine and pyrimidine 

base-pairs using only charge-charge interactions. 

Finally, these calculations are done for molecules 

in a vacuum. There are no solvent effects and a unit dielectric 

constant is assumed. Attempts to calculate solvent inter-

actions in the framework of the microscopic model have been 

made for oligopeptides~5. Unfortunately the molecule being 

considered was sufficiently complicated that no lowest 

energy conformations had been reached. Since no ,comparisons 

with experiment can be made at this time it is too early to 

see whether thefr method for including solvent effects will 

be successful. ,The experimental studies of dinucleoside 

phosphates and other nucleic acid materials have not enabled 

us to determine the manner in which water affects the· 

conformations of these compounds. Perhaps an empirical 

approach ,correlating the solvent effects with an effective 

temperature or set of dielectric constants can be used. 

The energy of interactiori between atoms i and j is 

therefore: 

, 
\-"'J9.

1 

i'· 
': t.: 



, c:; 
- 1.659xlO'-' 2 2 (p.a.+p .a.) 

. l J J l 
4 

r .. lJ 

- 3 .650xl0

5 

~6 [( a~. a)i1
aj

( --a. ) lJ 
r ij N l -2 + N .J "2 

eff. eff. 
l J 

6 
+ 1.825xl05 YVWa.a. 

--:-:::-=--12 [( a~. )~ J (---=a. ') 1] r ij N l 2 + N J "2 

eff. eff. 
l J 
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(charge-charge) 

(charge-polarizability) 

(London dispersion) 

(steric repulsion) 

where Eij is the energy of interaction (in calories per mole), 

Pi and Pj are the charges of atoms i and j (in electrons), 

r ij is the distance between atoms i and j (in A), ai:':and a j 

are the polarizabilities of atoms i and j (in A3
), Neff. and 

l 

Neff. are the "effective number of electrons of atoms i and 
J 

j (see ref. 144) and rVW is the sum of the Van der Waals 

radii of atoms i and j. 

In considering the four terms which contribute to the ' 

potential energy of interaction between two atoms the 

question arises: Can one or a few interatomic interactions 

be singled out as being critical in stabilizing or prohibiting 

a structure? The answer to this question is ~sually no. 

The one exception is the steric repulsion (r- 12 ) ter~. At, 

very short interatomic distances this term dominates all 

others. All other interactions are generally smaller than' 

a few kcal per mole (except in the case of absurdly small 

interatomic contacts in which case the r- 12 term dominates 

anyway). Single interatomic interactions are frequently 
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smaller than 1 cal. per mole. 

Experimental studies of the thermal disordering of 

dinucleoside phosphates indicate that we are looking for 

energy differences between important conformations of 

approximately 5 to 10 kcal per mole. Because this dif-

ference originates in changes in a large number of terms, 

we usually will not be able to single out one or a few 

interactions which are~argely responsible for the energy 

differences between conformations. 

In the attractive region of the 6-12 potential this 

interaction rarely exceeds 1 kcal per mole. The charge-

charge and char@€-polarizability interactions frequently do. 

It should be noted that charge-polarizability interactions 

are always attractive while charge-charge interactions may 

be either attractive or repulsive. 

The expression we have chosen to use for the inter

atomic interaction potential requires the knowledge of 

atomic charges, polarizabilities, "effective number of 

electrons" and Van der Waals radii. Thedistriputions 

of 7T electrons were calculated using semi-empirical 

self-consistent molecular orbital wave functions 9,150. 

Wave functions of this type (when combined with the a 

electron treatment which was used in our work) predict 

dipole moments of nitrogen-contairiing aromatic compounds 

(pyridine" pyrimidine, pyrrol~J etc.) which agree well with 

experimentally measured values. This indicates that the 

charge distributions are probably good. The a charge 

." 
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distributions were calculated using the method of Del Re44 . 

Interactions between ~ and 0 electrons are introduced in 

the self-consistency criterion of the molecular orbital 

wave functions. The charge distribution in the phosphate 

group was taken to be that calculated for the diethyl 

phosphate anion by a self-consistent molecular orbital 

method 38 . The phosphate group is electronegative and is 

assumed to withdraw 0;,.16405 electron from C3 ' and C5 '. 

The charge distributions are listed in Table 12. 

A cursory examination of the charge distributions 

shows how bad the dipole approximation is. If there had 

been relativel;1 few charged atoms in each. group or the 

positively charged atoms tended to be on one(·side of the 

rigid group and the negatively charged atoms on the other, 

then the approximatio~might have been satisfactory. The 

charge distributions we calculate does not meet either 

criterion. In groups which are essentially neutral 

there are a number of highly charged atoms which are distributed 

in a rather irregular way, making it useless (for this 

calculation) to try to approximate the distribution as a 

point dipole. ' 

The charge distributions used in our calculations were 

very similar to those used by other investigators. A 

comparison of our charge distributions with those used by 

Bradley and coworkers13 ,134 ·is presented in Table 13. 

The isotropic polarizabilities of all atoms except 

96 phorphorus are taken from Ketelaar's monograph These 

are the values used by almost all other investigators . 
. 1. 



TABLE 12 PART 1 

CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS 

Atom 1f' Charge a Charge Total Charge a Charge Total Char}e 
(Ribonucleoside) (Deoxyribonucleoside 

Adenosine 

Nl - 0 .265 -0.127 - 0 .392 - 0 .127 ',. - 0 .392 
C2 

0.164 0.085 0.249 0.085 0.249 

N3 - 0.273 -0.128 - 0.401 - 0.128 - 0.401 
C4 0.029 0.132 0.161 0.132 0.161 
C5 -0.071 0.086 0.015 0.086 0.015 
C6 0.146 0.149 0.295 0.149 0.295 

N7 - 0.323 -0.133 -0.456 - 0 .133 -0.456 
C8 0.0,63 0.091 0.,154 0.091 0.154 

N9 0.368 ,-0.198 0.169 -0.200 
,', 

0.168 
,-

Amino N 0.161 - 0.531 - 0 .369 -0.53L -0.369 
Amino H 0.217 0.218 0.218 0.218 

H2 :::0';042 0.042 0.042 0.042 

H8 0.043 . 0.043 0.043 0.043 

Guanosine 

Nl 0.293 -0.352 - 0 .058 - 0 .352 - 0 .058 
C2 0.117 0.215 o .3:?2 0.215 0.332 

N3 - 0.386 -0.120 - 0 .505 -0.120 - 0 .505 
C4 - 0 .031 0.133 0.102 0.133 0.102 
C5 -0.068 0.091 0.022 0.091 0.022 
C6 0.215 0.198 0.413 0.198 0.413 

N7 - 0.273 - 0 .132 -0.405 - 0 .132 -0.405 
C 8 0.027 0.091 0.118 0.091 0.118 I--' 

N9 0.386 -0.198 0.189 -0.199 0.187 fP. 

Amino N 0.148 - 0.526 -0.378 - 0.526 -0.378 en 

Amino H 0.219 0.219 0.219 0.219 
H 0.202 :0.202 0.202 0.202 
03 

- 0.428 - 0 .136 -0.563 -0.136 - 0 " 563 

Ha 0.043 0.043 0.043 0.043 

';\,- .. - ." .. ,' ._.....,-:. -; .. ~ .. ~-: 'l-:' .. ~' ":--:-: . "-:._. --.~ ... ' ,- ,- .... ~- -,'-

/ 
_____ ". __ ,._ f~, - - ~ _. ".-
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TABLE 12 PART 2 

CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS 

Atom 7r Charge a Charge Total Charge a Charge Total Charge 
(Ribonucleoside) (Deoxyribonucleoside) 

Uridine 

Nl 0.270 - 0 .193 0.078 - 0 .194 0.076 
C2 0.194 0.247 0.441 0.248 0.441 
N3 0.260 -0.257 0.002 - 0.257 0.002 
C4 0.185 0.025 0.210 0.025 0.210 
C5 -0.089 0.034 -0.055 0.034 - 0.055 
C6 0.015 0.041 0.057 0.041 0.056 
O2 - 0 .451 - 0 .129 - 0.581 ":'0.129 - 0.581 
H3 0.188 0.188 0.188 0.188 
04 - 0 .384 - 0.085 - 0.469 - 0 .085 -0.469 
H5 0.037 0.037 0.037 0.037 
H6 0.038 0.038 0.038' 0.038 

Cytidine \! 

Nl 0.310 - 0.194 O.il-le - 0.195 0.115 
C2 0.207 0.241 0.448 0.241 0.448 
N3 - 0.297 - 0 .118 - 0 .415 - 0 .118 - 0.415 
C4 0.128 0.130 0.258 0.130 0.258 
C5 - 0 .134 -0.011 - 0 .146 - 0.011 - 0.146 
C 0.048 0.036 0.084 0.036 0.084 
06 . - 0 .461 - 0 .130 -0.591 ":0.130 - 0.591 
Afuino N 0.199 - 0 .460 - 0.260 - 0 .460 -0.260 
Amino H 0.191 0.191 0.191 0.191 
He; . 0.033 0.033 0.033 0.033 
H'-' 
.6 0.037 0.037 0.037 0.037 

f-' 
fP-
~ 



TABLE 12 PART 3 

CHARGE DISTRIBUTION 

RIBOSE* 

Atom Adenosine .. : Uridine Guanosine Cytidine 

C ' 1 
0.127(0.116) 0.127(0.116) 0.127(0.116) :0.127(0.116) 

H ' 1 
,. '0 . 054 ( 0 . 053 ) 0.054(0.053) 0.054(0.053) " 0 . 054 ( 0 .053 ) 

o ' 1 
-0.271(-0.273) - 0 .271 ( - 0 .273 ) -0.271(-0.273) -0.271(-0.273) 

C ' 2 
0.107 (- 0.047 ) o 0 10'8 ( - 0 . 04 7 ) 0.10B(-0_.047) . 0 . 10'8 ( - 0 . 04} ) 

H ' . 2 
0.052(0.041) 0.052(0.041) 0.052(0.041) 0.052(0.041) 

o ' 2 
- 0.458 - 0 .458 - 0 .458 - 0 .458 

2' Hydroxyl,H 0.301 0.302 0.3,02 , 0.302 

C ' 3 
0.104 (0.093 ) o . 104 ( 0 . 093 ) 0.104 (0.093 ) o . 104 ( 0 . 093 ) 

H ' 3 
0.052(0.050) 0.052(0.050) 0.052(0.050) 0.052(0.050) 

o ' -0.458(-0.460) -0.458(-0.460) -0.458(-0.460) -0.458(-0.460) 
3 

3' Hydroxyl H 0.301 (0.301.j', . 0.301 (0.301) 0.301 (0.301) 0.301 (0.301) 

C4 .' 0.094(0.093) 0.904 (0.093 ) 0.904 (0.093 ) 0.904(0.093) 

H I 0.051(0.050) 0.051(0.050) 0.051(0.050) 0.051(0.050) 
4 

C ' ' O. 04 5 ( 0 . 045 ) o . 045 ( 0 . 045 ) 0.045(0.045) 0.045(0.045) 
5 

H' o .053 ( 0 .053 ) o . 053 ( 0 . 053 ) o .053 ( 0 .053 ) 0.053 (0.053 ) 
5 

o ' -0.457(-0.457) -0.457(-0.457) -0.457(-0.457) -0.457(-0.457) 
, 5 

5' Hydroxyl H o .3 02 ( 0 .3 02 ) _ o .3 02 ( 0 .3 02 ) 0.302(0.,302) 0.302(0.302) 

* Numbers in parentheses are charges of the analogous atom in the·deoxynucleoside. 
were done for deoxypseudouridine. 

". 
... ' 

': _ .... -... 

pseudouridine 

0.078 

0.049 

- o. 2~r9 
0.102 

0.051 

-0.459 

0.301 

0.103 

0.052 

- 0 .458 

0.301 

0.094 

0.050 

0.045 

0.053 

-0.457 

0.302 

~ 
~ 

No calculations ~ 

.' i 
."" , 



Atom 

Nl 
C2 
N3 
C4 
C5 
C6 
Hl 
O2 
H3 
04 
H6 

TABLE 12 PART 4 

CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS 

7r Charge a Charge Total Charge 
(Ribonucleoside) 

Pseudouridine 

0.270 - 0 .357 -0.087 
0.194 0.254 0.448 
0.260 -0.256 0.004 
0.185 0.023 0.208 

-0.089 0.090 0.001 
0.015 0.049 0.064 

0.200 0.200 
- 0 .451 - 0 .128 - 0 .580 

0.188 0.188 
-0.384 - 0 .084 - 0 .468 

0.039 0.039 

,. 

I-' 
~ 
to 



Atom 

P 

o (p- 0) 

o (ester) 

C ' 3 

C ' 5 

TABLE 12 PART 5 

CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS 

PHOSPHATE GROUp38 

Charge 

0.164 

- 0.552 

- 0 .350 

150 

0~164 less than the appropriate nucleoside C3 ' 

0.164 less than the apptopriate nucleoside C5 ' 

, 



TABLE 13 

CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS 

Atom This Work Ref. 13, 134 Atom This Work Ref. 13, 134 
Adenine Cytosine 

Nl - .392 - .392 Nl .116 .025 
C2 .249 .276 C2 

.448 .502 
N3 - .401 - .399 N3 .,. '-.415 - .392 
C4 .-.161 .• 195 C4 

.258 .305 
C5 .015 .036 C5 

- .146 - .106 
C6 .295 .316 C6 .084 .101 
N7 -.456 -.416 0 - .591 - -.586 
C8 .154 .194 Amino N -.260 -.429 
N9 .169 .031 Amino H .191 .223 
Amino N -.369 - .442 H5 .032 .033 
Amino H .218 .223 H6 .037 .038 
H2 .042 .042 
H8 .043 .043 

Guanine Uracil Thymine 

N1 -' .058 - .052 Nl .078 - .044 
C2 .33? .360 C2 

.441 .526 

N3 -.505 -.449 N3 .002 - .198 
C4 .102 .224 C4 

.210 .451 
C5 .022 .059 C5 

- .055 .005 
C6 .412 .477 C6 .057 .044 

N7 -.405 .375 O2 
-.581 - .553 

C8 .118 .162 H3 .188 .138 

N9 .189 .052 04 
- .469 - .533 

Amino N - .378 -.431 H5 .037 
Amino H .219 .225 H6 .038 .038 
0 - .563 - .577 f--' 

H3 .201 (HI) .093 
U1 
f--' 

H8 .043 .043 
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The polarizability of phosphorus was obtained from the 

refraction of PH3
184 , 'subtracting the contribution of 

the hydrogens. The po1arizabilities used in our calculation 

are listed in Table 14. 

TABLE 14 

Atom 'Polarizability (A3 ) 

H .42 

C .93 

N (primary) .87 

N ("secondary) .93 

N (tertiary) 1.03 

0 (hydroxyl) .59 

0 (ether) .64 

0 (carbonyl) .84 

P 3.00 

(0.29A3 is added to each atom on a double bond. ) 

Van der Waals radii were taken from the review by 

Bondi12 . These are the value~ which are used in the 

calculation of the conformations of polypeptides and 

oligopeptides (with the exception of hard core repulsion 

studies)' .. , These atomic radii,'are listed in Table 15. 

.i 
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TABLE 15 

Atom Van der Waals Radius (A) 

H 1.20 

C 1.70 

N 1.55 

0 1.52 

P 1.BO 

The usual expression used for the London dispersion 

interactions is: 

where Eab is the energy of interaction, Ia and Ib are the 

ionization energies of atoms a and b, aa and a b are the 

polarizabilities of atoms a and band rab is the interatomic 

distance. Instead of having. to introduce the atomic 

ionization potentials required by this expression we 

preferred to use the expression proposed by Pitzer: 7 

where e is the electronic charge; ~ is. Planck's constant 

divided by 2rr; m is the electronic mass and Neff is a 

parameter describing an atom.which can be considered to 

be the "effective number of electrdns".. In this expression 

we can use one value of Neff for each atom, instead of a 
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series of ionization potentials fo~ each type of atom 

(e.g. primary, secondary and tertiary nitrogens). The 

values of Neff were determined by fitting all of the 

experimental data in Pitzer'sreview144 to a straight line. 

The best line by the least squares criterion going through 

to origin is: 

Neff = 1.146 (Atomic Numberj 

These numbers are somewhat larger (up to 25%) than those 

used in calculations on POlyp~ptides19,170,171J which were 

based entirely on Neff reported for rare gases. We don't 

feel that the differences between these sets of Neff will 

affect our results very much because this number comes 

in as a square root, rather than being raised to a high 
./ 

power. 

Since the choice of parameters for these calculations 

is to'a large part arbitrary we should compare these values 

with others systematically chosen on the basis of other 

criteria. The only study with which we are familiar is 
-6 a survey of intermolecular forces in terms of r attraction 

217 and an exponential repulsion in crystals of hydrocarbons 

(The survey was not able to determine these coefficients 

unambiguously. The four best sets of coefficients are 

reported J and listed in Table 16.) 

; 
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TABLE 16 

COEFFICIENTS OF R- 6 ATTRACTIONS (in kcal/A6 ) 

C:"'C C-H H-H FIT* 

-602 -86 -71 131 

-440 -160~ . - 58 301 

-437 -168 - 50 302 

- 535 -139 -36 186 

-645 -182 -53 (parameters u~ed in 
calculations) , these 

* The standard deviations of the experimental and 
calculated crystal parameters. 

In a calculation as complicated as this it is important 

that scrupulous checks be made for incorrect data or "minor" 

arithmetic errors which might not be obvious, but could 

still invalidate the results. The atomic coordinates, 

polarizabilities and "identification" numbers (used to. 

assign the appropriate Van der Waals radii, etc.) were 

checked frequently against the original data. This was 

very important, as data decks were duplicated frequently. 

The charges were checked against the original data and 

also added to see if they totaled 0 in the case of nucleo-

sides or -1 in the case of CpC. The routine which changes 

atomic coordinates in accordance with rotations about 

single bonds was tested by rotating by 120 0 3 times, or 

20° 18 times, or~ by 10° 36 times and being sure that the 

atoms returned to their original coordinates. Also, 

starting at the standard orientation, rotations were made 

around bonds to reproduce the conformations found in 

crystal structures. These were checked against the atomic 
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coordinates of the structures which were calculated 

independently. Hand calculations of single interatomic 

interactions were made and used to verify results of the 

energy calculations. In the cases where derivatives 

were calculated analytically, they were checked agairist 

derivatives calculated by computing the difference in 

energy between t~o conformations differing only on a 

small change in one torsional angle (in the case of a 

first derivative), etc. 
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Calculations were performed on either the CDC 6600's 

at the Lawrence Radiation'Laboratory, Berkeley, or the 

CDC 6400 at the University of Califor~ia Computing Center. 

All programs used were written in Chippewa FORTRAN. 

Listings and descriptions of the important programs and 

subroutines used in these studies are given in Appendix B. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

NUCLEOSIDES 

Our first calculations were the variation of energy 

with changing ¢CN. This is a good place to start because 

a number of checks for our calculations already exist. 

The crystal structures of a number of nucleosides, 

nucleotides and other suitable compounds have already been 

determin~d23,57,58,73,76,77,82,83,99,172,173,181,182,l93,212. 

In addition, we expect the ORD of nucleosides in the 

region of strong base absorption ("",260 ml-L) to be very 

sensitive to the orientation of the base with respect to 

the sugar. The ORD originates in the interaction of the 

base with the asymmetric ribose. Calculation of the ORD 
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of nucleosides as a function of ¢CN are presently being 

84 undertaken . In addition, there are experimental studies 

of the ORD of nucleosides and suitable model compounds 

(in which the base is locked into a conformation by 

covalent linkages) which can be used to make meaningful 

checks of our calculations53 ,54,98,128,201,219. 

The first nucleosides for which calculations were 

made were cytidine and uridine. In order to consider the 

possibility that the furanose ring was not in the 2' 

endo conformation, calculations for 3' endo conformations 

were carried out as well. We also calculated the potential 

energy for rotation about the glycosidic bond for the 2' 

endo and 3' endo deoxyribose analogues. The results of 

these calculations are presented in Figures 29-32. 

These results are clear cut. The pyrimidine nucleosides 

are much more st~ble in the anti conformation, with the 

syn co~formation approximately 5 kcal per mole higher. 

In these calculations the orientation of the 2' OH was 

that found in the crystal structure from which the atomic 

coordinates were taken .. The possibility existed that the 

most stable conformation of the isolated nucleoside would 

be with the base syn and the 2' OH oriented in a direction 

quite d~fferent from that found in crystal structures. 

To eliminate this possibility we performed the following 

calculation: Cytidine and uridine were oriented in each of 

four conformations, with bases syn or anti and the 2' OH 

aligned approximately as it is found in the crystal or 

with a 180 0 rotation about the C2 '-02' bond. Then rotations 

were permitted about the glycosidic and C2 '-02' bonds Which 
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enable the compound to minimize its energy and seek a 

potential minimum. (The program, FINDMIN, was used.) 

Thes~calculations indicate that the anti forms of cytidine 

and uridine are energetically more stable by approximately 

5 kcal per mole. 

The origin of this energy difference is reasonably 

straight forward. In the anti conformation, the small, 

almost uncharged, H6 is close to the large and negatively 

charged °1 '. The repulsion between these two atoms is 

relatively small.· In the syn conformation, 'the large, 

negatively charged 02 is close toOl" There is appreciable 

repulsion between these two atoms, both steric and coulombic. 

For this reason, the puckering of the furanose ring (so 

long as °1 ' is not puckered) or the 'subs ti tution of 

deoxyribose for ribose does not change this difference 

very much. 

We have also done similar calculations for 2' endo 

pseudouridine. ~o the best of our knowledge no other 

studies of its conformation have been undertaken.) We 

thought that the longer glycosidic bond (1.54A for the C-C 

bond rather than lATA fCDr the C-N bond) might substantially 

eliminate the unfavorable close contacts which tend to 

destabilize the syn conformation relative to the anti. 

Apparently this reduction is not significant. Again, 

the anti conformation is more stable than the syn form by 

approximately 4.5 kcal per mole. (See Figure 33.) 
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C2 '-,o2' tarsJonal DnGle for 2' end') pseud·::nlridine. 

Contours ire at every 2 kcal per mole. 
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The major r'esults of our calculations can be summarized 

quite simply. The anti forms of pyrimidine nucleosides 

are considerably more stable than the syn forms~ with 

both 2' endo and 3' endo ribose and deoxyribose. We expect 

this will apply to other pyrimidine nucleosides as well. 

In the case of pseudouridine this has implications about 

its· role in determining the three dimensional structure of 

transfer RNAs. It is possible that pseudouridine may 

participate in hydrogen bonds in which uridine can not. 

HI can participate; in hydrogen bonds as well as H3 , 02' 

and 04 (which are also present in uridine). It is possible 

that pseudourid"ine' can hydrogen bond ~ith two different 
.'-

bases, thereby forming the nucleus of a triple-strand 

structure, something uridine can not do. H3 and 02 can 

participate in hydrogen bonding schemes similar to those 

of uridine. HI and 02 can also form a sepond set of hydrogen 

bonds. 

There is one result of these calculations which must 

be interpreted carefully. The energy barrier fOr the anti 

to syn exchange is high, about 30-50 kcal per mole, which 

corresponds to approximately half of bond £ormation 

energies. There Will b~ appreciable distortions of'a 

"rigid" 'group with that large a force put on it. These 

distortions will tend to minimize the total potential energy 

of the system. The barrier heights we calculate are upper 

limits (assuming our calculations have been executed 

correctly). Calculation of the actual barrier heights 

requires knowledge of the potential energy for large 

./ , 
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... ./ . bending and stret.ching movements which is not available . 

For this reason we can not say at this time how fast the 

exchange is between the syn and anti .forms of pyrimidine 

nucleosides. The possibility does exist that such an 

interchange may be very slow. If ·this is the case then 

syn conformations in pyrimidine nucleosides will not/be 
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significant even as biological intermediates because their 

formation and return to the more stable anti conformation 

are too slow. 

A number of experimental studies have also found that 

pyrimidine nucleosides are in the anti conformation. Of 

the large number of pyrimidine nucleosides and nucleotides' 

for which molecular conformations have been determined by 

X-ray diffraction techniques, all have been in the anti 

conformation, with values of ¢CN which we calculate to 

have low energies. These results are summarized. in Table 17. 

Measurements of solution properties also agree with 

our results. The ORD of pyrimidine nucleosides and pyrimidine 

nucleosides in which covalent ribose-base bridges lock 

the base into the anti confromation (e.g. O2-2' cyclouridine) 

are substantially the same 54 ,201. This implies that their 

conformations are the same (i.e. anti). 

In addition, a model~building consideration of nucleo-

sides (in which -the basic criterion for stability is maximization 

of interatomic distances smaller than the usual Van der Waals 

interatomic distances) also predicts that the anti conformation 

should be considerably more stable than the syn conformation 

for pyrimidinenucleosides75 . 

. , 
! 

, ! 
I 

". 
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TABLE 17 
'\ , 

'. 

Base Crystal Furanose ¢CN Reference 
Puckering 

C 3' Cytidylic Acid 2' endo -42.1 182 

C 3' Cytidylic Acid 2' endo -39.9 23 

C Cytidine 3' endo -18 58 
"-

5BrC 5 Bromodeoxycytidine 2' endo -61 77 
+ Deoxyguanosine 

U 5' Uridine phosphate, 2' endo -43 173 
Ba salt 

,-

U Adenylyl (2'-5' ) 3' endo -5 172 
Uridine 

5BrU Adenosine 3' endo -20 76 
+ 5 Bromouridine " '. 

5BrU 5 Bromouridine 2' endo -43 83 

5BrU 5 Bromodeoxyuridine 2' endo -56 83 

5FU 5 Flubrodeoxyuridine 2' endo -60 73 

T Ca Thym:idylate 3' endo -48 193 

CALCUIATED 

Cytidine 2' endo -33 

Deoxycytidine 2' endo -30 to 5 

Cytidine 3' endo 0 

Deoxycytidine 3' endo -42 

Uridine 2' endo -32· 

Deoxyuridine 2' endo -30 

Uridine 3' endo - 3 

Deoxyuridine 3' endo -45 

Pseudouridine 2' endo -20 
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The situation is quite different in the case of purine 

nucleosides. Figures 34-37 show the potential for 
, 

rotation about the glycosidic bond for guanosine and 

adenosine. The 2' OR (in the case of ribose) is in 

the orientation that iB found in the crystal strucutre 

from which the atomic coordinates of the ribose were 

taken. There is only a small difference in energy between 

the syn and anti conformations. Because this difference 

is so small it is necessary to be sure that the torsional 

angle for the C2 '-02' bond is in its potential minimum as 

an incorrect orientation of the C '-0 ' bond might shift 2 2 

the energies enough to exchange the relative stabilities 

of the two conformations. The results of calculations of 

the two dimensional energy surface for rotations about 

both the glycosidic and C2 '-02' bonds for 2' endo adenosine 

and 2' endo guanosine are presented as energy contour 

diagrams. (Figures 38 and 39). 

In the cases of both 2' endo adenosine and 2' endo 

guanosine the sy~ conformation is slightly more favorable 

than the anti form. The ene~gy differences for guanosine 

and adenosine are approximately 1 kcal per mole and less 

than 1 kcal per mole, respectively. The potential energy 

barriers :for the syn-anti interchange are low, about 5 kcal 

per mole for adenosine and 6 kcal per mole for guanosine. 

There·fore interchange between the two conformations should 

be very rapid. The energetically unfavorable conformation 

may still be biologically important as an intermediate in 
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a reaction, as its formation and return to the favorable 

conforma tion wi"ll not appreciably slow a reaction (as may 

be the case with pyrimidines). 

There are important differences between adenosine and 

guanosine and their deoxyribose analogues. The syn forms 

of deoxyadenosine and deoxyguanosine are not always more 

stable than the anti forms. The differences between the 

syn and anti forms (which were about 1 kcal per mole for 

2' endo adenosine and guanosine) now range from. the anti 

form's being more stable by 1 kcal per mole (2' endo 

deoxyadenosine) to the syn form's being more stable by 

5 kcal per mole (3' endo deoxyadenosine). This may have 

an important effect on the structure of ribo and deoxyribo-

polynucleotides. Let us assume that the orientation of 

a base in a Single-strand polynucleotide (e.g. Gin a 

single-strand DNA or RNA) is .the same as in the nucleoside 

(i.e. syn). (Although this is by no means a certainty, 

lt is more llkely than not. ):: In order to form Watson-Crick 
J 

complementary base-pairs (e.g. double-strand RNA or DNA) 

the bases must flip over to the anti form. (We already 

know that pyrimidines are in. the anti-conformation. In 

order to maintain the symmetry of the double-strand helix 
, 

purines must assume this 'conformation also.) Although 

energy is lost in flipping the base from syn .to anti, more 

than enough energy is gained in double-strand formation 

to make up for it. But it takes more energy to flip 

guanine from syn to anti in dG than it does in rG. 
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Therefore if all .other effects are equal the same RNA 

complex will be more stable than the DNA complex relative 

to the single-strand species with the same conformation. 

It is found that complementary double-strand polyribonucleo-

tide complexes are more stable (have higher T ) than 
.m 

. 31 32 their deoxyribose analogues ' Of course, everything 

else is not the same in both cases. Single-strand 

polyribonucleotides probably have 'slightly different 
197 206 structures than do their deoxyribo analogues ' Also 

.complementary double-strand RNA~ and DNAs have slightly 

different structures (as indicated by X-ray diffraction 

studies)4. Obviously the energetic differences between 

syn and anti conformations in ribonucleosides and deoxy-

ribonucleosides are not the only important effects. In 

any case, they should be considered. 

X-ray crystallographic studies of adenosine and 

adenylic acid indicate that the anti conformation is more 

stable77 ,99,172,18l,2l2. We predict that the syn conformation 

should be slightly more favored than the anti. Intermolecular· 

hydrogen bonding or crystal packing forces could easily 

make the anti conformation more stable. 

Only one str.ucture of a nucleoside or nucleotide 

containing guanine has been published up'to this time77 . 

¢CN for doexyguanos:ine(hydrogen bonded to 5 bromodeoxycytidine) 

is in the syn region. 

The results of crystal structure studies of purine , 

nucleosides and nucleotides are summarized in Table 18. 

·r, 
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TABLE .18 
." .. : 

Base Crystal Furanose <PCN Reference 
Puckering 

A 5' Adenylic acid 3' endo -18 99 

A Deoxyadenosine 3' exo - 3 212 

A 3' Adenylic Acid 3' endo - 3.9 181 

A Ad enylyl (2' - 5' ) 2' endo -55 172 
Uridine .~ 

A Adenosine 3' endo -10 76 
+ 5 Bromouridine 

G 5 Bromodeoxycytidine 2' endo +138 77 
+ D2oxyguanosine 

CALCUlATED 

Adenosine 2' endo . +128 

Deoxyadenosine 2' endo -45 

Adenosine 3' endo +73 

Deoxyadenosine 3' endo +118 

Guanosine 2' endo +120 

Deoxyguanosine 2' endo' +128 

Guanosine 3' endo +75 

Deoxyguanosine 3' endo +130 
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Both syn and anti orientations are found indicating that 

there probably isn't a large energy difference between 

the two. That agrees with our calculations. 

Some ORD studies similar to those on pyrimidine 

ribosides seem to indicate that the anti orientation 

. f bJ 12 G I ( t h . d . I. 1 J.S more :avora.e ... owever, " e eVl ence lS nOG near y 

as clear as it was in the case of pyrimidine ribosid~s. Purine 

riboside optical rotations are so small that perturbations 

on the chromophore by the covalent bridges which lock the 

base rigidly into the syn or' anti conformation, may be 

large'enough to change the sign of the rotational strength 

associated with the base absorption. Much of this 
98 ambiguity may, also result from the lability of these compounds . 

Arguments based on the ORD of adenosine with various 

substitutions on the 5' carbon (which are bulky' enough 

to force the base into the anti conformation) indicate 

that the ori~ntationof the base in adenosine is syn98 

NMR studies on ApA indicate that both bases are in the 

anti conformation, but that the syn conformation is 

approximately kT higher in energy34 

The ambiguity of these studies still leaves unanswered 

the question of the orientation about the glycosidic bond, 

in purine ribosides. Our results seem reasonable; the 

syn and anti conformations of A and G are very close in 

energy. It will be interestifig to ,see if a syn adenosine 

conformation or an anti guanosine conformation will be 



found in future,X-ray diffraction studies. Hopefully w~ 

will be able to test our results more critically when 

calculations of the ORD of nucleosides (as a function of 

¢CN) are available soon. 

Structures of poljnculeotides determined by fiber 
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diffraction techniques also offer checks for our results. 

The two proposed structures for ribosomal RNA fragments 62 ,178, 

the acid form of poly A16l and the A form of DNA63 all 

have values of ¢CN which we found to have low energies. 

¢CN ranges from -14.4° to 0.9° for these structures. The 

Band C forms' of DNA104 ,122 seem to have anomalous values, 

for ¢CN' -86.1° and -73.3°, respectively,considerably 

more negative than those found in X-ray crystal studies 

of nucleosides or nucleotides. These values of ¢CN seem 

to correspond to regions of maximum rather than minimum 

energy. We have no explanation"for this piscrepancy 

presently. 

INTERNUCLEOSIDE BONDS 

Advancing to more complicated systems, we made some 

calculations of potentials for rotating around the bonds 

wh" connect furanose rings (i.e. C3 '-03', 03'-P, 

P-05 ', 05'-C5 ' and C5 '-C4 ').i Only those atoms on either 

side of the bonds interacting in a way completely determined 

by the one or two torsional angle~ being treated were 

considered. For example, if rotation around the C3 '-03' 

bond were being considered as the only degree of freedom, 

then H3' or H4' of the ribose could interact with the 
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phosphate phosphorusj but not the phosphate oxygens (as 

their positions also depend on the orientation of the 03'-P 

bond). Since the bonds in the middle of the phosphodiester 

bridge have a few atoms close to them their potential 

barriers for rotations are low. However, bonds near the 

furanose rings (e.g. C3 '-03') have many atoms near them 

and may have orientations of high energy. Elimination of 

orientations of these bonds nOw because of their high 

energy, greatly reduces the large number of conformations 

we would have to try later when calculating the energies 

of dinucleoside phosphate conformations. For these reasons 

we have calculated two dimensional energy surfaces for the 

C3 '-03', 03'-P (both ribose and deoxyribose) and C4 '-C5 ', 

C5 '-05' systems. In the former case the following atoms 

were considered to interact: C3 ', °2 ', 2' hydroxyl H (or H'2'), 

H3 ', H4 ', H5 ', H'5', 05', 5' hydroxyl H, 03', P, phosphate OJ 

phosphate 0', °5 '. In the latter case the following atoms 

were considered to interact: C4 ', H4 ', °1 ', H3" 03'~ . 

3' hydroxyl H, C5 ', H5', H'5', 05', and P. It 'should be 

noted that not all atoms which have their positions defined 

(by the bond torsional angles being considered) are 

included. Only those which were thought to be able to 

interact 'strongly were included. For example, the distance 

between the phosphate Pand :C1" of the 5' linked nucleoside 

, is determined by the orientation angles of the C4 ' - C5 ' and 

CS'-OS' bonds. However, it is highly unlikely that there 

will be a strong interaction between them. On the other 

hand, it is easy to see that there will be a strong inter-

. ! 

;: . 

" , 



action between the phosphate oxygens. and the 02f of the 

3' linked nucleoside in the C3 '-03', 03'-P system. 

, r'T" 
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The results of these calculations are shown in Figures 

40-42. Figure 40 shows the contour map for rotations about 

the C4 '-CS ' and Cs'-Os' bonds of 2' endo ribose. Since 

the 2' OH is far from Cc:;' we expect the analogous energy 
v 

surface for. the deoxyribose ·compound to be the same for 

all intents and purposes. The contour in the middle of 

the figure which has the shape of a dog-bone surrounds 

the region of lowest energy. The regions of high energy 

are for orientations of C '-0 ' near 0° and the orientations S .S 

of C '-C ' near 0° 240° and 'to a lesser extent, 120°. 4 S· , 

These are caused by repulsive steric interactions of the 

phosphate phosphorus with atoms of the ribose group. At 

0° orientation of the CS'-Os' bond a rotation of the 

C4 '-CS' bond brings the phosphorus atom closest to 01' 

at approximately 0°, H4' at approximately 120° and H3' 

at approximately 240°. These interactions can be seen 

easily in space filling models. The surface is generally 

flat with a few steric repulsions causing high energy 

regions. More extensive calculations of sterically allowed 

conformations have been made by Sasisekharan et al. 166 . 

Conforma~ions are forbidden if interatomic distanceS 

become smaller than the sum of the hard core radii for the 

two atoms. In their analysis the allowed regions are 

appr<;>ximately CS ' - OS' ; orientations from lSO° to 210° and 

C4 '-CS' orientations fromSO° to 80°, 140° to 200° and. 
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280 0 to 310 0
• These are compatible with our calculations, 

although they eliminate far more area than we are able to 

on the basis of our calculations. 

Torsional angles that are found in fiber structures 

of nucleic acids (by X-ray diffraction techniques) can 

also be compared with our results. These angles were 

determined by taking the coordinates of the proposed 
; 

structures, then using' a computer program, converting the 

cartesian coordinates to a cylindrical coordinate system, 

where the z axis is in the direction of the bond in question. 

The difference in the cylindrical angles, 9, of the two 
, 

atoms used :to define the orientation of the bond, was the 

torsional angle for that bond. The orientation angles 

for some polynucleotide structures are listed in Table 19. 

They are indicated on the energy contour diagrams as circles., 

It is somewhat surprising and a little discouraging 

to find that the torsional angles of these structures 

are not near the energy minimum which we calculated. It 

should be remembered that this region is only about 3 kcal 

per mole higher than the lowest energy found for this 

particular calculation. Since we have not included all 

possible interactions, those which are dependent on the 

orientations of bonds other than C4 '-C5 ' and C5 '-05' 

(e. g. base- base interactions), could easily make a 3 kcal 

per mole difference. We will see late~ that this is the 

case in our calculations of the energies of the conformations 

of CpC. 

The energy ~urface for rotations about the C3 '-03' and 

07'-P bonds is quite different. (See Figures 41 and 42.) 
.:J ' 
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2' ENDO· RIBOSE 
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F1gure 11 Calculated energy is a functi~n of the C7 '-07' 
,) oJ 

and 03'-P torsional angles for 2' endo ribose. 

Contours a~e at every 2 kcal per mo:c. The 

circles indicate polynucleo~ide s:r~~:~re. 
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Contours are at every 2 kcal per mole. The circles 

indicate polynucleotide struc~ure. 
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TABLE 19 
- , - -

TORSIONAL ANGLES OF KNOHN STRUCTURES 
Structure ¢CN C 1-0 I 

3 3 °3
1
- P P- 05 1 o I-C I 

5 5 

A DNA -14 221 279 282 168 

B DNA -86 147 282 283 211 

C DNA -73 211 212 315 143 

r01Y A 1 216 293 285 168 
acid form) 

RNA - 5 203 285 341 134 
10~residues/turn 

RNA -11 223 277 284 163 
11 residues/turn 

CS'-C41 

312 

299 

289 

314 

287 

309 

-' 

Reference 

63 

104 

122 

161 

62, 178 

62,··178 

I--' 
CD 
(J1 
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Unlike the C4 ' - CS" system, rotations are quite hindered. 

Instead of being a flat surface with a few forbidden areas, 

it is a surface which has much high energy area and low 

energy valleys with rmsonably steep slopes. Because many 

of these close contacts involve the 2' OH group, there 

are considerable differences between the ribose and deoxy-

ribose energy surfaces, the latter having considerably less 

forbidden area. In both cases there are two bands of high 

energy conformations across the contour diagram. One band, 

centered at a ?3' - 03 ', torsional angle of apprOXimately 

350°, results from interactions of the phosphate oxygens 

with the H4'!,. The large forbidden region, (in the case 

of ribose) centered at a C3 '-93' torsional angle of approximately 

130°, results from the steric and charge-charge interactions 

of the phosphate oxygens with the 2' OH group. This region 

is greatly reduced in the deoxyriboie suga~ where a H'2' 

is substituted for the 2' OH. The reg~lar oscillations 

of the edges of both forbidden regions (with a 120° period) 

result from interactions with the three phosphate oxygens. 

As rotation occurs about the 03'-P bond, first one phosphate 

oxygen reaches its position of minimum distance from the 

ribose, then the second and finaily the third. 

The earlier work on thesterically forbidden regions 

(calculated on the basis of hard core repulsions only) 

predicts that the only orientations about the C3 '-03' 

'bond allowed should be approximately 260 0 to 270 0 ,166. 

Our calculations are compatible with this result. The 

", 

il 
t, 
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allowed region is very close to the lowest energy area 

on the two dimensional energy surface. However, none of 

the structures determined experimentally (by fiber dif

fraction studies) fall in this region. This illustrates 

the point that a great deal of care must be taken in hard 

core repulsion calculations. 

It should be noted that the orientation of the 2' OH 

used in our calculations is that found in Cpo It is pos

sible for· rotation to take place around the C2 '-02' bond. 

That means that the steep increase in energy close to the 

C3 '-03' orientation of 190 0 may move up or down as rotation 

takes place about the C2 '-02' bond and the 2' OH is moved. 

Therefore we can not say that the 11 residue per turn 

structure proposed for double-strand ribosomal RNA is much 

more favorable than the 10 residue per turn structure. 

If there were a rotation about the C2 '-02' bond and/or 

small changes in the geometry assumed for the furanose 

ring, the position of the 10 residue per turn structure 

may no longer be in an excessively high energy region. 

The torsional angles for C3 '-03' which are found in 

polynucleotide fiber structures are all in regions of 

reasonably low energy on the deoxyribose surface (See 

Figure 42.) As was the case with the C4 '-CS' surface 

they are not at the minimum. The energy difference between 

the polynucleotide coordinates and the energy minimum is 

only about 2 kcal per mole. The B form of DNA is in a 

strongly forbidden region of the energy surface in that 

case where ribose is the sugar (Figure 41). Using 
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Cortauld space filling molecular models an RNA oligomer 

can be put into a structure very close to that of the 

B form of DNA. Unfortunately, space filling models do not 

indicate coulombic repulsions. In this structure °2 ", 

a phosphate oxygen and °1 ' are very close to one another. 

A structure of double- strand RNA similar to the. B form of 

DNA would be energetically unfavorable because each of these 

atoms has a charge equivalent to approximately 0.5 electron, 

causing a very strong coulombic repul~ion. 

It is surprising that amid all the discussion of dif-

ferences between ribo and deoxyribopolynucleotides no one 

has mentioned this.interaction as a 'possible origin of 

differences between these compounds. Exactly what effect 

this will have on the structures of polynucleotides is hard 

to say. It may cause the low temperature limit (ordered 

form) of single-strand ribo- and deoxyribopolynucleotide 

structures to be quite different. This will affect both 

the low temperature limit of the optical properties as 

well as the thermal disordering process. Such differences 

in the disordering ("melting") process have been observed 
; 197 206 for ribo- and deoxyribooligonucleotides and polynucleotldes ' . 

The next calculation involved is the elimination of, 

additional orientations of the internucleoside bonds of such 

high energy that they do not have to be considered for 

further calculations. If half of the angular orientations 

of each bond could be eliminated, .then calculations of 

the conformations of a dinucleoside phosphate (where there 

" "', 

1,.1 

':,. 
't,', 

. , 
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are 8 bonds about which rotation may take 'place), could 

be reduced by a factor of 256. we therefore considered 

larger parts of the sugar-phosphate backbone. Calculations 

on a 30° grid (12 orientations per bond) were done in two 

cases. In the first case we calculated energies of 

conformations which were generated by rotations about the 

031-P, P-05
1, 051-CS" and CS'-C4 1 bonds in which inter

actions were considered among the following atoms: C3 1, 

°3
1, P, phosphate 0, phosphate 0 1, OS', CSI, H5 1, H'S" C4 1, 

H41, 0Il, H3 1, °3
1, and 3 1 hydroxyl H. In the second case 

,we calculated energies of conformations generated by rotations 

about C3 I - °3 ', 03 I - P, P- Os I and Os 1_ CSI in Which inter

actions were considered among the following atoms: C3
1, 

02 I, 2 I hyd roxyl H, H2 I, H3 I, H4 I, HS I, HIS I, Os I, Sl hyd roxyl H, 

°3 ', P, phosphate 0, phosphate 0', 0Sl, CS', HS" H'S' and C4 '· 

The results of these calculations are presented in Figures 

43-46. These results were analyzed to minimize the chance 

of discarding a conformation which may (including all 

possible interactions) have a low energy. The results are 

presented as two dim~nsional surfaces (two consecutive 

torsional angles, C3 1-03
1 and 03'-P for example). The 

surface was defined by assigning to each point the lowest 

energy for those two angular orientations and all possible 

orientations for the two other bonds considered in the 

calculation. Those points with energies greater than 

20 kcal per mole more than the lowest energy were discarded. 

Unfortunately we were not able to eliminate very many 
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conformations. The C '-0 ' surface had the highest , 3 3 

fraction of conformations which we could discard, 49%. 

Most had a far smaller fraction. 

CpC 
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The next more complicated structure to be calculated 

was a dinucleoside phosphate~ CpC was chosen as the dinucleo

. side phosphat~ to be studied for a number of reasons. Fir,st 

of all, the two bases are the same. This symmetry simplifies 

the calculation somewhat and enables us to make some 

comparisons between the 3' arid 5' nucleosides. If the 

bases were not the same, we would not be sure if any 

differences were c~used by t~e difference in ba~e or the 

difference in location of the phosphate. Since we know 

more abcut the orientation about,the glycosidic bond for 

pyrimidine nucleosides (where only the small anti region 

need be considered) than we do about purine nucleosides 

(where all orientations would probably have to be treated) 

the choice of a dinucleosidephosphate with two pyrimidine 

bases is advantageous. Also; the best X-ray diffraction 

data available for nucleosides and nucleotides are those 

for Cpo Two such studies have recently been reported for 

the orthorhombic and monoclinic forms of Cp23,182. Although 

'the crystal densities and intermolecular hydrogen bonding 

schemes are quite different in the two cases, the molecular 

conformations are almost identical. The only appreciable 

difference between the two structures is a .. rotation about 

the 03'-P bond, a change that does not affect our calculations. 

" ' \._ .I 
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Because the conformation of the molecule is so similar 

in two different environments we 'hope that it is the, same 

in a third environment, part of a dinucleoside phosphate 

in aqueous solution. That is a very big extrapolation to 

make. (The furanose conformation in cytidine is 3' end058 .) 

However, we feel that our chances of choosing the appropriate 

crystal structure for our calculations are best for CpC. 

The first attempt we made to find the conformations of 

CpC corresponding to the lowest energies, was to orient 

the dinucleoside phosphate in a conformation which seemed 

reasonable (a conformation found in polynucleotides by 

fiber diffraction techniques, or a structure which seemed 

most promising on the basis of model building with space 

filling molecular models) and then to allow it to relax to 

lower energies., Starting from a large number of conformations,' 

if only a few minima were found, we could be reasonably 

confident that we were not missing any conformations of 

low energies. 

Two types of minimization routines were tried. One 

of them (FINDMIN) took toe molecule at the starting 

conformation and systematically calculated energies for 

torsional angles (one bond at a time) a specified increment 

larger and then smaller than the torsional angle for that 

bond in the starting conformation. If it found a lower 

energy, it changed the conformation of CpC to the new 

lower energy conformation·and continued trying other bonds. 

When no lower energy conformation could be found (i.e. the 

routine thought it had ,reached an energy minimum) the 



computation stopped. The other routine used was based 

on Davidon's variable metrictechnique41 . (The program, 

VARMIT, written by Eric Beals· of the UCLRL Computing 

Center, is in that computing center's library.) Neither 
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technique was successful. Invariably the routines were 

trapped in local minima very rapidly. (The lowest minimum 

found here was 17 kcal per mole higher than the:lowest 

one we were eventually able to find.) There was almost 

a 1:1 correspondence of starting conformations and local 

minima found. That meant that we had no idea whether other 

choices of starting conformations would lead to lower 

energy conformations. Similar techniques have met with 

the same. type of failure in calculations on Oligopeptides65 

In that case, the approach giving the most success was 

Davidon's variable metric technique, one of the two we 

tried. Since we had n-o success using the technique of 

direct minimization of energy, starting with conformations 

apparently having low energies we abandoned this meretricious 

short-cut and proceeded -by other means. 

The approach taken towards finding the lowest energy 

conformations of CpC was a brute force calculation of the 

energies of essentially all possible conformations. (BRUTE) 

We tried 'to eliminate as many unnecessary calculations as 

possible in two ways. The first way was not to calculate 

the energy of any conformation which was shown to have an 

unreasonably high energy by the extended calculations on 

the orientation of the internucleoside bonds, etc. Because 

we were convinced that C could only exist in the anti 

conformation we chose only values of ¢CN in that region. 

; 



Earlier minimization atteu:pts gave C2 '-02' orientation 

angles of 230 0 to 350 0 so that only orientation angles 

in that range were considered. Operationally this was 
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done either by not introducing torsional angles which 

guaranteed high energies (e.g. for any torsional angles 

for the other 7 bonds a C3 '-03' orientation of 120 0 would 

lead to a high energy) or by sorting through the sets of 

angles in the program (Subroutine SORT) and discarding 

those sets of torsional angles known to have unfavorable 

energies. (As listed in Appendix B, SORT eliminates 

orientations for CpC.) The second criterion for discarding 

a conformation was a short interatomic distance. If an 

interatomic distance less than 65% of the.sum of the Van 

der Waals radii was found, then the conformation was 

discarded immediately. Interactions were calculated in 

an order such that small interatomic distances tended to 

occur early.) An interatomic distance that short gives 

rise to a strong r- 12 repulsive energy term which is at 

least 20 kcal per mole in the case of H-H.interactions and 

considerably greater in other cases. The orientation· angles 

tried are listed in Table 20. They comprise approximately 

a 40° grid. 



In all'121,161 different conformations were calculated. 

This required approximately 9 hours of central processing 

time on the CDC 6600 ' s at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

Computing Center. The lowest energy' conformations which 

were found are listed in Table 21. The energy scale is 

arbitrary to an additive constant. 

Starting with these orientations, minimization of the 

energy was performed. In order to save time, minimization 

(using FINDMIN) was done first with 10° steps, then with 

5 0 t seps. The result of these minimizations are presented 

in Table 22. 

Although a large number 9f local minima were found, 

many of them have similar torsional angles and are grouped 

together. (Conformations number I and 3 of Table 22 have 

torsional angles which differ by no more than 5° for any bond.) 

Within 9 kcal per mole of the lowest energy found there 

are 18 local minima which fall into 6 different groups. 

Since the molecular geometries of conformations in the 

same group are so similar we need only discuss one member 
, 
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TABLE 21 

TORSIONAL ANGLES OF LOW ENERGY CONFORMATIONS ON THE 40° GRID 

C ONFORJ.VfA T I ON 3 I GLYCOSIDIC 51 GLYCOSIDIC ENERGY 

NUMBER ¢CN C 1-0 ' 2 2 C '-0 ' 3' 3 °3'-P P-O ' 5 o '-C ' 5 5 G '-C ' 5 4 ¢CN (KCAL PER MOLE)' 

1 ... -20 340 290 120 120 240 320 -20 -122 .4 

2 -20 300 290 120 120 240 320 -20 -121.2 

3 -20 300 290 280 160 240 320 -20 -120.8 

4 -20 340 250 240 240 120 280 -20 -120.6 

5 -20 300 290 280 160 240 320 -20 -120.3 

6 -20 260 290 280 160 240 320 -20 -119.2 

7 -20 260 290 120 120 240 320 -20 -118.9 
:'; 

8 -20 '300 210 0 240 160 240 -20 -118.3 

9 -20 260 210 240 240 120 280 -20 -117.4 

10 -20 260 210 0 240 160 240 -20 -117 .4 

11 -20 300 210 320 160 240 280 -20 -117 .1 

12 -60 260 290 280 160 240 320 -20 -117 .0 

13 -60 300 290 280 160 240 320 -20 -116 .7 
I-' 

14 -20 300 210 40 200 160 280 -20 -116 .7 to 
to 



TABLE 21" cont. 

TORSIONAL ANGLES OF LOW ENERGY CONFORMATIONS ON THE 40° GRID 

CONFOfu\1ATION 3' GLYCOSIDIC 5' GLYCOSIDIC 

NUMBER ~CN C '-0 ' 2 2 C '-0 ' 3 3 o '-p 3 P-O ' 5 o '-C ' 5 5 C '-C ' 5 4 ¢CN 

15 -60 300 210 40 200 160 280 -20 

16 -20 340 . 290 280 240 120 280 ;':20 

17 -20 300 210 240 ,', 240 120 280 -20 

18 -20 340 210 0 240 160 ' 240 -20 

19 -20 340 290 120 160 240 320 -20 

20 -20 260 250 240 240 120 280 -20 

21 -20 300 290 120 160 240 320 -20 

22 -60 300 250 200 280 120 240 -60 

23 -20 260 250 160 40 240 0 -20 

24 -60 260 250 160 40 240 0 -20 

25 -20 340 290 240 160 240 320 -20 

ENERGY 

(KCAL PER MOLE) 

-116.4 

-116.4 

-115.9 

-115.6 

0, :::115.5 

-115.3 

-115.1 

-115.1 

-115.1 

-115.0 

-115.0 

\, 

'" o 
o 



TABLE 22 

CONFORMATION 3 'NUCLEOSIDE 5'NUCLEOSIDE ENERGY GROUP 

NUMBER <PCN C'-O' 2 2 C'- 0' 3 3 °3- P P-O' 5 O'-C' 5 5 C'-C' 5 4 <PCN (KCAI/MOLE) 

1 -10 335 290 120 100 245 320 -15 -134.3 I 

2* -25 30 280 220 125 255 320 -35 -134.1 II -
3 -10 335 295 125 100 245 320 -20 -133.5 I 

4* -15 335 290 \ 265 160 255 325 - 5 -133.2 III 

5 -15 340 295 . 115 105 240 320 -15 -132 .7 I 

6* -25 35 275 230 130 250 320 . -35 -132 .4 II 

7 -15 335 280 285 160 245 320 -15 -132 .1 III 

8 -15 335 275 285 165 245 320 -10 -131.6 III 

9 -20 40 280 290 240 120 280 -30 -131.4 IV 

10 -10 335 285 125 100 250 320 -20 -131.1 I 

11 -10 310 200 320 160 235 290 - 5 -131.1 V 

12 - 5 295 200 5 235 165 240. -10 -130.8 VI 

13 ~ 15 . 335 275 290 165 240 320 -10 -130.3 III 

14 -25 40 270 235 135 245 320 -30 -130.2 II 
['\) 

15 -25 5 285 275 240 115 280 -25 -130.2 IV 0 
i-' 

* . Found in the:search for a low energy path from conformation 1 to conformation 7. 



TABLE 22 

CONFORMATION 3' NUCLEOSIDE 

NUMBER ¢CN' C'-O' 2 2 C'-O' 3 3 O'-p 3 P-O' 5 

16 -25 30 270 240 130 

17 -20 335 285 135 115 .. 
18 -50 285 205 5 235 

19 -40 265 240 300 175 

20 -35 250 200 240 250 

21 -55 285 210 250 205 

22 -50 280 260 200 280 

\ 

5' NUCLEOSIDE 

O'-C' 5 5 C' -C' 54 ¢CN 
I 

245 320 -30 
I 

250 320 -25 
j 

160 240 -10 
I 

250 310 -10 I -, 
280 -10 105 

I 
160 280 - 5 
I 

120 240 -50 

ENERGY 

(KCAr/MOLE) 

-129.5 

-128.2 

-127 .7 

-125.2 

-125.0 

-123.8 

-122 .9 

GROUP 

II 

I 

VI 

VII 

VIII 

IX 

X 

'-

['\) 

o 
['\) 
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of a group. Figures 17 and 18 are photographs of conformation 

number 1 constructed with Pauling-Corey-Koltun space-filling 

models. Figures 49-58 illustrate the lowest energy conformations 

of each of the ten groups we have found. The view is 

perpendicular to the plane of the 3' cytosine with the 

5' nucleoside indicated by dashed lines. 

It is very difficult for the experimentalist to measure 

torsional angles for CpC in s~lution. A more easily 

determined characteristic of a dinucleoside phosphate is the 

relative orientation of the two bases. (Major contributions 

to ORD, ultraviolet absorption and NMR originate in conformation

dependent base-base interactions.) Comparison of conformations 

with this criterion in mind show even more similarities~ 

There are three major types of ~~se-base orientations, 

with large differences between them. 

GROUP I 

The conformations represented by group I are not what 

we expected as the most stable conformations of CpC. We 

expected the start of a right-handed helix (because all 

polynucleotide fiber structures determined up to this time 

have been right handed helices) with considerable overlapping 

of "stacked" bases. The two cytosi!le bases of this conformation. 

are almost parallel to one another with left-h~nded helicity 
, 

and almost no base-base overlap. (The orientation of the 

two bases i~ shown in Figure 47.) Instead, the cytosine 

of the 5' nucleoside is essentially the minimum contact 

distance from the 3' ribose, (See Figure 48) with the other 



eBB 670-5957 

Figure 47. The lowest energy conformation of CpC built 
wi th Corey-Pauling -Koltun space -filling models 
showing the orientation of the two bases. 
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eBB 670-5947 

Figure 48. The lowest energy conformation of CpC built with 
Corey-Pauling -Koltun space -filling models showing the 
proximity of the 5' cytosine to the 3' ribose. 
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cytosine is almost completely exposed to the vacuum. Only 

very minor modifications of this structure are needed to 

extend it to form a polynucle6tide. This helix would be 

very tight, with fewer than six (possibly as few as four) 

residues per turn. There is only one obvious specific 

interaction in this conformation. The 2' OH of the 5' 

ribose may form something resembling a hydrogen bond with 

the carbonyl oxygen of the othercytDsine. However, this 

would be an unusual hydrogen bond. We will consider it 

in more detail when we discuss the role of hydrogen bonds 

in a single-strand polynucleotide structure. 

GROUPS II AND IV 

In conformations of groups II and IV there is almost 

no base-base overlap, but there is not enough room to fit 

a layer of solvent between the two bases. Because of this 

we still consider these conformations to be "stacked". 

The two cytosines' are approximately perpendicular to each 

other, with the carbonyl of the 5' cytosine down and away 

from the 3' cytosine and the amino group of the 5' 

cytosine close to the carbonyl of the other base, approximately 

the minimum contact distance away. It is difficult to 

imagine a regular polynucleotide structure having nearest 

neighbor nucleotide interactions similar to the ones in 

these structures. 

GROUPS III, V, VI, VII AND IX 

The third type of conformation is found in groups III, 

V, .VI, VII and IX. In these conformations the bases are 

, , 

'. 

' . .. 
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approximately parallel to one another with the 5' base 

about 4A underneath the 3' base. The entire 5' nucleoside 

is rotated 180 0 about the glycosidic bond. The analogous 

parts of the bases (e.g. the carbonyls) are far from one 

another, rather than being close which would be the case 

if the bases had been oriented in the same manner. As 
.~ 

was the case with the two Other type~ of orientations 

already mentioned, there is very little base overlap with 

the 5' cytosine apparently interacting strongly with the 3' 

ribose. 

GROUP VIII 

If we accept as our definition of an "unstacked" 

dinucleoside phosphate, one in which a layer of solvent 

does not completely isolate one base from the other then 

the 18 .lowest energy conformations are "stacked". The 

conformation in group VIII is the only "unstacked" 

conformation we have found. Although one can build 

reasonable models of conformations where the bases are 

further apart, this conformation is definitely "unstacked" 

with the bases approximately 7A away from one another, far 

eno~gh to permit a layer of solvent to exist between them." 

The energy of this conformation is about 9 kcal per mole 

higher than the lowest energy conformation (having bases 

close to one another). This compares.well with values of 

6Ho ("unstacking") of 4 to 10 kcal per mole determined 

from temperature dependent properties of dinucleoside 

phosphates. (These results are discussed at length in 
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Figure 49 The lowest energy Group I conformati~n. The =, 

nucleoside is indicated by dashed lines. 
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Figure 50 The lowest energy Group II CQnfDrmBtiJ~. T~c ~I 
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Figure 51 The lowest energy Group III conformati.::m. The 5' 

nucleoside is indicated by dashed lines. 
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Figure 52 The lowest energy Group IV conformation. The 5' 

nucleoside is indicated by dashed lines, 
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Figure 53 The lowest energy Group V conformation. The 5' 

nucleoside i~ indicated by dashed 11n~s. 
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Fi~ure 51 The lowest energy Group VI conformation. The 5' 

nucleoside is indicated by dashed lines. 
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Figure 55 The lowest energy Gn)Up VII conformation. Th·e 5' 

nucleoside is indicated by dashed lines. 
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Figure 56 The lowest energy Group VIII conformati~n. The 5' 

nucleoside is indicated by dashed lines. 
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Figure 57 The lowest energy Group IX conformation. The 5' 

nucleoside is indicated by dashed lines. 
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Figure 58 The lowest energy Group X conformation. The E' 

nucleoside is indicated by dashed lines. 
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the first part of this thesis.) 

Summarizing these descriptions, 21 of the 22 lowest 

energy conformations of CpC have the two cytosines close 

enough to one another so that the solvent can not completely 

isolate them. The. energy of the single I!unstacked!! conformation 

is 9 kcal per mole higher than the lowest !!stackedT! 

conformation. This compares well with the values of .6Ho 

("unstac.king") which have been determined from various 

physical measurements. The "stacked" conformations vary 

considerably amongst themselves, with the 5' cytosine found 

on either side of the 3' cytosine. A number of these 

structures indicate strong interactions between the 5' 

cytosine and th~ 3' ribose. None of· these conformations 

corresponds to structures found in polynucleotide fibers. 

Table 23 lists the torsion~l angles which we have 

calculated to be energetically most favorable (i.e. those 

found for the 22 low energy conformations of CpC), those 

!!allowed!! by Sasisekharan et al. 166 on the basis of hard 

core criteria and those found in X-ray diffraction studies 

of polynucleotide fibers 62 ,63,104,122,178. The agreement 

between our results and those of X-ray studies are generally 

quite good. In most cases we predict a wider range. of low 

energy torsional angles than are found in the double-

strand species. This is to be expected, as the polynucleotide 

fiber structures represent only one special type of oligo

nucleotide conformation. The noteable deviations of the 

two sets of results are: the glycosidic bond, where the 



TABLE 23 

TORSIONAL ANGLES FOUND IN NUCLEIC ACID STRUCTURES 

Bond These Calculations Hard Core Repulsions166 

(22 lowest energy 
conformations of CpC) 

Glycosidic -60 to -5 not calculated 

C '-0 ' 2 2 

C '-0 ' 3 3 

o '-P 3 

.!"". 

P-Os ' 

o '-C ' 5 5 

C '-C I 
5 4 

5 to 40 
250 to 340 

200 to 290 

",5 
100 to 135 
200 to 320 

100 to 135 
160 to 175 
200 to 300 

105 to 120 
160 to 175 
235 to 250 

-v240 
280 to 325 

... -~':-:-::' -:--:-" . ---::--;"'.:-.~ ,-

260 to 270 

not calculated 

not calculated 

150 to 210 

50 to 80 
140 to 200 
280 to 310 

Polynucleotide Fibers 
62,63,104,122,161,178 

-90 to -70 
-15 to :+-5 

",147 
200 to 225 

-v241 

-v212 
275 to 295 

280 to 290 
A315 
~41 

130 to 145 
160 to 170 

285 to 315 

'-...... 

N 
I-' 
to 
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Band C forms of'DNA deviate unexplainably from both our 

predictions and the results of crystal studies of small 

molecules J the C3 '-03' bondJwhere the Bform of DNA has 

a torsional angle which we consider to be strongly forbid-

den in RNA structures because of repulsive interactions 

involving 02'J and the 05'-C5 ' bond J where the barrier 

to rotation is reasonably low. (See Figure 40.) and our 

. results may be limited by the small number of conformations 

we have considered. The agreement of the torsional angles 

allowed on the basis of hard core considerations and those 

found in polynucleotide fibers is not as good. In the 

case of the C3 '-03' bond the two regions are mutually 

exclusive. 

Table 23 illustrates the point that the energetically 

favorable torsional regions vary in size from one bond to 

another. There is considerable variation in the torsional 

angles of the 03'-P and P-05 ' bonds among the conformations 

of CpC while there is little variation in torsional angles 

for the C4 '-C5 ' bond. The latter is in contrast to the 

calculations of near-neighbor interactions in potentials 

for rcitations about internucleoside bonds. (It is a 

result of interactions of atoms which are not close to one 

another in the covalent bonding scheme.) This information 

will be of great help if thi~ type of calculation is to 

be extended to larger molecules. We may be reasonably 

confident of not missing any low energy conformations if 

we limit the calculation to torsional angles of 280 0 to 

325 0 for rotations about the C4 '-C5 ' bond. Almost all 

i 
\ 
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orientations wil~ have to be surveyed for the P-05 ' bond. 

An interesting feature found in these calculations 

is the change of ¢CN in going from nucleosides to dinucleoside 

phosphates. The values of ¢CN for either the 3' or 5' 

linked nucleoside in CpC are approximately _10 0 or _15 0
, 

about 20° more positive than the value found in C. Since 

this occurs in both nucleosides we can say that it is not 

simply caused by a change in the orientation of the 2' 

OR. (In the 3' linked nucleoside the 2' OR is allowed to 

seek its lowest energy orientation while in the 5' 

nucleoside it is held in the position found in crystals of 

Cp.) Thiseffe·ct· :i.scaused by interactions between the 

nucleosides. The nature of these interactions is not 

obvious. 

This has implications concerning the origins of the 

ORD in dinucleoside phosphates. In the case of CpC, 

the ORD of the component nucleosides is approximately as 

large as the ORD which is caused (either direptly or 

indirectly) by interaction of the nucleosides211 . The 

two ORD's also have the same qualitative shape. Since 

we expect the ORD of nucleosides to be dependent on 

¢CN' the contribution to the ORD caused by a 20°' change 

in ¢CN may be important and should be considered when 

comparing the ORD calculated for dinucleoside phosphates 
, 

with the experimental ORD. 

The results of these calculations seem reasonable 

when considered one torsional angle at a time. Our 

calculations of ¢CN generally agree with the results of 

. ' 
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both crystal an~ solution studies. Our predictions' for the 

most stable torsional angles seem to agree well with those 

.found in polynucleotide fibers. Why then do we not calculate 

right-handed llstacked ll conformations of CpC to be energetically 

favorable? Experimental studies indicate that CpC probably 

does exist in this structure in the low temperature l~mit. 

There are three possible causes for this discrepancy which 

occur to us at this time: those associated with the 

execution of the calculation, the choice ·of geometries 

and the choice of potentials. 

We may have introduced errors into our calculation 

by using a 40° grid to search for the low energy conformations. 

Because this grid is coarse, there is a chance that no 

point on this' grid, when minimized, would lead to the true 

low energy conformation. There is also the possibility 

that we missed low energy conformations by choosing only 

the lowest 25 points on' the grid for minimization. 

In addition, our choices of geometry were to a large 

part, arbitrary. The computations of CpC. were so lengthy 

that we did not try alternative geometries. Modest changes 

in the furanose structure (i.e. puckering) may lead to 

different conformations. On the other hand, it does not 

seem likely that small differences,in the base of phosphate 

geometries would affect our calculations appreciably. 

We feel that the most l~kely cause for this discrepancy 

comes from the choice of potential. In particular, the 

absence of any solvent effects is probably a major source 

of difficulty. The most unexpected result of our calculations 
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was the strong degree of base-ribose interaction. Ribose 

is a very soluble, very hydrophilic molecule. The sugars 

will be strongly hydrated, greatly reducing interaction of 

the ribose with other groups (e.g. bases). On the other 

hand, the bases are not as hydrbphilic and will not be 

solvated as strongly. These two effects should result in 

the water reducing base-sugar interactions more than base-

base interactions, tending to stabilize structures which 

are suggested by experimental results (i.e. those with 

strong base-base interactions). 

Solvent effects might be introduced into calculations 

by reducing the charges and polarizabilities of the ribose 

atoms to approximate the damping effect of the solvent. 

Ari alternative method would be to introduce a set of 

dielectric constants, with higher dielectric constants for 

interactions involving ribose atoms (as opposed to base

base interactions). We ,make no claim~ for the advantages 

of these methods over other possible ones. Since the 

approach to the problem is an empirical one, approximations 

must be tested before a best approach can be chosen. 

PATHS BETWEEN CONFORMATIONS 

It is important to know whether some conformations 

are separated from others by essentially impenetrable high 

energy barriers. To see whether this was the case, we 

found a path between two very different conformations. 

(Numbers 1 and 4, Table 22) In order to get from one 

Conformation to the other, one cytosine must be brought 
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around the other base. This.ffiovement is as radical a change J 

as we can imagine. If high energy barriers are to be 

encountered, we would expect them in this case. 

We searched for the path by considering a straight 

line between the two conformations in the eight dimensional 

configuration space. We chose seven points, approximately 

equally spaced and at the nearest 50 interval from the line. 

Starting at each of these points the minimization routine, 

FINDMIN, was used to find a close local minimum .. This 

gave us a number of short paths in the region between the 

two conformations, all leading to local minima. Considering 

the problem in just one dimension, the situation can be 

pictured in the following way: 

c~ 
>- l (!) 

55 
z 
l.LJ 

2 

COORDINATE ~ 

The arrows indicate the paths of the minimizations. Th~y 

specify 'the energy over the complete path from state 1 to 

state 2 with the exceptions of small regions A, Band C. 

3ecause.our problem is in eight dimensions, the choice 

of path determines the barriers which must be crossed. 

When the straight line path seemed to be going over very 

.,/'-, 
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high energy regions we tried to circumvent them by trying 

slightly different paths as indicated by these or previous 

minimization results. This can be illustrated by considering 

the changes in torsional angles for the C2 '-02'-' C3 '-03' 

and 03'-P bonds in the starting and final conformations. 

The torsional angles for C2 '-02' and C3 '-03' are the same 

at the beginning and end of the path, 335 0 and 290 0 

respectively. The torsional angle for the 03 '- P bond 

changes from 125 0 to 265 0
• Considering contributions of. 

near neighbor interactions to the potential for rotating 

about the C3 '-03' and 03'-P bonds (Figure 41) we see that 

a path going from (290, 125) directly to (290, 265) goes 

through a region of reasonably high energy. It would 

seem much more advantageous to take a slightly more 

circuitous route, with the torsional angle for the C3 '-03' 

bond decreasing slightly near. the middle of the path. Not 

only does this happen, but during the minimization process 

the 2' OH group swings out of the way (The torsional angle 

for the C2 '-02' bond goes from 335 0 to 35 0
.) which has 

the effect of moving the edge of the high energy region to 

larger values of the torsional angle for the C3 '-03' bond. 

The lowest energy path we were able to find for bringing 

the 5' cytosine from one side of the 3' cytosine to the 

other is outlined in Table 24. The arrows indicate the 

paths of direct minimization (starting at the tail and 

ending at the head). There are five gaps in the path .. ·· 
, 

that are unaccounted for. However they are small gaps. 

We do not expect them to add appreciably to the heights of 
.~ 

saddle points. 



TABLE 24 

PATH FROM GROUP I TO GROUP II 

TORSIONAL ANGLES ENERGY 

3'GLYCOSIDIC C '-0 ' 2 2 C '-0 ' 3 3 o '-P 3 P-O ' 5 o '-C' 5 5 C '-C ' 5 4 5' GLYCOSIDIC (KCAr/MOLE) 

-10 335 2"90 120 100 245 320 -15 -134.3 

t t t ~ t t t f 
-20 340 290 125 " 110 245 320 -20 -129.0 

-20 335 285 135 115 250 320 -25 -128.2 

t 'I 1 t i t, t -t 
-15 330 285 155 125 250 320 -15 -119.1 

-15 335 280 160 130 250 320 -20 -120.9 

~ t ~ t t ~ ~ ! 
-25 30 280 220 125 255 320 -35 -134.1 

~25 35 275 230 130 250 320 -35 -132.4 

t t t f t t t t 
-15 340 285 240 140 250 320 -15 -121.5 

-15 340 290 245 150 255 320 -15 -123.1 
N 

-15 340 285 255 155 250 320 ,l10 -122.5~ 

·t .~ t ~ t ~ ~ ~ 
-15 335 290 265 160 255 325 - 5 -133.2 

,-- ~ .. - .. 

" ~ 
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The path from conformations of the group I type 

to those of the group III type turns out to be one which 

can be visualized easily. First, the 5' cytosine slides 

over the 3' cytosine until they are no longer overlapping 

(group II). (Figures 59 and 60) Then the 5' cytosine is 

pivoted (with the C5-C6 region moving less than the 

carbonyl region) until it is tucked under the 3' cytosine 

with the orientation of the two cytosines opposite each 

other (group III). (See Figure 51.) There are barriers of 

approximately equal height ("'15 and ~13 kcal per mole) for" 

the sliding motion and the pivoting motion. 

Using the Arrhenius unimolecular rate expression (with 

an approximate frequency factorS) we can estimate the rate 

of exchange between these two conformations. 

kT 
K= 11 e 

Here K is the urlimolecular rate constant.; k is Boltzmann', s 

constant; h is Planck's constant; T is the absolute 

temperature; 6His the energy of the highest saddle point 

which must be crossed in order to get from one state 

to another (15 kcal per mole). This gives us a value of 
-1 K = 60 se~ . A reasonable time would be very much 

shorter than the unwinding times of short DNA segments 

(.5 sec for MW'vl06 39), making this the calculated 

relaxation time considerably longer than expected. 
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There are two reasons for saying that the actual rate 

will be faster. First, there is no reason why there can 

not be a very different path between the two conformatjons 

having lower saddle points. If a more favorable path 

exists, then the overall rate constant 'will be approximately 

the rate constant for that path, rather than the one already 

discovered. The secortd reason for considSring the rate 

of exchange as being the slow limit comes from considerations 

of possible distortions of the presumably ITrigid lT groups. 

Large energy gradients (usually associated with high 

energies) will tend to deform the normally ITrigid lT groups. 

The resulting deformations will have the general effect of 

reducing energy differences between high and low energy 

conformations. That means that the heights of the saddle 

points (which must be traversed in going from the starting 

to final conformations) are lowered. Calculations on 

.dipeptides have shown that these effects may be quite 
64 pronounced . Unfortunately it is not possible now to 

quantitatively estimate how much lower the true sadBle 

points are. We expect the exchange rates between these 

two very different conformations to be considerably faster 
-1 . 

than 60 sec ,probably rapid enough that we do not have 

to consider the possibilities that some conformation of 

CpC is not attainable for kinetic reasons. 

One added benefit we got from the calculations of this 

path was the discovery of three new low energy conformationsi 

Originally we thought that the conformation described by 

the vector (-15, 335, 280, 160, 245, 320; -15) of torsional 



angles was the lowest energy conformation in group III. 

(See Table 22) We also discovered two new low energy 
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conformations in group II. This illustrates the fact that 

we have no guarantee that we have found all conformations 

corresponding to low energy minima. 

ENTROPY 

All of our work up to this time has been directed 

towards calculating the energies of conformations of 

nucleic acid fragments. We have neglected contributions 

of entropy. It is the free energy, F = H-TS which determines 

the population distribution among different conformations 

at constant temperature and pressure. If we consider a 

conformation to be the rigid structure described by the 

set of torsional angles then there will be no entropy 

term. (All conformations have unit degeneracy.)- However, 

if we define a conformati6n as the region in configuration 

space which is easily accessible to the rigid structure 

by small, thermal oscillations (which is what the experimentalist 

studies), then an entropy term must be added to the energy. 

Theoretical studies have shown that the contribution 

to the entropy by internal rotations is approximated well 

by the classical expression, provided the moments of inertia 
"143 

are large . Since this is usually the case with dinucleo-

side phosphates we have used the equation: 

s = R In J e- EiRT d~ 
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to compute the entropy differences between the different 

types of conformations which we have found in these calcula

tions. In this equation R i~ the gas constant, E is the 

energy of the conformation, T is the absolute temperature 

and the integral is performed over phase space. Since the 

energy, E, depends only on the geometry of the compound 

(rather than the momentum also) we need integrate only 

. over configuration space, rather than all of phase space .. 

Unfortunately ours is an 8 dimensional space. Multiple 

integrations of this type are very time consuming. If 

we were to do the integration numerically using energies 

for 5 orientations of each bond near the equilibrium 

position (which would only give usa hint as to what the 

answer might be) it would require 58 new energy calculations 

and the very laborious 8 dimensional integration. This 

corresponds to hours of computing time. Because the large 

investment might not yield any worthwhile results (i.e. 

we would have no reliable estimate of our error) we tried 

to estimate the entropies in a different way. 

If the power series describing the energy surface 

was additive in terms of functions of the individual 

torsional angles, ¢I' ¢2"'¢8 (i.e. V=V(¢1}+V(¢2)·+··,V(¢8), 

then the' integral for.the entropy: would be reduced to the 

product of 8 single integrals for each conformation. Even· 

if these integrals had to be evaluated numerically the 

task did not seem too difficult. The assumption of the 

additivity of the potentials is equivalent to assuming 

that partial derivatives of more than one variable (e.g. 



c/V/C¢ i c¢ j) a~e zero. Preliminary calculations showed 

that terms of the type c2V/C¢iC¢j were frequently larger 

than c2V/c¢~, indicating that the approximation of 
l 
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additive potentials could not be used without introducing 

considerable errors. 

We felt that the best we could do now would be to 

make a very crude estimate of the variati6n of the 

entropies among low energy conformations. This was done 

by assuming the potential as additive and quadratic in 

form (Le. V ~ 2~ ai (¢i-¢iO)2). This is a bad assumption, 

i=l 

but all we expect to estimate is how much entropies may 

vary from one conformation to another. The coefficient of 
\ 

the quadra~ic term is defined by: 

These derivatives are easy to calculate an'alytically. 

The key step is the use of the chain rule: 

= L L C~:~ d~Vab 
a b l 

where the double sum is overall pairwise interactions. 

Since V is an explicit function 

r ab , the calculation of d~V is 
, ab 

of t~e interatomic distances, 
, , crab 

trivial. ~ is o¢. 
l 

calculated by converting from ca,;rte9iau, t~ Qiflindrical 
~; ... - . .,.. . 

coordinates with the z axis along the ith' bond, with rab 
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now a function of the cylindrical coordinates of atoms a 

and b. Since ¢ (usually denoted as the cylindrical coordinate 

e ) is the only cylindrical coordinate to change when 

rotation takes place about the bond, the derivative is 

'easy to compute. The second ~erivative is determined 

by applying the chain rule again. The second partial 

derivatives for rotations about the 8 bonds for the lowest 

energy conformations (see Table 22) are listed in Table 25. 

The size of the second derivative does not vary much 

among the members of each group of conformations. Table 25 

also lists average values of the second derivatives for 

groups I" II, III and IV. 

The expression for the entropy of a conformation: 

8 8, 

3 = I 3i 
i=l 

= I R ln J e- E/ RT d¢i 
i=l 

becomes: 8 
I 

3=IRlnJe 
i=l 

; 

when the quadratic potential is inserted. All that 

remains now is the choice of the limits of integration. 

Since the exponential function decreases very rapidly 

we do not introduce any appreciable error by integrating 

from _00 to 00. (Normally the integrals would be done from 

-180° to +180°.) This integral of the error function is 
1 

\'/ell known and is ,proportional to' \la: 
i 

Thus, the expression 

"1 .• _. 
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TABLE 25 - ~ V 2 (CAL PER MOLE DEG2 ) 

¢. 
1 

CONFORMATION GROUP 3'GLYCOSIDIC C '-0 ' 22 C '-0 ' 3 3 o '-P 3 P- 05' o '-C ' 5 5 C '- C ' 5 4 5'GLYCOSIDIC 

: SEE TABLE 22) 

1 I 43 8 160 219 455 _ 666 1070 57 , ,. 
2 II 33 4 132 41 146 631 III 37-

3 I 31 7 2()8 158 155 666 746 48 

4 III 13 3 !_ ,:,0 536 170 802 653 143 

5 I 49 6 180 235 199 644 1456 70 

6 II 33 4 97 48 140 434 730 29 

7 III 13 3 240 334 383 334 612 88 

8 IV 12 -3 139 420 116 435 605 114 
- ... - -

9 IV 74 6 120 33 1639 446 2105 93 

10 I 28 7 165 175 293 1047 1206 62 

AVERAGE 

I 40 7 175 190 200 660 1100 60 

II 33 4 115 - 45 145 500 400 30 

III 13 3 240 400 170 400 630 115 
I\) 

0l 

TV 74 6 120 33 1640 450 2100 93 CJ1 



TABLE 26 

RELATIVE ENTROPIES OF GROUPS OF-CONFORMATIONS 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

1.0 

6.0 

2.6 . 

o 

caJ./deg mole 

II 

II 

II 
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for the entropy bf a conf~rmation becomes: 

8 

S = "\ R In - I 2 
i==l 

Using this expression we have estimated the relative 

entropies of the conformations of groups I, II, III and IV. 

These entropies are listed in Table 26. 

Entropy differences of 5 e.u. may be commonplace in 

this type of situition. At 300 0 K this corresponds to a 

1.5 kcal per mole contribution to the free,energy which is 

appreciable compared to the energy differences between 

conformations. (The energy difference between the two 

lowest energy conformations we have found for CpC is only 

0.2 kcal per mole.) 

It is unfortunate that more accurate treatments of 

... ..:.-~ ...... __ .... -" .... 

the entropy are so difficult to carry our. Once a reasonable 

degree of confidence is developed in ourmility to calculate 

energies of conformations accurately it may be worthwhile 

to make the investment necessary to determine more precise 

values of the entropy differences between conformations. 

Until that time we will have to remain in the unsatisfying 

situation of knowing that entropy differences between 

conformations may be appreciable but that they are extremely 

difficult to calculate. 

CONCLUSION 

Although the original goal of these calculations was 

the determination of realistic potential energy surfaces 



for dinucleoside phosphates (so that we could develop 

models to explain the temperature dependent properties 

which have been measured already) we can not separate 
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this from the attempt to calculate ~ priori structures 

of nucleosides and dinucleoside phosphates in evaluating 

our success. Such an appraisal will indicate some of the 

weaknesses of our methods, as well as the directions to 

go in order to improve them. 

Our first'results indicate the pyrimidine nucleosides 

should be in the anti conformation, while purine nucleosides 

may be either syn or anti. Because the purine nucleosides may 

be in the syn orientation and consequently would have to 

flip to the anti orientation to form a double-strand nucleic 

acid structure, differences in the energies of the syn and 

anti forms (which depend on the sugar) may cause different 

stabilities of double-strand ribo- and deoxyribopolynucleotide 

structures. Experimental studies agre~ with our prediction 

of· the structure of pyrimidine nucleosides. Unfortunately, 

the question of the structure of purine nucleosides has 

not yet been resolved. 

Calculations of the orientations of the internucleoside 

bonds (C3 '-03', 03'-P, P-05 ', 05'-C5 ' and C5 '-C4 ') indicate 

that the repulsive interactions of 02', °1 ' and the phosphate 

oxygens are probably important in causing the observed 
\ 

differences between ribopolynucleotides and de.oxyribopolynucleo

tides (both single-:- a!}d multiple-strand). We found no 

indications that hydrogen bonds involving the 2' 

~ . , 
{. 

.; 

,. 
'. , 
i 
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OR group played an important role in stabilizing structures. 

Calculations of the orientations of CpC yielded some 

unexpected results. It seems'likely that we have not found 

the true energy minimum. Although the two cytosines were 

close to one another in the low energy conformations there 

was little base-base interaction, with the bases exposed 

to the solvent. In many structures there was much overlap 

between the cytosine of one nucleoside and the ribose 

of the other. This may be caused by our not including 

solvent effects in our calculations, effects which would 

reduce any interac.tions involving the sugars. In addition 

preliminary calculations indicated that entropy differences 

between conformations may be appreciable. 

The calculations on CpC did give us much information 

necessary if we are to improve and extend these studies. 

For some bonds almost all torsional angles must be considered, 

while for. other bonds the barriers to rotation are high 

and only a small fr~ction of the torsional angles need be 

cionsidered. This will speed future calculations. 

There are two ways for getting around the probl~ms 

caused by the omission of solvent effects. The first is 

to try to include such effects in our calculations. We 

have already mentioned reducing the charges and polarizabilities 

of the ribose or introducing sets of dielectric constants. 

The other way would be to do calculations on systems in 

which solvent effects may be smaller. A dinucleoside 

phosphate with ·two pyrimidine bases may very well have 

been a poor first choice. Perhaps a dinucleoside phosphate 
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with two purine ~ases (e.g. ApA) where there is a greater 

opportunity for extensive base-base overlap (which would 
, 

exclude the solvent) would have been better. Other structures 

which would tend to be more compact with less area exposed 

to the solvent might include longer oligonucleotides (e.g. 

trinucleoside diphosphates) or double-strand or triple-

st~and complexes of small oligomers. 

Perhaps the greatest problem in these calculations is 

the lack of suitable checks of these preliminary calculations.· 

The only reasonably conclusive check of our results which 

exists now is the experimental work on the orientation 

of pyrimidine ribosides. If·there were more checks available 

we could see which of our calculations gave us reasonable 

answers. Using this as a starting point we could start 

varying parameters or introducing new terms. We anxiously 

await the results of such tests which hopefully will 

demonstrate that we have already made substantial progress 

towards understanding the structures of single-strand 

oligonucleotide~ and will greatly aid us in extending this 

technique to even more interesting systems. 

-._- -- ..•. --.-~-.... ~ .... , 

: .. 
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APPENDIX A 
, 

The following are some symbols and abbreviations used 
frequently in the text: 

A 

U 

C 

G 

N 

dN 

Np 

pN 

NpN 

poly N 

poly (A+U) 

DNA 

RNA 

tRNA 

ORD 

CD 

1TMR 

[ <P ] 

K' 

. Tm 

¢ 

¢CN 

H 

S 

F 

·Adenosine 

Uridine 

Cytidine 

'Guanosine 

A general nucleoside 

Deoxynulceoside 

3' (2') nucleotide 

5' nucleotide, 

3'-5' dinucleoside phosphate 

Homopolynucleotide 

1:1 complex of poly A and polyU 

Deoxyribonucleic' acid 

Ribonucleic acid 

Amino- acyl transfer RNA 

Optical rotatory dispersion 

Circular dichroi~m 

Nuclear magnetic resonance 

Molar rotation per residue 

Force constant of the torsional spring as 
defined in the oscillating dimer model 

Temperature of the midpoint of an ordered 
to disordered transition 

Torsional angle for rotation about a single 
covalent bond 

~orsional angle for the glycosidic bond 

Enthalpy 

Entropy 

Gibbs free energy 

I 
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APPENDIX B 

In this appendix we list some of the more useful 

programs and subroutines which we have used. They are 

all written in Chippewa Fortran for use with CDC 6000 

series canputers. These listed are: 

DELRE Calculates the a charge distribution 

by the method of Del Re. 

LEMON Calculates the torsional angles 

for rotations· about bonds in 

known structures. 

BRUTE Calculates the energies of 

conformations generated by rotations 

of rigid groups about single 

covalent bonds. 

Sburoutine DERIV Calculates the first, second and 

third partial derivatives of the 

energy with respect to the 

tors~onal angles. 
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~,' UJ L Ii C L S jj IW (/\ II'N U~ .<:, E ) ~~ ;.) • u [S T RO Y S 1-\ 0 

II J.<') [,j :iY t~,!.~ IS N lW;.'lo /\ I'd~D i}ARE ~)T8r\ED IN VU'J,r'Hiv1)0 

r;, T I (.,r.:~ p 

[.; '.~ 1 .:: ,\: - 1 
II: :', j :: ;.~ + J 
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. ( 

c 

r ,-

;. i':· 1.:.\ '::: 1 • (:" 

:) -:.: .l 
:.:, r-\? (' ( "j r·.1 T 1 ~,!! ~ r~: 

i ",: 1 ;,1:.: 0...;..1. 

Fl~Jfl PJVOT 
i·' i \j \:', l' :" ", • 
,0,; ~.~ ;~ ~'~t r":-: I =~") , N 
c, .'\ V ;: ::: 1\ : ;,~ ( V ( I ~ P ) 1 
T i· (,C; .;\ V !; • L r:. P I V () j') C.O TO 2 r) <) 

T f; (P 1 \i U T • (~T. ('. (' 
i)L i r·~·r,! ~·.1::.: O.·J 
(:,0 TO 2 0 n 

RO'.·! [X(HfI.NGE'MW RO\'i ,,,EDUCT I 00l 
210 PJvnl=V(I~IG,r) 

[: r~ r r: r~ .\ ~ == n r" T F r~: >1 1( P I V U T 
U () ? 1. n J:: P , 0~ P ~!1 
:'. /W 'C. :; V ( i :j 1 (J ~ J ) / P I V 0 T 

. \I ( I!:; T r, , J ) ::: V( P , J ) 
V(P,.J):::';AV[ 

2 lor em T T ~ .. I!'; i::' 
I r ( r l:i 1 c,. • td~. P) U E T E R ,.,1 = - !~, E T E R !vi 
IF (P • (j L. i'J) (,0 TO 250 
V(P,p)=l.n 

f) ('l ? 3 n T = I ~'1 IN, 1'-J 

)u 23R J=IMIN,Nr~ 

BLOCK REDl)CT ION 

V( f ,J)=V( J ,J)-V( l,p)~~V(r,J) 
~38 (ONT! ~Ln.~ 

V(I.I-')=n.n 
( U N T T (\!: ) r: 

'J '. c; 
L'+ " 

r; = p+ 1 
co ro ~()2 

(ONrTl'lUr 
8ACK SUBSTITUTION 

IF (~ .LE. 0) GO TO 290 
00 250 K=NPl,NPM 
l) C) 2:' '3 P = 1 , i\l i" 1 
T =I\J-r 
!')() 2,,2 ..)=T,i'·!1-Il . 
V( r ~~~)~V( r ,K)-V(J+l,K)'ll-V( r,J+l) 

;> ') 2 ee) ,\!; r i'ii J i: 
2~) ~ ((m i I ~,~!-,F' 
2 j Q ( Cf-..: T ) f\~ U r: 

2 () n ;: 0 ;-.! I r 1'.1 I ) r: 
.' .. - T ==,,;-:- 'r ,: R : .. ~ 
~.) f-:. T ij R 01 
~ f<i) 

, 

-.. 
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DELRE input: 

1st card 

2nd card 

3rd card 

number of atoms, control number indicating 

if this is the last data set. 

description of atom, Del Re's 5, number of 

nearest neighbors, identification numbers 

of the n,earest neighbors. 
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minus Del Re's 1, Del Re's ,E(repeated for all 

nearest neighbors). Cards 2 and 3 are repeated 

for all atoms in the molecule. 

- -: .,~ '" '" C' _ '" 1 + 1 • 1"\ '"' '" r + 1"\ 1"\ - 1 • '" " '" r - ('0 1 + 1, • n '" (\ [7 + 1"\ 1"\ 

(., ;')::- i~ I i\l i : c: 2 + 7 • n '-,' n F - 0 2 3 1 :3 1 ') 
- 1 .'" ,~,,"\ ;:- - '" ) + 1 • (' I"!\f: + '" 1"\ -} • ",I", 1", :::- - ('\ 1 + 1. • ('0 '" n f: + 1"\ ('o~, '3 • '" 0("' ~ ~ '" ], + 1 • /'I n ~ r-.+ ~ 1"\ 

'\ D ~:.: j i'~ f- ;'~ '2 + 2 • It 0 0 i:: - 0 1 2 2 '+ 
- 1 • r ('0 ('\ r:: - '" 1 + i • ('0,",'-' F + ('0 "'- 1 • I" '" I" r. - ('I 1 + 1 • n'" (\ r~ + /'I'", 
;, f) r;: ;',; i ~\! f' ('. + "1 • I") :\ n f-' - 0 2 3 :3 ') 1 2 

.'",' 

'." .: 

-1."''''0~-nl+l.n('l'''~+",n-l'~'''0~-nl+1.('o'''nr+(\('o-1.'''('on~-'''1+181"\"'~E+,",n' 
1\ l) l ~,I T ,',I :-: (c; + 7 • '! :: (') F - n ? '), 4 6 7 

- ; • r. ,~ 1", r: - '" 1 + 1 • '"' '" ~ i~' + '1 ('1- 1 • '" " '"' r' - '" ') ,F] ."" '" r" + r. r', -] • n ('0 n C - t\ 1 + 1 .. 1"1,'" '" !=' + 1"\ '" 

'Iii; I'll; ... ;i' «(--, +1.~'~:)F-n;Z 3 r.:, q 1 

- 1 ." n r. r: - r, 1 + 1 • ,'\ '" " f' +- "''' - 1 • r- " '" I:' - '" 1 + 1 • n" II F. -1- " ('\ ~'l • ",,,,'r, F - n, ], + ], • 1"\ f"\ r. r +-,n '" , : 
/, : / t: ; j r ;'\! j 17 + 2 • 14 () r. F - 0 'I 2 ,), p. 
- 1 • r, r, n r: - "\ 1 + , • '" '"' '"' l:: + ('o,n - 1 ." ", '" F - n 1 +- 1 • ('0 r-. (\ f: + (\ ,., 
f\:> i.. r,! I :\:: (d + '/ • ();: 0 r:: - 0 ~ ;'1 .:; 11 
- 1 • r-, ('0 n r- - ('. 1 + 1 • (', '" " i:: + (', (' - 1 ."'" n C' -" 1 + 1 • r. 1"\ " r + I". ("I - 3 • rl (' ('0 f: - '" 1 + 1 • ('0 '" '" ,: + n r. 
I\(;f,"! T ;',:1:' !'j',) +2 • ''''lor -(I J. ::. 6 Bin 
- ] • r. n r, r- - r, ] + 1 • n ('I " t': --4- r. r. - J .""" r- - Ii 1 + 1 • 1"\ ,:,. ('I f': +- (\ r. - '3 • 1"\ ('11"\ r:- - (1 1 + {j. • r; (" ('I r: - n 1 

-I- n • 11 n 0 17 + () n 1 Po 
- 'I .... f'1 ~: ;~ - (' 1 + 1 • () ('\ .". f", + "'\ n, 

+ 2 • 'j c: () i~ -I) 1 j 41' .. 13 
_~.nn0~_~~+'.nnnl;+nn-~.~0nr-nl+~.snnE-nl-3.n~~~~nl+4er;nnE-nl 
!:" i) ,- i'- f ii " :,j.',; (\1 () "1 + () • ~) ;) n [' + () (' 1. 1 ;~ 
- 4 • (I rj 0 I~ - r', ,1 + 1.1, • :) (' n F - () 1 
r~ I; ::;; ! ;': I' r',;' 1 ,'J(J H + ') • (\ r. n f: + n 11 11 2 

, "'-~-~ •• n "n i, -(,] +h. I,) 11 (i.l.: -0 J , 
~l~ l) I· :" ~ ~ :\1 i· t·~ :; + 0 • n r"! '") F + (l r"I 1. ~ 

- '-'. • :'! fl (I 1· - r-.. 1 + 1 • !') (\ r-. f.: + r", 0 
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!.I\ ..... ). ',\" L: i,.~ .. ,;\~ ~; i·,;~·:) 1,\.);) 'j"t'll)"]" ) 

\~. i,:~,~\ i·I·:")C;:~.'\,·! ',\.>\\", ·,,'.l r \T1"11,I') I.I~ C.1·~jPI)C>,\;'!\ i:l;r~~Ti~/d·J. 

" .. 

-' , 

'-

,-, 

UI;\ii,::Jii\i; C:v0i';:l)I:~/\Tr'::, IT (OJ-iPIJT[:> 
1\ i\ V ,) lJ i, L; '. T h:::' !\ ,\; (,l_ r::: l~) j/; l: I'!.. S U F\ t: J 
Tiii~ [;:;U (j:;:rF~i'~TIi';(, AT:)I'I:'; f\f,F 

~ ,: " L ; ; '. :;: (; i r:: i 'J . T:-1.. ( U U ;-,: i) 1 1', :, T f~ ~i i\fod:' C Y L r r~ I) 1\ 1(''\ L , 

. \ ?~i"\ 'r \.>.>. I :'~'I T HI. j\H~)i"i~:;;": r.z ~)F' /\ rl)i"~~:. T i~ 'J HF~ r /\~PU r. 
·.··\.\1.): .. ·:\,·, i.: Ttli~ I\,)! ,I.:'[i·:: (Jr:-" h\)i'~:)S I i\~ TH[ T f<PU'j tt 

(>..,1,-,;\ :: (;\ j \.)I·,1 ... t.;j·li':);~i\, I) i\h~i_ THr~ ('-.i0i~,u I ;·~/\ T [~) (IF TI"-i[ 

IF Nur, CARTE~IAN • 
H 1\ X I Hi);A - 1 0 0 A r 0 :v1 s 
i"J() r·,,; /\ X I ;vi: PI 

I\T0i"iS cIIHU< X,y,Z 

THF 1,1uL[CULE (B Df~A) 

~i,',.l'~',,::, ,\i<:' T"l:. ;\TVII(, :)f:T!i'di~(J Tllt.'. ::,\Ji~f)- !\I'Ji)? I\T cITHf:f< eND OF 
~r"i-_ L·,,".'i·JD~ .:' (,j'.J:) Lf DLr-IhiihC! l;~'~ \.Ir':TE~i{If\.:I(JN'. 
,', : ,,>; I:, I) (~; ;"j : ,.' ;:: i) f v .1\ T \) il L+, /\ T mij 2' TO/I, T :) ilj 3 
" ; ;, i!, ;~ . ' ! \J i', :) i i \ ,,: (: ( i ), f\T\) ,'1 L b L ( 1 0 ("I , 2 ) ~ C v u i\ D ( 1 r) n , 9 ) 

1:', '::~""" :.' i~,YL;;'li), ;\~i\X;\iOj<, fvi/\XL,O~W, (STI,~UC(I), T=1,7) 
~. i()i"~:;\T .(~~I3, ~"i\lO) 

I>') >~ L.:..l,;:iP"X:,lO;··; 
..: i<, ;\U'). ;:. T ;_):·:L:~l_ ( L, 1. ), /11 U;ilU',L (L, 2), (,c()or~r) (L, I ), I = 1,3) 
':~ ; u 1\ :': /\ T (.:: 1\ 1 (), J f-. 1 i • '+ ) 

: i' (i C v L i h! U) =.:" {~ , (~I 

',- ',-,-::\i'i,~::~' 1,\::.1 IU C/,I\ rL~)II\N (o(jlwli~ATLS. IF NE.Ct.SSM~Y 
:'+ l),,: f~ L="1., :·;,\x/\"j" \.ji~·i 

i ;1 r:. ! .:,:: C 00 i~ J ( L , t!. ) ;, 3 • 1'+ 1 ~) "2. (; 'j 4 / 180 • 
(vO;:;;;' (L,;~) =CUvl'[)( L, l)·:<-.'~ 1 j\l (TI'I[ T,A) 

b ,'.:0(ji·:!' (L, 1 ) :oCOOIH) (L, 1 ) -;!:-(('.<;, (THE T 1\) 
') ;.) :-~ ; r,' f 'I, (j T i:; I) (( r ), I = 1 ,7 ) 
i :-,;.;,::,!,\ (Lil 33H THe STl~U(TUI-<L l3F.IN(j flNfI,LYZED IS 

cj,.) (l .1()0(';;:1= J, ,:,~r-\XdOi\ID 
:~i,/,i') ':i. J ,\i0,·d, J/\10i·;2, JAiui·';3, JATiJl\14 

,; I~ <; i.~ i:, .,\ T (I. t r :) ) 
( t,LL j (,:'~ i ;'H:, uCiW /\LONC1 THc Y AX I S 
( r: I !~~ .c, r r :.; i\" ':, L i\ T r i'l (i T 0 Till: 0 f~ I Ci I i~ 

10 

GU l() 1=1,3 
J .': r + ~.; 

(:V\"JI';U (J f,. T ~i·iL, J) =CU()j, f) (J J'lT(ji'iL'; I ) -coor-<Dr JA TOI/,l, I ) 
C -.1 ~) i ;: D ( J!\ r:J;", 3 , J ) ::: (, 0 \.) :~ D ( J /\ r 0;,1 3 ~ I ) - C 0 mm (J 1\ T 0 i"'1l , I ) 
(.Ju!·,i: (J/'\ 'j ,-""I.., J) =(00;< I) (J;l'[ul,jit , I ) -(U(j:~[) ( Jr~ TUI'vi 1,.1 ) 
","'; I;. 'i T ;;(~ 
r., :: :): :!o! 'I ( C vv f.;i) ( J i\ r VI'; 2 , S ) ); ,;; 2 + C 0U I~ Lj (J A T () I"; 2 ,'+ ) ,;; .. ::, 2 ) 
",:: ::'(;1 .. i ( /\ i: ); 2 I- (,,)01·; i) ( JII TUI\',2 ,6) 4<-::, 2 ) 

C .I. :; :-: ( ! () ; ~ U ( J r,. T 0 ij : 2 , S) I f\ 
,'J .:CGO[·;j)( J/\ To;.,)2, <+) I II 
~X=(OO~D(JA10M2,6)/G 

ex =1, If'. 

7'/\ 10 

(~;vF:n (Jf\ 10;·:3,7 ) =(vui~ D (JII-TUi',!3, 4) '::-Cl:-Sll:-COO'iW (J(I, 10;-'13,5 I 

I I Il 

O( ,.,) . .JI<L) (J,~ Tl-':·,j, 'j ) :::: <,7 if ~X'J<'CUUi~[)( JATU;'!,3. 4) -CZ>l- SX ,~,co'or\D (JA iO,'v'r3,::; ) + 
j r.: i: ;:' ( () (), ': .ii( J i~ T 0;.', :3 , (, ) 

::: .:.. ,:-",1 i, T ( ( '..iV h;;) ( J II '[ """\.? , 7 ) .):, 1:' 2 + (v',j i~ D ( J f\T U iJi3 , 9 I ~,* 2 ) 
'::' y::: (');J:~ I; ( J/!. -r ();';: j , '1 ) I ( 
::' y '" ::, (:\ ~:) l) ( J i\ T C) \', ::1 , i) ) / ( 

n .:C" '.:);,:'{ ;'::: (Ue'l-: :~, ( J II 1 Uf'; I~ , '4 ) ,;:. ( r y;:,r? -SX li S y:: C,?)_ 

1 (~UV;\') (,) f\; d. ii+, ~ );: «(Y'<,Z+SX°':'::,y,;cC7) +CUUiW( JATOi'vi{~, 6)~' (CXl<SY) 

" 

" ! 



) 
) 

..... '. ' .. ' , ' ;" '-' - (., ,:' ' . .' i < . " ( ..J .:\ I ()' : ,I f , /1 ) .:: ( C ;; .~:. ': Y +. ';, X::' ( y :: :c'? 1 + 
; i, u,~i;<!j ( ,J ,\1 \)1' I:, ~:' ) :: ( .', -;,:: ,)/ -.'LX;' C y;: C/ ) +( vui~!) ( J/\ 10:·!L+, 6) ;, ex .;, C y 

. \ i ~ t, 1 i., ;'. :.; i \ i 1\:< / ( l. \... , .... 1 ( ) j''; L) , X C ~ . .! ,-: i, f) ) -;: 1. t~ n • / ~-; • 1 L+ ]. :; I) i ~) '.J ~;. 
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,i! ,':,-:1 J.l0 \1\1\. .. :·lLI;L(j/\rG'·,l~T), 'i·.::},2), (flTUi',iLi'.L(J/dU:-/,2,!)" T=1,2), 
! i.:'.: ;:O:L"l .. (,J; i~; .1') ~ i ). ;::: 1,,~), (Ii i U:,~U,L (Ji\ TU'vi L" T ) ~ 1=1,2) 

.1,'; ,-.iC.,\T (/,:1:1 li1!';i·:jH~i;\rJui~ Ai.',UlJI lI1[2!d(h 3H - 2;\ln, 15H AS DEY 
~ : \::_;.: ,"'; Y ? j\ "I. ~I, ~., r I "" ~"J u ? /:., 1 n 

. . ;,1 r.: J. r·. 1 1 ~~. ,\ i\J C· L r~ 
;- ..... !:\ !'j ,\ !" 
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LEMON input: 

1st card 

2nd card 

last:::cards 

ICYLIND=O if the coordinates are Cartesian, 
- . 

~ 0 if the coordinates are cylindrical, 

number of atoms, number of bonds, name of 

structure. 

Atomic description, atomic coordinates (in 

A and/or degrees) This format is repeated 

for all atoms. 

1st atom on bond, 2nd atom on bond, atom 

connected to the 2nd (used to define standard 

orientation), atom connected to the 1st 

(used to define standard" orientation) This 

format is repeated for all bonds to be 

considered. 

.;." ':. i' U~I.Jv I,IdG::,[ Ff~OI,'; (YTIOYLIC ACID 
. ;;>, i i'; ;-) () r~!', n ~', ,: (" 2 ' - I) • 2 3 1 ('I ':' - ('. 1 - ~ •• H 76(') F":" ('. J. - 1 • 7. l~"[\ (\ r.~ + ~ n 
?' ~"I: no 

" :: r,;i)(l 

1 2, 

(iiL?' 
r 1 I 

-? • f"'! 2 'j O!~ + ("10::- ti • (, 6 "1 ('\ F - 0 1- J ."2 6/~ M: + n f'\ ,. " , 

:-7.6n6nF+0('.~1.no5n~+n~-~~0~5nr-ni 
+~.n~nnF+f'\n+n.nf'\nn~+nn+n.nf'\f'\n~*~~" , .. ;:. 

; .. 

, ..... 

r 

:' . ~: 

\. j 

'"f;.. 

f 
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C 
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C 
C 
C 
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C 
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C 
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C 
C 
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C 
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C 
r 
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~.I;\{)(d\:\·, !.~,'~~: .. :I C. (r [\!·Il.i r ~ :)1)1 PUT,"r i\;J:-~.l.) 
t··';\vl.,--':·~;"" i-J;~~.JT~., l' ... :j';P~ITj;.~.) iiil'. i.._:\~~~I\C:!IL.~·. (IF Vj\r~IOU::-: COj·~i-:-I(li.)!\/\·TI():·~5 
\.)r" ;)l{\l.;c..L;:.\.J~·}ll)f~ r~';I\.jSt··'ti/\rL~~). ILi\~";~) I;~CL1J;)l=i) ,'\:~E (1'I/\i\GC-C;i!\r:~(l[' 

C:-ii\,\(;f:,-PvLi,,~lU\hILIT'( i\I\[) (i (,-12 PUT[;niAL. I\f'~ [FFuin IS :/,r'.LY~ TO 
c,p:~ i: il '11 ii:, (f\UJJUIT 1 e,i,] iW Tlli~U\n i'J0, (JUT (O,',JF I (,IHAT T Oi~S T i,l Ti!IO 
,:--,iW:jf'I'-";. I-TI1::'{ ','!IY':' r:I_li:l]i\:I\H:lj li\~ [:\r:LJU~ \!ll.X\~~ Uf~ pi\in.r:, OF THE 
;)[I-.Ji.iCL:,:uSl,J!' PIIU:.'PII/\'!i~. TillS el\f\l 1st: DV\lI~i\y [IHIU~ iWT li'JC:LI)()lj~G 

liL :::UNf j(,\Ji\/HjUf~ TU I)UdN \:,'1 Ttl or< S;)RTlr~G [T OUT IN SI.JU~OUTIi~[ 

:~ J i ,T, .-:: - T iii';; (j ':.' I N (j U U T ( 0 ill F I (j U f\ ,\ T 1 () i\~ SIN ';,! 1 ! 1 (I I THE I N rr: r~ J\ T 0 ;l, I C 
l.!I:';I/If'~(.i_,::, I\i~;,_ Lc.s:~ Hi;\t\l 62 PCI,; ct.!\[ Of: TH[ SUI,1 Of: TH!::. Vf.Ii~ DER 

(I ~J ; ;'j UTe f~ :.:. f\l d< G I J:::j IS \..)1\1 i/1 i\C; j'J L TIC T t, P [ 'J.! I HI A P PRO X I r~ ATE L y 2:; () 0 0 
i~ L ( () rc I') S ,) c:, i:': r~ F FL. 
", ; ) i i r:' n! J1 ! 1\1;:-;) U ,<:,[ D M~ f' --
T '~ 1 ;\:< r:: -
P()STf\j -

S U i~ r' j\ C L_ -

:: x H /\ ',I .c, T 
~,C TI.IP 

f;; t:: A 1)<', I j\J I) 1\ T A 
~OTJ\Tf~S /\bOI..lTTII[ [);O~~!) or- TNTcREST 
CU;,iPUTFS Ti-Il 1\l)DTTIOi\l/\L [NEi:;;GY CAuseD BY 

INT[RA(TIO~S GETWECN TWO SIDES OF A GOND. 
ITS H 0 U L i) U [ NOT L LJ T 1 i!\T I NOR J [f~ F 0 r~ H I ISS C H E !vi E T 0 
';.J()i'i( nli:~ HONDS HU;:-,T Be IN L I r"';F(IR O~?DER: AS THEy APPEAR 
I N HIE :'WLf:'(UU:: 0 

SORTc, OlJT THF: UNI,IMJTCD (ONFT(,'Jf~i\TIONS. 
, , 

?E/\I)S OUT THE F I'NAL LMT!,. 
:~ E 1\ i) ::, I N P r.J;: J\ [.'] E T r:: i~ S i\ N D I ~~ I T U A L T Z EST H E: BOT T 0 fv1 
r~RI~/\Y. 

PICKS TilE' ;,;nqi·lI)i/i ENEI'\GY Fcm I;:ACH POINT ON THE 
TWO JIM[NSIONAL SURFACE. 
pr-\liH-S OiJT THE TWO DIi"i[i\!'SIONl\L SURF/\CE \mr:RF. THE 
1- U (\1 C T ION 1ST H C L () 'tl [ S T F. f\i [ i ~ (, Y 0 F A C 0 f\: F 0 i\ i'.~ A T ION FOR 

T H r:: HW .s P E C I F I F D TOR S ION A LAN G L E S MW A iN V A L U F: 
C 1\ L C I.) LA T [: D F 0 r~ If i [ 0 T H [ RAN G L E S • 

V IE!";:- P P R T {\JT S () U T T H t: SUR F (I, cr::. 
v A i~ i (', ~~ L t. .s U ~) [ l.i I (\I T l-i [.s ( ALe U L ,\ T ION fi i~ [ -
T Ii () S [: r\j r:: x T T 0 J\ N' ~:- Mn~ I {\1 PUT D /\ T A , 
,\ E I T 1'1 [ r~ T H l R 6 C 0 c. F F I C I [N T 0 r~ 'T H L DIS T A f~ C [ F 1\ 0 ;vj 

THE Z AXIS OF AN ATON ON THE END OF A GOND. 
(', 11 , /q ~ , • • • 1-1 A T R T X [ L [II} F N T S F 0 1-\ T 1-1 ;:: r~ 0 TI\ T T 0 i'J j,1 A Tin X 

AGROUPIT,J,K) AT ONE TIME THE X,Y,ANDZ CO~RnINATES OF THE JTH 
ATOM OF TH~ ITH GROUP 

*ANGL[(I) THE ANGLE WHICH POSTN ACTUALLy ROTATES AUOUT 

1.\ 

TrlC In:1 [jOND. IT i';JAY EITHU\ 13[ THE SUi"l OF Oi'lE UR ::IORc. 
HI[T/I( I ,J) or~ IT i',11AY U[ THE or-nc.INAL ornunATIor~ OF 
TI-If:: :Wi'-lf). 

lIT II L R T I-i [ I~ 1 2 (0 I:: F' F I C I r:: N TOR THE DIS T i\ N C [ F j ~ 0 j,,' 
THF X AXT~ (SFF A) 

i-.OTT()HIT,J,r~), I.e) THF ~;JINI:v;UI-' V/\LU[ OF Tllf: FNF.I\GY H)R A 
C I V U~ :.~ [T 0 rAN () u:-s 1;,11 W 1\ E \IJ E CON .C, I [) U~ HI I.:: J T H I\f\j (j L [ 
FOf< Tflt: FIR~;T I)Of~1J M~!) TilE f(TI-I I:Oi~ THI:: SI:(0,'1)\) ON THE: , 
I Hi ::;ur~ r /\c [. TIIUd':: Ci\N Ll [ UP TO 2 SUR F!\Ct:.s. 

CX,CZ COSI:'-lr.:S OF Tile=: MJGL[.c, OF i\OTATION AIJGUT THE X 
{\Nfl 1. AXF::S 

6:> PFRcr.::rH OF TilL: VAN D[I'~ \ljt,ALS ;)I.STAN([ 
T 11 [ C U :': U L 1\ T I V F (1,'1 (, U: 0 r ROT A T rON I I N l) r:: (, r~ [ E S ) 

AHour TilE TTII nONI).· 
l.: 1 , L ? , L '~ 
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t I:. i.' F t~~ C ~ J V ~~. i< U~·'i.d L r .. : () r [L [( T :.~ c) i~ ~~., () r r\;'~ i\ T (.');"'1 
THi.-. C.;<Ci'~:C1Y ()r' Ii~T:;:;;~/\("T'ICjN· \',irIJC!l (;\;-,,1 UL Cr'i/\r'~CLD 

1:) '{ ! \ ~; T /\ T 1 1\1 (I 1\ F; () U r..: i.) /\ :.~ i"t'.J (; l.. ;:~. i.~: ~'.) i'~ ;:) • 

; ~ ~J :': :'J T i·! (:, TO T r, L S C F I:.: 1 ,1:::2 , f: ~', 

\._:: (::: \..-'. J:-' ( ! "j • ,< ) I 11 r: (C C~!~:::- i j,; /\ T F: .~, , (. il i\ ;:: C· [ , P () L i\ r\ I 7 A U I LIT Y 1\ N l) /\ T 0 i·~ 
(.- I f'j [) L X 0 iC Til ;-:- JT I-i ,'\ T () ::; C) F· Til ::: I Til (J r~ ~) u:) • 
,_. T 11 ~ I i'J i ) c: X [- 0:\ Til [ 1\ N C, L F 'v r R () T (I T I () ~~ 
C Il,l~,... SA~L AS J bUT FOR TH~ INOI(AT~0 ANGLE 

r C0t.J.~ T 
r~ [ A !) (j U T • 

(' I i I!,' :<, T , I L;\:; 1 Tli I:. F 1 j,;::' T i\ N U U\ .') T (, R 0 ~J P::' i IJ 0 V r: !) ~'iH E r ~ A i:HJ "1 D I:S 
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c 
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c 
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c 
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c 
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P()TI\TI~i). 

i I c, !;: () U P ,'W ".j d I: RAT T II [~ [:lW U F T H [ ij u I\) 0 iW TAT T A C H E l) 

fa ATO~S WHICH ARE TOSE ~OTAT[l). 
-;,- I i; i) i:. X ( 1 V' L U 1 , I )..... i\ i~ L T Ii L: Ii ~ l> I:: ( [,; 0 r~' T H [ I P LOT' T H S U f"\ [7 ;\ C t 

1=11::; Hit:. r:U::ST uOi~0 I\Nl) 1=2 IS TH[ S[CO:'W. 
li,C,11N( 1 ,J) r·:i:F;~R:; TO TilE ITn uorw ·TO 13r: POlATEI,). 

TS10P 
11. 
J 
JI\TOi'd ,J,\TUiviL 
JC.i~P r,JGi<pL;;vi2 
JJ 
JP1;: I :F: 

K 

L 
;.i/,X'-, T ( 1 ) 
~< ;\ X f.. i 1 ':"i A X II T 2 
;.!; {" Xl, I\-;!I X 2 , • • • 

;':1 fA yr.) I"Z r> 

J;;: 1, C, rw \) r . U F . HI r: (I T 0 :/1 A T T H [ 0 T i1 [' i;; [ N D • 
J:-: L , . i'JUi'iLl U;: OF THE f, TC);·' AT T Hr:" OT H[R CiW. 
IIWT~1(T,3) P,!:'TN(,THF ,FTI\ST ,"IN" IROTN(T,'+) I3ETNG 
THr: l(l5T. 
S,\ j,I.[ AS I J 
L A lS [ L F 0 r~ Hi = f.) 0 N D N !y-'1 b l:: r:; 
vr\I~T'\[~·U:' USf:i) If\l'SUHi·iINCJ OVER X,y,Z rOSITIOi'!,', 
NUMGER UF ATUMI OR ATOM2 
N U i"j H i~ r:.; 0 F T H [ F I i< S TOR . S E (0 N f) (, R 0 U P 

/~Tl);"\ NO. I\T Tilt: liND OF Ti-It:: I:lOND NOT TO BE .iViOVED. 
A DO~GF so THAT r CAN SUM OVER GROUPS IN THE 

r~F:v[r-\SF ORfjr::R ~ 
V Md 1\ L lk Ii! t'd CHI t- 0 I r~ i) I C!I T t: S T 11/\1 T H c: 

CiJ!\FIfjUI;;ATIOJ\I UiWU':: CUIIlSIDEF\/\TION TS TO!)[ J~UORT[O. 

. A VARIAblE USED TODD OvER A sET OF ATOMS 
NU~BER UF ATOMS IN THE GROuP l)NDER CONSIDERATION 
lADEL FOR GROuP NUM~ER 
NUHGLr~ OF i\TO;V',SIN .T!lt;: ITH GROUP i'liAXP1U,\1 20 
~U~GER OFATO~S TN GROUPS ONE OR TWO 
NUHi.lf:i< OF /iNGU':S. TO DE TR 1 [f) COf;: TH[ I iH nOt''>iD 

i'" A X I ~-'1 U i'-1 36 
NU~·il3[R OF (irWUrS.OF A,TOr'1S IN TilE CALCULATION 

,:-i/l!;XPLOT IS THe NU;"jU[;~ Of T~':O r)ri'-lLNSIONflL sur-:FACES OF 
[i 0 T T 0 i"; T U p, F P L (J TT F D 0 U T • 1,11\ X I :'1 U ;·'i 20 

R INTERATOMIC DISTANCF 
r~ () T S 1 j'.! , rw T ( 0 S ' T I-if: :; T NAN D C ()<";r;~ t.: 0 F ft~ [ 1\ N (, l f. 0 f- i\ () T /1 T ION 

!ILiOUT THI-_ i',()r-Hi UNDc:r~ CON')l!)Er~,\T.IONl 
AL)OU T T HL nUNU UNiJi: r, (ON f:\ I Dr:. r;' ,'I To 1 ON. , 

:) x , .':~ 7 ,'~ j N r.: <) () F T H r.: r~ en II T rON ,~~ 1\ n 0 lJ T T II E X M~ D 7 1\ X f:: S 
t):)[_0 J N L I t~ I iliG 1\ LlONlJ uP i\l()j-~G THE Y I\X I.s 

wTH[TA(T,J) T H [ J T H A l\j u L t: (I F I·W T .1\ T 1 \,) N Ai') (I U T THE I T II f1 0 N D 
I,'~ ()LlJr~[ES. rWTL Hi/IT TikSE /\1\[ Ii\jC;~[I';[NTi\L Ai'GlES. 

,"'!'JIL 1:··u\T lJi\jt Ci<ITLi·~ir\ ~·.'i-1I(r·f 1"~UST l.-)~= ;\-I[T Tj\j tlt1I,S PI~(}C.jl~/~)"l IS iH/\T 
j\i-;C;l..i.t; ;'i:P:,1 C0ivipv:rc A (YCL:~ ,-!i'ITCH R[TU:\N_<:. HH-:i\ic:,ClVES TO THr:II'~ 
~)i-;l(-,il</\L P(j::'dTIUi'-JS. (n I)f=Gr~lr::~,) 

T(;I/'·L'~r,j( I) THI: FI\)[r~(w Td:::vi:; WI-llC1-1 DON'T CHANGE' ~PON 

p-



.( 

" '" 

T r-1 L, G iI\ I~ (i E - C H /I,i-: (i [ , 

Vi::,) j :\' i 
c:: I\!':: '.-,~: - i:' ':' L .:\ ;:; r z. i. I~, ILl T Y il ;'1 i) 6 - 1 2 PUT r :,J r I 'I L ,r, 

If ,'\ I'! !) ;:~ f ~ I,': /\ /\ L, S U 1 ::; T ,\ i,J C r.:. 
\/;\1\: i,li',I',' :,'ii,/\L(; l~i\UI I 

v 
" 

i H I r f, r i~ i-: f., D ! ,,,- ,\~ ,c, 

(, ');';", ,) i\ / ,:) L \,) C :, ,.\ / ,', i\ Xl, "; Ii A 2 ~ i'i 1\ X 3 , iii:\ X 4 ,;"; 1\ X:, ,:"1 i-\ X (; , ;v'\ II X 7 , H A X B 
(' IX: i,' C: :~,' .I t) U k<. t 'J / T Hi', T /\ ( il , ~, 6 ) 
(u i::" u: ~ / :j L u ( ~ [) / I C U U i'; T , j 1 , r 2 , I J , I 4 , I :;, , J 6, I 7 , J 8 
(Oi\',I"',I,\ / I' I_UC k f.': / I) r III T 1\ ( b ) 
(',);.II,;:y< / i'U,:U~C, / JU>ii) 
((~;\;;"C.::,~/ :ll_I,:(I<II/ I 
(l):.";"\j ".: / !", LU O:.J / T Z. ' 
C \~: i:,', Ci ~,I / ,) U j( r~ :" / J\ioJe, L L ( En 

1C()UNT={) 
( !\ L L J in ,\ i( l~ 
,)0 1 il=,],';,,'\Xl 
T l = 1 
I ::.; I 1 
~NGL~(l)=TH[TA(l,T ) 
!) T 11:- r /' ( i ) :=:)T ilL T;\ ( 1 ) + M~r, Lf~ ( 1 ) 
('\ L L D (' ~ T N 
C II L L " :; r~ r /1 C F 
r F (JU'·'!'. r<). ()) (;0 TO 1 

!1 J 2 T 1-= 1. , ;"il\ x 2 

1/=2 
T ::: 1 ? 
I') T r 1 ::' T 1'. ( 2) = D T H [, T A ( 2) + T H F T A ( 2, r ) 
1\ f\i (, 1_ F ( ? ) = T /1 C- T A ( 2 , r. ) 

C/ILL rU:,TI\: 
C !\ L L, ,c,l.J ~,' F 1\ C F' 
IF' (J'J:·1f1.FO.(')) GO TO 2 
UiJ j i :;.=-1. ,i''d,'X'j 

r z = ~ 
; ::: 1 '>, 

:; T ; j " T ,\ ( 3) = [) THE T ,\ ( 3 1 + T H f: T A ( 3, T ) 
h:~(·LC(·~l:::THr .. TA('3,1 ) 
(.t\LL DOC,PI, 
C ,\ L L S ! JP F t1, C F 
Ir (JI"'iP.i:-:/).n) CiO TO '3 

I'; (j II T 4 = 1 , t~ 1\ X 4 

Ti'=4 
; ::: i 1.+ 

;iTl~;:'iI',( L,)=ijTH[T'I( 41+THF.TAJ 4,T) 
(";, L L '~~)rn 

! r (J' !',;;'). f:(). ()) (,0 TO 1.+ 

C (. L. L ::; U " T (,: 
(/;" i.. L ~,',,);< r· 1":..( F 
~ r: (.) If': P • H) • ()) (; () T C '+ 
, ) (j ~, I:) = 1 ,;';11\ x 5 
: 7 =. =-) 

r = I c:. ; 

')'[i-II TI',\ ')i=DTlli::Tid 5)+TIJF:TfI( 5,1) 
C I:, L L r,i:-':~ T 
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1 j ("j i ; .... 1: I .; :). r) ':~.l (j r () ~) 

, ,'\ L. l., P \..1 :', T \! 
,~' /1 L L (~:.! " f' f\ (, i~ 

f \ () (-. r () == "1 ,~: 1\ X 6 
1/=6 ,\ 

!~i6 

L' 'r t i '~i i\ ( tJ)::: L) T i' i t. T ;, ( 6 l -I- T ii!: T /\ ( 6, I ) 
(·'\[ .. L :')()::~ r 
i r (\)lJ:"~;). C(). ()) (;0 T() 6 

C /~ L L f"\i.) ,t; 'j. f\ 
C ;\ L L <:,. ..J r~ F ,\ C F 
r f- (J " I' He • Fe. 0 l (,0 T oJ 6 
;~<)'i T"1 = J ,!': 1\ X 7 
17:::7 

T := i 7 

Ul H l. r r\ (1 ) = f) Til:::: T i\ ( 7) + T H r: T 1\ ( 
(f:,lL SorH 
r f (J ',J'./,p • 1:: (:' • n l 
C,\LL DOSHi 
( ;" l l c. I 11';: F {\ C [ 

(,U ,TO 7 

IF (jl:;":P.l=i~.(ll C,Q TO 7 
flU () id=l,\iI\Xa 
JJ=fl 
T = I [; 

7 , 1 ) , 

[) 1 ii F T /\ ( B l = D T rl [ T 1\ ( . 8 l + T H F. T A ( 8, 1 l 
ANGLfIR)=THETA(S,I) 

(!~LL <;'.Jr~f-"i\(F 

IF (J,j',;P.f.G.() (0,0 TO 8, 
( ;\ l L r: X H A U S T 

Po ((HH T N'J[:: 
'] (UNrrNUF~ 
6 ( C i'iT T N 'J F 
5 ( U ;\\ T T "" J r=: 
14 (C}NT 11\!!.J~ 
:1 C)f\!T I f\iUC 

2 (ONT1"IUr: 
1 (O:,! r rr-'Ijt.:' 

P [', 1 ;'\1 T 9 q , T (0 UN T ' 
:./ f-;, 1 T r: (1, <J (I l I CO U NT' 

I' 

, . 

q CJ i<.1 I ~ .. : fiT (/ / 3 1 H T riC: N U ivl B E R 0 FDA T;\ 0 N T;\ P E· I SrI () ) 
( tl L L \I T F ',1;; r~ 

(-(i Tn f)C)f}CJ 

.r:. T()P 

i) j 1<' (\) <; i v i'i ;) i) j~ I i /j f: ( :. 7 1 
CV;·I.·;U r .. ; / :". L >J (r,fI / ;'1/' x 1 ~ h fIX 2, ;-·iAX 3 ,i'i~X 4, jviAX 5, iviAX 6, NI\X 7, ,.iJA X a 
Cl,;·"I,rji,!/iil{)U:,13/ 11-1[: T 1\ (H, ',6) 
C I, i:,::, C) hj / f'. L ;) C. < r:: / ij T H \- 1 I\ ( {3 1 . 

(0;·d~(jf':/ il,L(,U:.f;',i<uJi' ( C), 7.('1,6) '~"If',Xfl T (9) ,T I~:OT N( 8, If) 
(G ;/,\;01\; / e Lli ( i,(~, / JU 1",1' 
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, \): .. , ... ! r\ / !.! L {.i C < . .J / I I 
C 1..) 1'\ ; .. " ..... ; ;\ / t~ L "'; C. :'., < / 1\ :.~ ( ; L !'-.. ( () ) 

\.' (); .. ; ; .. ~ t.) :\~ / r'; L : :; (. l< L / \ ~ !\ X (1 ;.~ P 
V f\ i..: i :\ I ~ L..l· ...... 1:) i ~ [~ ;', r" t\ U r ;\J .'1 l\ :-: f. ... :; F'~ 0 L L. \) I,/! .r.:) - ~. 

,;l ;\iJ"; d2 - H'J~Ll>,I lrl V:,I":Ii\Hlf:.S i)i·.~)CI\rl\li~() f'dOi'it:;' (l.G. Ui'~/\(IL (6. 
(,,~L':.If'(l.j,l), C,i:;u:. i j)[1,J,2) Ai'H) (,i~OUP(T.J,3. - THF: X, Y, :\Nf) 1. 

'·i.)()!~I!J;\",\TL.::, Ufo lHf" JTH /\TO"/i Ir'~ TiE ITf-! GFWl)P (Ii\) ANc,SHWiv',S) 
;:,j\I..!Ui'( i .J,'+) - ·I'i:.~ ('i;\[;;C[ 0,'. ThL JTH ,\lGi·,j OF THt ITH (,IWUP 

( ; j\j i::L:~Cr;.::ur~ Clii\lUiF.(~) 

()i~~,;01'( r ,,),J) - HiL PUl,\i\jZ/li.3JUTY or THE Jill A Te)j'·1 'OF THC ITH (JRUUP 
( l'~ C lj :' 1 C ,\ I\j~; S T R oJ r.~ S ) 

(,,":0\ Ii-' ( 1 ,J,G) - THi:: (Out:' NUi':~\cF~ OF THE JTH A.TOi'v1 TN THE TTH GROUP 
'.,qji(ii lUU\lTlf:·IL~.') THF Tyl)[ Of: ATOilJ (E.G. CAI~p,(m IS ?.,n) 

] (\'\ F G i:~ '.: ,\ T (1 I! 1 ) 

1'.12 
1 i) :3 

rC;~i·i/\" 
i: ,~j i~ ~" .. '\ T 

(412,2/\ln,FB.2) 
( 6i: hU~U I 1, 1 R H 
(,i!'1r:t',.l) 

TS IDFNTJFIED /\$ 2A10) 

1 C! :~ ;- \.):>::'-';\: (2. d ; i + !, ; .. j C. L L S T 0 f) [ T r~ I l D FOR U 0 N D I 2 , 5 H /\ R E 
1 r' ", F J i \ ,\:,\ T (--;, :) X ~ () i 1 'I • 1 ) 

lObni-vi';';AT (:;,jH l,vlATIJi'l DUES NUT i~ETur\r~ TO ORIGINAL POSITION FOr~ BOr'Jf) 
1 I ! ) 

1 ("If- (;f,:.;,', T ( r, R I·f 1 -.' UJITTAl COO 
1 r.~ I.) I N J\ T [' C; 

7.nF-'J:<';:lflT ()(-;H (,i~JUP A Tvjvi IDE.NTIFI(ATrON 
1 l (HARGEPOLARIZAJILITY 

:3 r ~; i"< ~/: !\ T (9 I 2 ) 
{~ F(Jj·:::fll (It"! ) 
<=, r- 0:,:< l\ T (~) h 1 '3 ) 
"7 i- 0 l·~ '.';\ T (2 1\ 1 ("I , :.> I:: 1 1 • 3 , r 4. 1. ) 
60~0R~AT ( lx, 13, 3X, r3, lX, 
], 2x, r:ll.j, 2X,. F:ll .. 3) 

pr~ I ~JT .~ 

\.\ [~ I 1 r: (1, 1 ) 
P;:{I,',!T 2 
':.1 i.~ I T F (1, 2 ) 

, 

\ 

x 

~~.AU 3, ~AXGRP,~AXI,MAX2,MAX3,MAX4,MAX5,MAX6,MAX7,MAX8 
P c: /\ U '). ( r'~ A x /" T ( J (; r:.;: P ) ,J (j r~ p = 1 , ;"1 A X G R P ) 
;)0 Po Y~PP=l.~"i\XGr~p 

~ .. i\ X =:: '.', f\ X f\ T ( J (j 1< p ) 
p:< r !\i T 4 
"! f:: I T C" (1.. II ) 

iH) ~j J/ITu:·i =l,i'iAX 
:~;: :\1) "1, \J 1, '..2, ((,i-\Ul.!P ( J(,r·~p, J/I. T0i;" I ()) , 10= 1 ,6) 
;; :.; : N T iJ, J·G i< P • J A T 0 j,j , l~ 1 ,G ~ , ( G J W U P ( J G r\ p , J A T 0 j-,'I , I 0 ) d l) = 1 , 5 ) 

i:i '.':i<!TF (1.6) JClf\f.J,Jt-,Tur'i,Ql,i.J2,(Gr~vUP(JGf~P,JATOIVi,Il,)),ID=1,:») 

, '.f [) 1 1 r.- (1, I j 1 

! = 1 
r)u q r?=l,d 
:~ (_i'-.:.) 1 r, J .' (1;\ U T N ( I l. , I u) , r 0 = 1 , 4 ) ,01 ,Q 2 , AN G L [ ( T' Z ) 
,) "I H L T I~ ( i 7) =!, ;\j (; L F. ( I I ) 

h<·: J :.; L' ( 1. ) :;; /':'1 (;Li: ( r 1 ) 

P:~ r :<1 T 1 (\ r:. 1 7 ,OJ ,();~ 

',"r:OlT:: (),1"'/) 17,0],02 

Y 



·' '. . ... ~ ........ __ •• ~Y'..:.; __ ._. __ ...: ..... __ ::_-!!; ..... :!.o.-.. _., ~ __ ........ ~..! ____ . -" ... _. 

( ,l_U("\;li'~(j ;,:\j~i~(ULi- H),~ ,',r!\in Uf (ALCl)Ll\,TTOj~. 

,\ L L. r'J( I::, T i'; 
(, ,) T U (1 (, , 1 ,[ , .L t:.' , .i " • 1'+, i. j , 1 (, , 1 -, ) , r I 

1 ("! '\;:' 1, ,j '" (T f I' ' T t, ( r 7 , I ) , i ::: 1. ,Iv,\:\ X 1. ) 
, ~<:, ? r: 1. r '" 1 ,;\; f\ X 1 
; i-' L !",I C, 1. :: T + 1 

? (j 1 l,,'; i, I :' 'Y ( I P lJJ '; 1 l ;:: ,.I p r~ [ i\; r ( 1 ) 1- T H F T I~ ( 1 , r ) 
"I;' ! 1 ;: ( 1 • 1 n 4 ) I? 
,:' i< J 0d L n 4. I Z 
',~ :..: ;',; ,\ X 1. + 1 

P I,: I ": T 1 (\ ~, • ( [) P F< r :':T ( I ) , 1 = ? , :"1 ) 
"'[\1!" (}.1'~~) (:)pr~lr'H:( J) ,T=2,1>1), 
1 r (r, D f <' 1 ,'.', i'~ ( tv· ) - f', ,) r~ ! "" t~ ( 1 ) 1 8 , q , .J 8 

.1 F, r.':.;:: I ,\: TIn (, • 1 7. 
\.; p ;I:~ (1, 1 ~ 6) I 1 
c, iUP 

1.1 r,;i~/\!-: l"~~' (lfl[T.'Q T 7, H, 1=1-,IJiAX2) ----" 

li-lLU',l:::I+l 
?()? ;:,,),<!;,;I':( iPUr,l)=r)PRIHf~(l )+HWTA(2,IJ 

'.'f;-l Tf': (i,1,"I.) T Z 
p r~ I ; .. 1 T 1 ('I /~ , I Z 
\"=iijl;,X7+] 

i'j~ir'!T ,10:), (DP!'~I,\'[( I), I=2,iv1) 
~RTT[ (l,ln~) (DPRlME(l ),I=2,M) 
; F (i~ P j:: T j,Y ( ;'1 ) - liP r~ T ;VI F ( 1 )) 1 8 , Q , 18 

l? r~ i' :\ r-, 1:1 ~~, (T H F T A ( r 7. , r ) , r = 1 , ~-11\ X 3 ) 
DO ;2 (\ 3 I =] ,1"1/, X 3 
r P{,-U':~) 1:: 1+1 

20::- UPi;': I j·,..;r ( j PL'·J::-,ll =1)t'R I Io,F:~ ( I ) +TH[T ,'J., (3, I) 
"'if'? ! L: ( 1 , 1 (\ 4) I 7. 
P i< I "i T 1 () 4 , I 1. 
;., = ,'1, t, X '3 + i 
p j~ T j\\ T 1 () I) , ( !) p i:~ r ~"1 r: ( T ) , T :: 2 , 'It I 
I.:!.{ 1 'I F (1, 1 r: ':)) (i) P r~ I rvl E ( I ) , I = 2 , H ) 
I F (I) P I'; J i;; f~ ( :'vl i - D P f< I 1,1 [ ( 1 )) 1 8 , CJ , 18 

13 fH.f\i) Ill;', (Ti-1ET,\(IZ,I),T=I,iv1AX4) 

DO 204 r:: 1, iv1 AX4 
rPLUS1=T+l 

? 0 It UP P 1 !;; r ( I P UY, 1 ) = fW R r rV1 F' ( T ) + THE T A ( '+ , II 
t·.; i< I T F ( 1 , J ('\ '+) I Z 
p;~ I hl T 1 n4, r 7 
r/=j,;/'IX'++ 1 
p ~ r NT 1 r 5 , ( f.) pro ~~ r:: ( I ) , 11= 2 ,:·1 ) 
i,' f~ j T f-' (1, 1 (', ~ 1 (f) P f~ T ;,1 f~. ( T ) , r = 2 , rill ) 
IF (i)Pi~Pi:;.(iv'i)-DPf,(.IHE(l) U~,9dA 

14 r~[r:;;) l~j, (THFTA( f7, i) .I=I,ivj,\X5) 
~:, (J 21'\ :: J = .1 ,f.J. t\ X ~ 
r P liJ;'; 1 :: T + 1 

20") t:fJr~I'/F( JPLl.J::..l) =i)PI~f,\lF( f )+THCTA(S, I) 
~.: q r T f~ (1 , 1 (\ '+) r Z 
p :-~ i !-.. i T .~ 0 '. , I 1. 

p q i ~I T ] ('I j , ( D P R. I :v1 E ( T ) , 1 = 2 ,til ) 
':' i< J T r' (1., 1 '1 ') 1 ( f) P i-\ J j ,1 r ( T ) , T = 2 , IJi ) 

, : 

" , 

~. , 

I: 

'\ 

-' 

p ..... 
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-- - .. --,-.-;-'~-:..-...;-=-,- -.:; . ~ ..... -. , .. " .... 

r I ( r", ',.' T r,' I (;~) - i ',!, i.: p: 1 ( l' l l Ul, q , 1 ;j 

I ') i,:~ /\,) , 1. (~ :1, (I! II' 1 /\ ( r ;; , r ) , 1 ~ 1 • i/; ·'1X (, ) 
fj \) ) n (-, r ~ I .:\ ~ /\ X h 
r 1'1_ t. I'~ 1 ::;: 1+.1 

?n6 ';f);~ T '..:': ( r 1)l..I .. !:~ J) :::i"lP!,; i H::· ( 1) +TIIF r II ((), 1) 

')i:':)~'T Inl,.17 

"T~ 1 T [ .. ( 1 • ! n I.) T I 
i ,:..:.\':;\ X t,+.i 
P ';: I :\! r .1 n r) • ( I) P f,> ! 1,1 F ([ ) • ! :: 2 • [Vi ) . 

,.,: f~ ; 1 r. (I.. L:\ 'j l (IW P I ~,1 F. ( [ i , 1 :: 2 , (,-1 ) 
r r (i) p:~ l :'1[ (,\',) -;) F' f, j ~'1i: ( 1 )) 1 B , \) , 1 8 

j () r;'::\ i.·~ 1 ,,o, .'. (,' 11 f' T Ii ( I ! , I ) , r ::: 1 • ~l/\ X -/ ) 
C' CI ,~" 1 1:..: 1 ,:.: 1\ X "/ 
T f' U. 1.'- 1 :: T + 1 

? 1"\ -; r' P R i ;- T ( I f> l!.1 r:, 1 ) :::'') f> !~~ r ~,1 F ( T ) + T H r:: T 1\ ( -, , T ) 
D !.; 1 1\ 'f J n LI , I Z 
'.: P l T t ( 1 • 1 ,:'- 4) r 7.. 
'\=~.-:t\x 7+ 1 
;) i.: 1 ,\1 r 1 f) :~ , ( ['l P I, I r,T F ( r ) , 1 ::: ? , ~l ) 
\.: I': 11 F (.1. 1" ')) (D I' i~ I M F ( I ) , I == 2 , H I 
! F (;)p r;> r i-,j F ( ~il ) -I.J p I~ I :,~ f ( 1 )) 1 B , q , 18 

1 7 r.:- r. f\ D , n ~ ,. (1 Ii £.: I A ( I 1 , I ) , I ::: 1 • M A X H ) 
f)O 2f"P l=l,MAXR 
r P L '~) 5 1 = 1 + 1 

208 DP!--?J~,~:=( IPLUSl) :::DPRJ~,'r:( I l+THFTf\(S,,r 1 
~',' r~ T T;:- ( l. , ], ~ 4) r l 
P R I I\!. T 1 n 4 , I 7. ' 
r,l = \':,'\ X 8+ 1 
p I~ I :,1 T 1. " C', , ( D P R I ~',1 F. ( T ) , J :: ? , M J 
' .• 1 ~ I T F (l, 1 f'15) ( f) P R I ~/' F ( I ) ,"r= 2 , ~1 ) 
IF (onpl~'1r:(~/)-I)PRltJjr(l)) 18,9,18 

C) (or-n T :'11, J [ 
JIJI':tP= 1 
(,'\LL SeTUP 
q!: T;) r:> 1\1 

[ND 
S U f), D" I J T ! "I C SO R T 
C()r~~·'Or':/I\Lf")(KH/TI·Ir:Tl\ (A, 36) 
(\»~;~C ~u H LUcr~. F I DT Hr~ T A ( 8 ) 
(0:,1:,,:(,1'-) I J LO( f:G I JUHP 
Ul;!.~.'('H\:/L!Lc)(KHI r 
((j , I~ I,: :) r-j I ! l L. 0 ( K J I r l 
(\Y:;'<C';'!/I:'LO(t<.K/ANC.LF (n) 

J I •. JI-~ P::: 1 

M'! r; L r.: ( J 7 ) = /\ 1\1 r, L F:: ,( r 1. ) + TrW T 1\. ( I 7. , I ) 
GO 10 (Lnr,2,3,4,S,6,7,81 17 

? ((: in J " 'J F 
r;(j TI) lor, 

-~ ( (J ~ i T iI; ) c:: 
CO T0 in/') 

L. :::, T H 1: T f\ 3 = I) T H;:: T r~ ( 3 ) 
1', T ; H T tI L. = n T ~ 1:- T !\ ( 4 ) 

, , 
i 

r F( 'IT i I r' 1 I, '1 • (.! • ( 1. C) ('I • I • MJ 0 • f"\ T ,·1 r Ttl "3 • LT. ( 3 0 I") • ») (, 0 T 0 1 () I') 
r F (rn !.) C T !'. ", - 1 n n. ) I. n 1 "+ n ? , 4 () "3 
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. 

.' •. '1. , .', I :i r·. i .\ i, • L ' • ( :', f' (\.) l. r: CI T (') C; c'; 

i ;) ~ ; I i.:i /I :H ;; T : I: -. T . .\1+ - 6 6 () .) 1 0 ('\ , q C) , ')~) 

idn " (:'iiffT:\I.'.L! .• (60.)) GO TO:;I .. :~~) 
i r i ( i) T I: f'l :\ ~ + • c,i::' i) T 1-1 r" T .,\ I., ) • LT. ( ::. 8 n • )) r, 0 T 0 1 (I (') 
1 i' (( i"1 Tfi" T ,'I :'> - fn ',j i:- f"-. 4 ) • LT. ( ] 'I". • 1 1 flO TO 1 M) 
J" (! ) T ' II. T :' " + j) T II[: T (I 4 - ", (' n .) q'i, q Q , 1 () ri 
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4 j :,~ r: (( Ui i~ ~ T i\ q + L)/ I~;_ T/\ 3 ) • L :_ • ( J 8 n • ) • MW •. ( !) T H F T f-\ 3 + f) T H f: T (14 ) • G E • ( 32 0 • ) ) 
]. (~() r (') q ~J 

('.\i;:-' inn 
.:. Ci 2 I r' (IJ T I i L T i\ f, • L ,= . ( 3 1+ n. ,,. 1\ l\j DoD T Ii l: T /\ il • G l • ( 260 • )) f,O T cj 99 

I i' {,; j I j:;: T:'" II • U: • ( 2 2 n. ) 0 1\ N Il .i) THE. T i\ ' ... Ci E • ( 150 • )) GOT 0 <) <) 

If: (;')T!Jr.~T:\I,.lJ.( C)'.) •. '1NI).I)THF'.T:'IA.C,E.( 21').)) rrO TO 99 

4 n 1 T ,.: (r'> T I : r- T I'. ? - " '\ ~) h" .,", (\ • 1+ ,.. 1"'\ " • /1 ."\ 0 1 
I+CH)} T~' (; ) T I,: ::'''T ,:\ j - --; () .) 1 I) (I , if)!"' , 4 it (I " 
44 'Y.i I f' . ( i'J T j·lf:, T f', ,? - ') n .) 1+ 4 (\ 1 , II'~ (11 , () q 

4 4 {) 1 J F (D T IH:: T t\ 4 0 G;' 0 ( 2 (\ • ) 0.1\ j\j !) • j) T H [ T/\ 1+0 L [.. ( 1 0 o. )) GOT 0 9 9 
J F {r.'lT 1-1 ::: T ,'I 4 0 G F • ( 1' .. .. J 0 ) .-.11. t'w • f) T H t HI 4-. L F .' ( 2 1 0 • ) ) - (,0 T 0 -. 9 9 .. 

j F (I) T iH~ T fI'l 0 (, L: • ( 270. ) • fI N D • D T H [T i\ 4. U:: • ( 350. )) GOT 0 99. 

i!0fl0 TF' (nT!1r·TI\4-21"0.) 40n3,0(),4MII+ 
/j''Jn4 rF(i)TI-j[T!~/hG!:.(·:\00.)) (·0 TO q() 

IF (2.*UTHETA4/3.+UTHETfl3)~LE.(180 .• )) GO·TO.99 
GO TO l(~n 

4003 IF (3.'::-)THt.::Tf\3+DTHFTA4-15n.) 401n,401n,lro 
4()11" IF (DTfI~~T/\3-20.) 4nll,4oll,](lO 
LfOll· iF (i"lTHF.Tf\4-60.l 11~12,qq,99 

41)12 If7 (i)TilET/;3+~)THCT/\l1-20.) 99,99,100 
GO TO 100 

5 DTHFT~5=DTH[TfI(5) 

501 

520 
521 

IF (f'ljl-itTI\5-40.) 5f'1()d()(1,5()1 
IF (~TI!FT.'\5-200.) 1n(),11"(I,~jln 

IF (f)nH::TI~lf-70.) 52n,l01",521 
T F (in 1 ~ :-: T fI 4 - D T H r:: T /1, 5 + 2 7 () .) ') 9 , 9 9, 1 0 0 
IF (DTHET/\4+DTHETA5-66n.) In0,9q,9~ 
IF ((nTH[T/\Lt+DTHF:T''''S).Lr-~.(6n.)) GO"TO 09 
IF (nTH[T !I.I+-I)HICTA 5-3n0.) Ino, 9 Cl , <;19 
\·0 TO 1 nn 

6 DTHETA6=DTHETA(6) 
T r- (n EH:- T /\ (, - If n .) 6·f") I" , 1. n" , 6 I" 1. 

61')1 IF tDTHFTA6-320.) 1nO,10n,602 
6 I) 2 T F (r) T H r:: T t, ':' 0 L r: • ( 3 0 0 ) )' r:. 0 T 0 q 9 

. I F (D T ,j I: T /I.~ • G i: • ( 1 L (I 0 ) • 1\ N I) • [) T !-I E T /\ 5 • L. F.: • ( 1:' 0 • ) ), 
Tn Tnt) 

~ . 

60 n r F (!i T I j r:. T f\ 'j - .1 '),0.) 6 n 'I • ':I if , 10 n 
60 If I F (:) HI F T " ~ - i) Til F T 1\ 6 - 3 n.) 6 n 5 , ') 9 , 99 .'. 
6 n ~) ! F (I) T'- i E T fi ~) + I) T H F H\ A - 3 n.) C) ') , q '::> , 1 0 0' 

f'O 'r 0 1 ~n 
7 f) T H F T /0. 7 = f) T I,! C T /\ ( 7 ) 

r 
750 T 

I 

I 
775 r 
7Fin J 
7<3 1 I 

r' . 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 

(~TH[T/\()-lt)n.) 7('0,7M',7':J0 
(f)T:!;:,TM).LT.(~61).)) (:0 TO lOO 
InTH[T~7-COo) 77':J,781",7R0 
(OTHETA6-2.*DTHET/\7-140.) Inn,09,QQ 
( l)" H P T t·. (; + f) T.!W T fl. 7 - 6 2 () ol 7 Al ,9 () , q 9 
( /. • ;:. D T H c_ T /\ 7 - [) T H [ T /I. 6 -:- 2 I~ 0.) 7 8 2 , 7 8 2 , 1 0 0 

GO.TO 99 

i " 

if 

'f 



( 

• 
C 

c 

~12 r F (( ~ .:: D T i i L: 1 :\ 7 '1· ,) 111 I:. T t; 6 ) • (, : ..•. ( Po n (). )) GO TO () 9 
IF (l)liif"1 .. \6.Lf.(3!fr).)) r.,O TU Inn 
IF (ITi:r~TI\7.LT.(20(1.)) GO TO 100 
GO Tn 'H) 

7 () r, r I (U T ; ! F T .,\ 1 - i} T f ! F T 1\ 6 - 2 "n .) 7 0 1 , q r:) , 9 9 
-; (1 1 1 r" (I) T r1 I:: T 1\ 6 + D 1 H [~: T 1\ 7 - 8 n.) 9 0 , 99 , 1 n 0 

(; () T () 1 n () 
i) CON r T ~!UF 

(.() T (l 1. 00 
'10 ,)!...I~ .. ,p=" 

10 r ':' !.~ T ~ I r;; [\1 
r ;\! i') 

,.~ 1.1 h f\ ry Ii T 1\1 r r 0:; T N 
~I~rN~iON A~R0~P(Q,20,~1 _ 
( \..: \'1 \1 () i\: / b L 0 C :( F / (; j·W UP ( q , 2 0 , 6 1 ,I"i A X A T ( q ) , I ROT N ( 8 , 1+ ) 

(Ui:i~:-;():\I / !', LU( f~ H / r 
CC;\1',i()\I/f',LOC:<J/ T 7.. 
(lij·',:'iO,\I/r~L0CKt:./M\GL~: (<l) 

X = /\ I~ (~L I~ ( I 7. ) or:3 • 1 'I 1 '.J 9 2 6!;; 4 / 180 • 

IFrR~T=rROTN( IZ,3) 
I U\ .C-, T = ! f) () HI ( I ? "+ ) 
J I = 1 Q () T 1'-.1 ( r 7.. , 1 ) 
JJ=TPOTN(IZ,21 
DO 2nn L=TFTRST,ILAST 
K K = 1/,.. X 1\ T ( L ) 
f\C) 21]1" K.= 1, KK' 
DO 2n" J=1,3 
1 r-.; t. 1'1 .~ LilT I [\.1 r, TOT H r: 0 r..; J r, I N, 

2 0 0 /\ G !-< u t. I P ( L , K , J ) = r, rw u P ( L , K ,J ) - G R 0 U P ( T T ~ J J ,J ) 
r'OT f' •. T j NG 
1\ = S (;, R T ( II. ~ rw lJ P ( T F I r~ S T , 1 , 1 ) -1(- * 2 + A G r~ au P ( r FiR S T , 1 , 2 ) * ii- 2 ) 
(7 = M;'WUP ( I F I r< S T , 1 ,2 ) / A 
S7 = "',GROtJP ( r F J qs T, 1 , 1 ) / f\ 
e=~nRT (A'Hf 2+AGr·Wup ( IF r RST, 1,3) ~f*2) 
(X=II/r>. 
c.X=/,(:.POuP ( J F I r~5T, 1,3) /r~ 
POT(Oc..=COC,( X I 
P (1 Tt::, I "I = c; I N ( X 1 
f\11=R0T(GS*((Z**?)+ROTCOS*( (~ZwSX)**2)+(CX*Sl)**2 
~12=-RUT~I~*SX-ROT(OS*s7*(7*((X**21+ C7*Sl*(Cx**2) 
II13=C7*Cx*R0TSIN+(x*sx*c..Z-SZ*CX*SX*ROTCOS 
A21~-~GT(0~*S7*C7*((X**2)+SX*I~uTsrN+(7*S7*(C~**21 
.f', ~ /.. :.;: r:: U T ," 0 I'., :: ( ~; 1 .:,~? ) + r~ 0 T (" 0'; .::. (.( ( 7 .:: <:', X 1 .)( I('? ) + ( (" x .)1 r: z ) .1(- .)} 2 

.'\ 2 :', =, .- c. 7:" (' X ;,. 1-: 0 T S ! f\j + ( x .;( (" 7 ')r :' x - r: Xli' C 7 ·l:· S X .)~ 1\0 T r 0 s 
1I~1~-R0TSTN*CX*C7+S?*SX*(X-c.!*SX*CX*ROTCOS 
~32=C.7*(X*kOTSIf\j+C7*sx*rX-(7*SX*ROTCOS*CX 
A~?=~X**2+(CX**?)*ROT(OS 

)0 ?nl L=TFTRST,ILAST 
r~ ~, = " / t .. X . ., T ( L 1 
'" U ? f') 1. f: = 1 , ~ K 

275 

r; i;; v ~ j/) ( L. , r ... , 1 ) = A rJ 1< u U P ( L , K , 1 I -j< A 1.1 + ,1\ Ii R U U P ( L , K , 2 ) {r A 1 2 + A G R U U P ( L , K , 3 ) * A 1 3 
(. ;;''''';: ! P ( L , f~ , 2 1 = M; iW UP ( L , K , 1 1 'l:' 1\ 2 1 +1\ G [-< U U P ( L , K , 2 ) * 1\ '22 + A (, R Ou P ( L , K , 3 ) .* A 2 3 
r:~u:)P (L, (,,:~) =".G;~UUP (L, K, 1) -:~/\.31+/\r;rWUp (L, K, 2) -l(-rd2+A(,ROI)P (L, r~, 3) {~1\33 
')C' /01 J=~_,? 

Tf~M:<;,UIT!W, hr,CK TO OF."!IGJN/\L POSITIONS 



;~ C' 1 (,:: ';',IP (L ,~:, J ) =(:,i~;,)UP ( L ,f,~. J) +(~I~OUP ( r r ,JJ, ~J) 
!\"~r:'L r" ( li.:):::f"' 00' 
r,' F T IIP;-"I 

F 1\111 

r:.',:!l::>()'1 T 1 r'il:~ :;I.)f-:>F t,er' 
e U f"1 1< C' N I r\ l_ (j( K ( / T () T/\ L [I~ ( e ) , T () TAL 1 ( 8 ), TOT ./\ L 2 ( 8 ) , T () TAL :1 (B ) 
C ,j :--, i,::) ,\! I I', UJ ( K Fie; I, (1) p( 0 , 2 (~ , 6 ) ,1-1 A X AT (}) ) ,I J~ 0 HJ ( 8 ,4 ) 
C ,Ji", :,1() N / L:', L () (K C; I Ji JiV: P 
(' (,: :,' ': 0 ,,~ I H L (\ C ~', H / r . 
C ,-,! ;'i";~) ;",1/ [" L. UC f:, J / I i 
...JU\iP:: 1. 
Fl :::,'~.(j 
f:2=r'1o~ 

r: ?, '" '\ • ~ 
T [ ~J r, (-, '" ! P () T ro,J ( I I , 1 ) 
T F: "HI /\ ::: 1 rw T i\! ( r I , 2) 
J C,J-< P 1 :: I f~ 0 T ,.~ ( T Z , '1 ) 
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, .. 
TSi0r::J()RPl~1 ... -~~ ~ 

-' ~- _ .... 

\'i/\X,"..T l=i/:;\XfIT( JC8Pl) 
DO IG4JAT0Ml=1,MAXAll 
[)FJ r r:, T \!r, :"11.:\ T THE A TOl\1 T S . \ 

If- (r·d~(jl.JP(J(,f~Pl, JI\T()~Jll, 6)-2.) IOO,' 101" l(),Z 
/\s,::;rc,I\JT;\j(; HE 'EFFECTIVE NIJl'''1F3ER' OF ELECTI~ONS' 

1 0 0 E:. L F ( I\! 1 = 1. • J. 'f 6 
C AS~lGN[NG THE VAN OER WAALS RADIUS 

( 

c 
( 

C 
( 

V ~.I r;: ,,, ! I 1 = 1 • ;; 0 

GCl TO 1.0A 
1 0 1 ~:- U': n,: 1 = 6 • R 76 

(,0 TO 1 ()6 
102 (ONT1'VUF 

IF (GROUP(JGRPl,JATOMl,6)-5.) 

V \ • .jf~ fl. r)l = 1 • 5 5 
GO TO 106 

104 :~·L[::(N)=9.]68 

V':iR 1\ rn = 1 • C:;~ 
GO TO 106 

105 ELECNl=17.19 
v\,:rUI\l 1 == 1. an 

1 0 6 cor,; T T r,!' j E 

~o 165 JPRIME=l,ISTOP 
JGRP2=I~TOP-JPRIMf+l 

: 
10 3,. 1 04, 1 0 5, 

. '. 

IF (Jr,id)2.C().IENOC,./\i'W.JATOMl.EQ.l) GO TO 165 
~AXf\T2=~AXAT(JGRP2) 

~u 64 JAT0M2=1,~AXAT2 
.I~ (JG?P2.LO.lfN0G.ANO.JATOM2.EQ.IE~DA) GO TO 64 

'i .... 

THI~ no LUUP (ALCULAT~S INTERATOMIC DISTANCES, MINIMAL CONTACT 
JISTANCES AND TH~ ~NERGY OF INTERACTION OF PAIRS .OF ATOMS, EACH 
ui~i~ 0r~ {, ,J!rFr::~FiH (IW'JP. Ii~ vi~I)EI~ TU DETERr'lTNr: iVlINP,iUlvi CONT'ACT 
P/l;-(/\'/,::H>:;) THt, fJi'\.iCij~Alv·1 ;'1USTf~FCOCiNI1F. THE NATUI~F UF THE ATor'iS 
Ii'~V0LVi',J. Ii'~ ORi)U~ TO 1)0 THIS THE ATOMIC CODE NUfV1GERS ARE usED" 

C TH~Y A~~ ----
(' 

C 
1 - HY;;RO(',F(\! 

:) -0YYt)tl\j I .;t, ... 

..... . " 

2 - Ct,qUON 3 - NITROGEN 
7 - PHOSPHORUS 
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:? l.'·~ T:1'-: ;.,\!i·:rul1C);,11C ')·l'·T/\j"lCt·. 
\. hi.j'.': r',q\...:t;{,".c, :\TOI:jf( r\\ji·ii~r;~.s P·l eX<I)Fl\ TO CH[CK 'rOf~ VIOLATIONS OF 
r- ( L U ::, l .. ; 1 L, L L V','IF [) I i~ r F f..: 1\ T(.H.q ( U i S r fi!\j ( f: S 1\[0 T 0 f'.. S S I (J N I N T ERA T 0 "-1 I C 

• to V;\:"~ ;)!:'!.~ ".I:\/,L' ~~ :~./\;·) r T !\!~r: T t\KE.r\! r-:~C.H~i A. n()NDI, J. PHYS. CH~M., 

C V,)L. ()() , '.'+1, (196,.). i'll{\JIHU~1, CO~ni\CT DISTAN(E~ I\I~E T/\KEr~ TO i3E 
,.- (~2 P r ;:: r- r: N r 0 F T H ~: ;', r: V.'\ L tJ F c, • 

( 

C 

;;: (r: .;, Cll! P ( ,) ,-:, j ~ p ;:: , J 1\ T () i\~ 2 , 6 ) - 2 .) 1 0 7, 1 () 8, 1 () 9 

If .: r ,1 /\ r', ?:: 1 • j: n 

1 I) 1\ . 1_ '. (' ,\, :) :: I, • It ;' (, 

V"'f,: /\ ['1:~ '-' 1 ./'-' 
(,() ! Cl 1. 13 

lr·(: CDrHT~~'!r: 

r i: (G i~ \..)(.1 P ( J r; I~ P 2, J /\ T 0 j"i 2, 6) - ~ .) 1 1 0, 1 1 1, 11 2 

V ' .. j ~ :\i1 2 = 1 • :> :., 
G\.) TO 1 Li 

III 'U:C".l?=o.16n 
V ,\' i,' ,~ I, ( = 1 •• , ? 
r;c) TI) 113 

112 '~LFCN?::::17.1o 

IJ ':.jf~ /\ n 2::: 1 • ()r'l 
1 1 3 V:: i) J ;\r'/::: V \-m t\ D 1 + V~·.,If';; 1\ D 2 

i1;·;ri\j IS n'lt: i>~TI\JI;'IUi"1 ALLOWED CONT/\CT 
i) :>; I [\, = \j \.' [) I ,fI :\'1-~~ • 62 
:;,> I:::, FIF~ IN T F r~.~ TO:'11 C D I .s TANCE 

.... 

Oi;: = s~.jn ( (GIWlJP ( JGf~P 1, JA TOI-n ,1) -GI·WUP (JGr~p 2. JA TOI"'2. 1 ) ) ** 2+ (GROUP (JGR 
1~1,JATu~11,21-G~0UP(JGRP2,JATOM2,2) )**2+(GROU~(JGRP1,JATOMl,3)-GROU 
2P(JG~P2,JATOM2,3»**2) 

\"'11r.:.(K!i\!(: Hi st-.E Ir THL DISTANC[ IS TOO SMALL 
. T F (~-I) '-11 i\! 1 2,2, 1 

2 J~)i;,P=(\ 

(,~) 1 0 1 n r: r) 
lon=jGjn(\O.*G~UI)P(J0RP1,JATOMl.5)*GROUP(JGRP2,JATOM2,5)/(SQRT(GROUP( 

1 J c; i\ " 1 ,J 1I T i.;; 'i 1 , :; ) / r=: L r:oo ) + S LJ 1-< T ( G r w u pi J G r~ p 2 , J 1\ T 01'-12 • 5 ) / E L E C N 2 ) ) 
i~=/.;c (\f"/D! l\fl;>H~(ll {}. 'j 

( Ci\LCULi\TIUi. Ur CH{\I,G[-(i-II\I<GE [1\jERGY. UNITS OF ENERGY AI~E CALORIES 
( Pd·? :-'iOL E 

6;;: c: 1 ::: ( :d L 0 16 • * G ,WU P ( J G i..( P 1 , J AT ui'i 1 '-'+ l'" GR vU P ( J G I';: P 2 , J A T Ojvj 2 ,4 ) ) / R 
C c.;\ L (. U L I~ T I (j i~ vi: C H i\i-{ c~ E - POL A!';: I 7. /\ D r LIT Y I::~ N Er~ G Y F 0 L L 0 \'" S g 

o ,- 2 :0 - I 6 :; r; n H .1: ( ( G rw u P ( J G r~ p 1 , J /\ T 0;.-'11 ,1-+ ) * -1:: 2 ) '~G r-\ 0 u P ( J G l~ P2 , J 1\ T 0 f-.1 2 , 5 ) + 
1 ( (; I~ ()t);) ( J (,1< P 2 , J 1\ T O,\i ~ , 4 ) -/:. 1;' 2 ) .:: G r~ OU P ( J GH PI, J A T Oi'1} ,5 ) ) / ( r~ * * 4 ) 

r- C :\ L C ! ) L /\ 1 T 0 1\: U r:, ':' I X - 'fl. .. } F L V F POT F N T I A L F 0 L LOW .s • 

( 

f."1 :; p.!< ( :~ -!< ~< ( - 1 2 ) ) - fl. -~:. ( R * 1~ ( - 6 ) ) 
;:- I = ,- i +;: 1 
;: 2 = '- ? ... r- ? 
..... .:, = F1+;:-;' 

()/ .. :()r'·; T r t·~lJr: 
J 6:" ( ::., h r T r.l. J F 
l () I.. r :) r\! T ! ~':" Ji-

\ 

/" '-' ',/ i i'l r·.; T H i~ i~ [ C 1:: N T Lye /\ Leu L /\ T t~ I; r: N f. " G YT 0 T HAT C " L C U L ATE D FOR 
CJ 1 I i r R tiC) IF) :) r::\ r~ L J i: r< 
f-'::=1-1 +r.2+f:-;:. 



(17-1) 1(\()(),3.4 
_,,\.) 1/'LFI,1 (ll :::::

TOTi\l_l (1 )=Fl 
T ()T 1\ L ? { 1_ l =: F 2. 
1 ~j T t, 1_ -?, ( 1 ) =: 1-- 3 
C\', 10 Inr,l'> 

1.1 T:' ',: 1 = r ? - 1 
T0Tf'.,Lf:N( f7)=TOTALf-:N( T7Hll+F 
T ~'T ;~ 1_ 1( I 7 l =: T UTA L 1 ( I 7 r'" 1. l + r 1 
T ur t, l.. 2 ( i ? 1 :: T 0 1 i1 L 2 ( T 7 H 1. ) + F 2 
T \., ; II L -"", ( I 7 l = TOT A L 3 ( I Z ''''I ) + F 3 _ 

:~ : Ii; P ()' ! T Pi F F X HA I.i S T 
C 0 f' ,,' f \.j i'! I ( I Lv U .. CIT i.i T i\ LEN ( B l , T (j TAL 1 ( 8 l , TOT 1\ L 2 ( 8 ) , TOT A L 3 (8 ) 
C();"~~!()i\jl HL()Ci<'DI I C'JU,\JT, T l, 12, I3, 14, I-S, 16, 17, I.8 
C ()::i":()-\~ I:j LOC K E I rn H F. T A ( 8 ) 
C()i""~O";/HLUCKJI T 1 

1 FiJF~(':\T ((3.T2,4E17.10l 
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',I,: i~ i T L - (1, l) I 1 , T 2, 13 , I 4 , T 5 , I 6 , I -, , I 8 , TOT ALE N ( 8 ) ,T.0 T 1\ L 1 ( 8 ) , TOT A L 2 (' 8 ) 
l,TOT;',L?,{81 

T (DUI'H = 1 (DUrH + 1 
CA.LL GRAPHIC 
RETURN 
END 
C;UUROUTTNF .sETUP " 
CO~MON/SETUP/MAXPLOT,INDEX(20,2),BOTTOM(20,9,9), 

1 F 0 I~ ~·1 i\ T (fl I 1 0 ) 
R FAr) l, M /\ X P lO T 
00 ]1'>5 TPlOT=l,MAXPLOT 
DO ln4 rr=1,9 
DO 10'+ JJ=1,9 

104 nOTTOM(IPLOT,YI,JJ)=lO.**30n 
IOS-READ1,INDEX(IPlOT,1),T.NDEX(IPlOT,2) 

RE TUpr-J 
~ND 

SUoROl,JT r r-1E GR ArH r C 
co :-.-: :-'-1() N I t3 L 0 eKe ITO T 1\ LEN ( 8 ) , TOT A II ( 8 ) , TOT A L ~ ( 8 ) , TOT J\ L 3 ( 8 ) 
COM~ON/BLOCKD/ICOUNT,Il,I2,I3,I4,I5,I6,I7,I8 
COMMON/S~TU?/MAXPlOT,INDEX(20,2),BO~TOM(-lO,9,9)_ 

DO 10 IPLOT=l,MAXPLOT 
rCHOT([=INDCX( IPL0T,1) , 
GU 10 (1,1-,3,4,5,6,7,Rl ICHOICE 

1 'f i. ;.:; i l 
r,O T~) I) 

? :.Jl=I2 
rIC T(j <j 

3 ~,; 1. = r '3 

I... ;,,11::; r I, 

.. -, _ .. c' 
-'" '-4.- J .-J 

6 '/,1:= If) 
~: () T () 'I 

)' 



(, ,'; ! ,; (i 1 ~ l,~ , 1 _:~ ~ .i. 'I , J, :), I (, , 1 "I , .L p,) i (H 0 I C F: 

; . ' .. ~' [ \' l~) 

" : - .. ,~ 
, L. - i .. ' 

:.. :.";~ :-.:: r .'; 
I", 

'} () .~.' ~~: :: ; (, 
! '""'\ 

, 1 ~ 

r.:.) j \.J .L l.? 
1 -( \12;; r 7 

(', ;': T C,' 1 r:, 

1 (~ :;,~) i 1 ,-':', ( 1 i" LVi, i', 1 ,: ,;~ ) ::: M', J N 1 ( BU T 'j ui;'1 ( I P LU T ,,"'11 ,;'i 2 ) , TO TAL [N ( 8 ) ) 

(" ~..: 'J i~ :,\ UTI Nt: \/ I c.'tW f~ 
,~~~ ',i ',' (j f! I :) f- T ''; i' I \\ r, X P L 0 'J , r ~W f X ( 2 n , 2 ) , BOT r 0 H ( 20 , q ,<1 ) 

1 ;-ur,"::,T (1111 1111) 
.:.: :·\.:,r·~· ... t·.T {·-:.'·'X,l~H S:;R"Ff\C!~ NU~"iB[r-~ 12 
-\ "u,~i-:,,' 1 (b2X, 6H HOND 'r 2 
!. i' '- i, '..' (, J (1 ') >~, ')1: 1 '5 • 'J ) 
5 i-·\"::\i·;,:\~· (L .. '/., :;r! U();~D T2, 4X, '?E13.5,") 

I, .' i:J, I I' u~ i :::.: 1 ,:;11\ Xi,' L U T 

f' :,: i ;,; i ;2, I !) L J T 
;:!< L:n j, T r-W F X ( Ii'> LOT, 1 ) 
I.!tJ 1.:: 1 ..J::: 1. ,4 

III 

. (' , 
J, .J 1 (bUTTO,"I( If)LOT, rO,J), 10:::1,9) 

II 

t-' i< I i'.! ::, I !" ii [X ( J P L I) T , 2 ) , ( [3 U'T I U I,i ( I P L () T , I (,i , ? ) , I<...l!:; 1 , 9 ) 
':<) It;,2 J=6,~; 

Ji;: i-' ,.' I ~', T I:., (Li U T r m~ ( T P LOT, r Q , J ) , r (.) = 1 ,9 ) 

, 
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" 



BRUTE input: 

1st card 

2nd card 

3rd card 

Next card 

Next card 

Next card 

Next card 

280 

number of rigid groups, nUmber of angles to· 

be tried for each of the 8 possible bonds. 

number of atoms in each group 

1st atom of the 1st group-label, X, Y, and 

Z coordinates, charge, polarizability and 

.number to identify type of atom This format 

is repeated for all atoms in. group 1, then 

group 2, etc. 

/' 

group number at one end of the first bond 

(the smaller number), atom number at that end 

of the bond, group number at the other end 

of the bond, last group to be rotated, bond 

label, starting torsional angle 

incremental angles (in degrees) to be tried for 

the 1st bond. The angles must sum to zero or 

the program exits. The previous two formats 

are repeated for the other 7 bonds. 

number of 2 dimensional surfaces to be generated 

by Subroutine VIEWER 

bond numbers for the 1st 2 dimensional surface. 

This format is rep~at~d ~or other surfaces. 



J 

" 

" 
f r- ~ '. 

') , '\ ,'. , 
t..: I I" .J 

: I , ',' 

(:... f r. '" 
? f .. " " 

" .' l ) 

;) ,: 
! '\.: 

i \,' 

i) \,.' 

r 'J~; 

c: 

1 j L 

I, r i:>;<;' 
I, 1 ,: ;"-.:,,!: 

1'( ! (, (:I~'):: 
.< r f1 (.: : j',. 

1 

\.J ~:. • 
(' ::' I 

I'~ 

i'U 
f'(j • 

:'):J ' 

+ ~. r~ t: • {) (' n - j n -' .• r, r 1 

+('. :','1("."1 

1 i. c.: J 
+ tJ • ,'i (\ () () t) 

2 ':1 
+ :") • ,) () n n ,', 

2 ?, f.1 () \ !) L I, H [ L 
+ r. • rlli () (\ (\ 

1 23 
+'\.n00'''\('1 

J 1 2 j 

+ n • r. (J (, (\ ; .... 

1 
1 2 
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- 0 • " :: J Lf f· + (\ (\ - r: • ? h (, i\ i: ... ", 1 - ('\ • 3 :3 g -, F .~ () () - '1 • 5 ('\ :; (\ F - ('\ 1 + 6 • l. n () () F - ('\ 1 + ? • 0 
(J • hi' (\ II i - (\ 1 -, (, • 1 ''i '. <) r:' .,. {\ 1-(' • 1 3 ] 6 F + (I 1 + ~ • 6b 1 ~) f~ - (\ 1 + "J • 'j () ('\ () I; - (\ 1 + 2 • 0 
(', • ~' () 2 h;, .,. (I" -, ': •. :. ~: :j i iF + n 1 n.') n 6 :H: + (\ (' + 1 • 63 '.J" r. - '\ 1.,. 3 • (. 1"\ () () F + f'I () , '1 .0') 

-n.4~~H[+n0-n.~6G~f+()1 0.2]H4E+()1-5.~16('\F-nl+H.4()(){\F-n1 S.nn 
n • 4 3 1 /• F +" n - (, • if 1 J 2 F + (' 1 ,".. lr)(~:5 r- + n 1- tj • ') 16 (I r. - (' 1 + R • If n () () t:' -f) 1 ? f) (l 

() • 1 OJ 9 61~ +', 1 - () • 2 If ~L? r: + n] n. n 2 74 F + M\ - 3 • 5 n 3 (\ F - () 1 + 6 • 4 n () ('\ r. - n 1 + 5 • 0 Q 
(\ • 1 () ;: F: + :~ 1 - '-, • 1 6 j :. t + II 1 - n • 3 () C) 1 F + (\ () ~ 2 • ."1 Ii I) '} [ - (1 1 + q • 3 f) I" r/f - () 1 + 2 • (J 

n.;710~+(\1-().20GnF+()1-().q63A~+n('l+~.2g~(\r-(\2+4.2(\1~r.-nl +1.0 
+ ~~(). {)(Ji", t) 

+lOO.(1",(; 

+().ooono, 

+().OOOOO 
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./,,' ; ,! ;':'1 i', L ~K;~ 1 / 1 f~ \,) T iJ ( d ,I., ) ,;':~ ,1\ X C. r<.p • ivi ,1\;< {I T ( 9 ) , J Z , r, r~ 01 J P ( ') , HI, 6 1 
:r:i':':~'f t'i\Vi lilt' 'i/\,if. i.'iI::JIi'~lil(; i\S TII[Y i)ID IN' j~t:\'!(Lt0,lJl';:IJTr::,F!j~iM'IN,[TC. 

<, ~"'';,, ,) :,: / ie, L :) (r~ j I:,j ( ;.) ) ,(: 2 ( c; ) ,(, j ( [:\ 1 
Jill,:,!, ""t,i~ rH!~ 1:1I~~;r, ',~r~CGI~!l /\,\0 Tllrl~U D[{\JVATlVF:; (DV/DHIETA , E1C.) 
illi':i ":',i':.':'·; CUU[,:i)(':1,2n,3l. CYLI~:[)(9,20,3) 

c""j\!\':. Ii' I 1.1, Il) (, YL I ;\,Ui\ r (i\L COUi',i)I NillES 
i'. l. L. : (,;-.. i : ,; I 'I Ii f' :: 0 :\~ f) ,\ L () 1') (. T II f: Y 1\ X J <', 

T :,~ " ;\' :~, l_ ,\ T r !'.j (1 

: I"",; ': r; ( ! ; ;\ f ',,2 , 1 , 1 ) := c: i\ \) U P ( I f~ j~ j') 2 , 1 , r ) - (, i~ 0 tjP ( T r: N D 1. , I 1\ T () t"i , I ) 
I,' ,j ~ !\ 'j 1 ' ; (i 

, :.: : .... i'i i ( C ,,;; ) :', !, ( 1 C'l: ) r:' , } , 1 ) ':H(? + CO U j~ r) ( r I~ N f)? , 1 , 2 ) -l~ :;< 2 ) 
''- ,,(:'~ 1 ( l\ :;, :; .:: + C I') U I ~ f) ( ! :~ N D 2 • 1 ,:3 ) ;(, ':: 2 ) 
(' :.:. "': :) n I.~:J ( ; f~ j\l ~) 2 , 1. , 2. I / il. 
:"/ '"(' '-.JUi<il ( I f',i\[)2, 1,1) / II 

'" X ;,.: ( () U ;.: I) ( ; ~: i ~ j);';: , 1 • :3 ) / [) 
~.'-f.;.·,··i'4i~:, UF Till. i\OT/\TION H/\TI~IX 

"jU " Y~iH'~ 1,;':ir\X(;r~p 

\"i~ X :':;'~i\.xl\ i ( Jc,r::p) 
C0 J JA10~=1,~AX 

D \~; .-!. ~::. 1 , 3 

2 ::: u v ;, i) ( J (J ;.: t·' , ~I ,\i vi'; , i ) ::: (, f;: 0 uP ( J G i';: P , .J A Ti:JiYl , r ) ~ GH 0 LJ P ( I 2 N D 1 , T A T()jvj , T 1 
i::':: \.';j;, I) '" C v ,; ,-: D ( J 0,,~ i" ! J 1\ T (;f.', , 1 I ,:f C Z -( OU R D (J r, [\ P , JfI. T OH , 2 )l< S Z 
/' (v v ,~ i') :.::( ;.., '._ i< 1) ( J C. 1-\ P , J t, Tv,: , 1 P A 3 1 + C 0 0 i~ D ( J G i~ P , J A T U iv, , 2 ,::- A 3 2 + 

.1 ': (JUl';';' (Y~:·:P, .Jr, TV!,:; ) ,: ex 
l (YLTi·~r·lr·;;U1L C:()::)(~ijTf~;\TF ~ 

C'L ; i'~ :'; ( J(.;:!~) , J ,\ r Uj·;, 1 ) = .';:,,) rn ( x C0()r~ f)')(-'::' 2+ 7. C OOR D';"'* 2 ) 
C l ,\ L ( U L f .. ;- r i'l () C j;) ( T H f~ T /\ ) 

c 
(,( L I \i') ( J(,i'Y, j/\ T'J;'" 2') =zeJ6r..::[)/c y'L r i\jl)(JGRP, JA TOi'\;l) 

( /" L r , I L ,'\; 1 Pi C, ;~, I i'J ( T 'l F T J\ ) 

',:.',' L ~ ,w ( .J C, U' , J ,:, T ,j,' i , J ) :.-; x C U () i m ICY L r N D ( J G r~ P , J A T or-'\ , 1 ) 
I ~;\ i_~J .~:., ::" 7 r:,: ~:) T ;,~ ( I? • '+ ) 

~':\ C' ~+ ~) :' '; r:~ p .: ;:: 1. , :'.'1 .\ x C, f, r 
; j (j (,'.; ;') 1 • (~l • I ell iJ L • id\!i) • J (8 j) 1 • L E.. a:.N l):3) (, 0 T 0 4 
; . i\ X r, r 1 ,;.~ iI ,;/\ T ( j (j :, p 1 1 
J'" 'I J,\jl,j"11::.: 1 ,i,:/',X/\T 1 
ii' \.;(;:-;i)l.L: . .i.lEj~l)l.I.\I~i.).J,\Tui'll.[l.J.JI-\Turv'l) GO TO.7 
:f (',:.'.);,Ji{J(;:\P~, .)1\10IH, G)-L.) lOC), 101', 1()2 

'":1:-; T t> J:) (j 

J. ':) 1 ;.: i .. L (\; 1 :':' () • () 1"6 
;~ti:: P /,,; ) 1 :;: 1 . • J ~":: 



.. _.-J 

~-, 
r ,-

c 

;"":. ,::i l' '~~I 1 C L> 

• : ;'"'1 ~: ~.~ L i~' ( .. ,; 1 ~ ~ 7 • 1 () 
\. ,'.' ;': ,:\;) ~ ~:. 1 .1.3 r', 

. : c 6 ( ,,) i\~ T J ;\1 ~ ,: ;~'.' 

; '\ X,I\ T ,:: c;;.',: t, X :\ T ( J r, i?;" ? ) 

I: (J:,lU·';.2.:·:;.l./\iJi).JC,rH'2.U.).IE'f'W2) GO TO 6 
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hii:; :),.>,l..C0i' C/\LCUL/\lT.':, ii'HU\I\T::;;,1IC[)I;;.TANCES, r,nNli'-'I/\L curHACT 
,,:;:)T/\:\:::,:~:,:) ,liJi; rhC c.iH:;;:(jY UF [f.;TEI';/\CTIUN, OFP/\JI~S JF A TOI'':S, [,\CH 
l..';'i~:, ~;.:; i\ (:'lFF0>:Ud C,~\(jIJ;). Ii~ 0r:~[)E:~ TO [)[TEi~:,lIj\jE ;·'ili'n:"i'.M corHACT 
;:,\i,/,:',; T;:::<~, Tlii~ ['!;:1./'::,;,/1:1 .'-IUST r(r(U(ii~IZE THE f'L'\TlIR[ OF TIlE I\:O:·1S 
j;;\,',.'LvLC:. I;'~ Ui';:Df:'~~ Te· c,O Tt,IS THi~ /.T01,1I,( CODE ~JurV;C\[I\:-) /\I~r US[D~ 

T ;~1 r: y ,\ ~.: i~ - - --

- H"!):;';,)r,i:i': 2 - CMn)Oi'~ 3 N I TIWGFi~ 
( '-, - :' x y (; ;~ N 7 - ~) It 0:; PH 0 r~ I J S ' 
C '{; ':, T:'ir: I ;\iH~r~t\T()H(C. Dr STI\j\lCF 
~. :,O'", i) f:: C:vi) I ,,(i i\TU"iIC j~U,'if)[;~S ri~ ur-\DEi~ TO CH[C~ FOI, VIOLATIONS.JF 
C (LJ:j[:c.T I\LL',j',':Cl) r;;Ti.;:'/\T(j\lIC [jIST/liKes A;\J[j TO ASSIGN IIIjTE!;:/~T();viIC 

c \" ,:,:; ,;: :~';,!';' /, L ':', ;\ (.\1'; I I 1\ R [: T 1\ K i::. N rrWi.';..\.. l30N D I, J. PH Y S .. C H [il, .. , 

I/,)L. ()(j, ,./f 1, (1-96'1). ~I: I N I >1IJI'1 CONTACT·j) 1ST AlKEs ARE T Ai<.EN TO l3E 
'" 7 r, P C '.~ ( dn 0 r THE; E V 1\ L U r~ S .. 

I i~ ((. ;::~) UP ( J G f~ P 2 , J fA T m/i 2 , 6 ) - 2 .. ) 10"7 ~. 108,· 109 
1 01 U _ t= C :\! ;~ =; 1 • 1 4 G 

V':.I'r:. t, ~) ? :; 1 • 2 (') 
(00 ie:: 115 

j 0 fi l': L L ::: N ? :.: 6 • P 7 h 
V ;.:,1 f, r~ i~) 2 :;: 1 • 70 
C() "1 () 11 j 

1 n () CON T T N 'j t: 
I F ((, ;-( () lJP ( J G r-< P 2 , 

lIn ~::L[CN2=().OL2 

v '.'j rUIi) ? :: 1 • :.> ') 
c,,J [011:;' 

1 ] 1 L L r.: ( j\j ;(. ,~ ,,) .. 1 6 8 

V\'II~i\r;?= J. e,l.. 
~)U T () 1 1 -~ 

1 1, 2 r. U (" \! ? :;.1 ( • l q 

·h:fU'.~)?= 1. g" 

J A T 0i'·\2, 6 r - j.) 1 10 ,. 1 11,' 11 2 

11. 3 V~':iJ! !.1·1=V··'i-<AD1+V,:!iU,U2 
o l~ =- :) ,: ;.; i ( ( (,:w ) t·: ( J (. ~< i-' ]. , J AT ::;;H , 1 1 - Gf~ 0 UP ( J(i R P 2 , J /\ T Ol·j? , 1 ) 1 -:: 'x 2 + ( C' f, Ju r ( J Gi~ 
1 f-- 1 , J /', i .j.: 1 , /.. ) - r; i \ (J : ) P ( J (~ r~ p 2 , J ,f\. T (j :' i;2 , 2 ) ) 1,· ::, 2 + ( G R 0 l Jf> (J r, ; \ PI, J 1\ T U :'; 1 , 3 ) - r; I;: V'J 
~P(J~PPL,JAT0~~,3))**2) 

, , 

(j " ;.; 3 (: ') r·- () .. -;, ::, ,,~ '-.I; j P ( J U;; PI, J fI 1 ():'11 , ? ) .::, G IW U P ( J G i~ P 2 , J 1\ TO;"; 2 , S ) I ( S CJ in ( G J..: 0 UP ( 
1 J «::il i. , J f. i \J; -: j ,'-) ) I F L 1:(: N 1 ) + Sui n ( G i~ 0 U P ( J r, 1< P 2 , J 1\ T 01'·12 , 5 ) tr: L E 0>4 2 1) 

f'.= f'. ,: ( 'J',ln ! (I, 'I -:: .. ~.() ) {;-. 5 
:; 1 F j :; '3 ,_ i d J Ij • ~'Gi-< \JU I' ( J r:,l~ I) 1 .. J" T vi i l1 , 4 ) {, C, lW U r ( J G I, P 2 , J /\ T 0j .... 12 ,4 ) I r~ 'l, ;: 2 
fll. i.~ 1 =-~. -::-1) 11- 11 r,~ 
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( .; .. }, i.. 1 == - .~ •. :~.! ) ? !"~. 1 I ! ~ 

:) Ui : / :;: - (; 6 :h :' 2 • :: ( ( C,f~ U U F' ( J C r;: p 1 , J !\ T C: i',j 1, .1+ ) -~i;:- 2 ) -:,- (, fW U P ( J G f~ fJ 2 , J AT ();,'I2 , :J I + 
1 ( (i ,,: lj l JF( ~J r,;,,: I' Z , ,j /\ -r 0 i",;: , 1+ ) ,~ -;;' 2 ) ,if (" r:> u UP (Jr, [, F' 1 ,Jf\ T G [vil ,,'j) ) I ( 1\ *)f5 I 

1)' [ ? = - (. • 'o'!) ? f- "2 I I~ 

:; L r" f) = - {; • li l\ -;" ( I:;::: :< ( - -, J I 
r,';;: I": 6=-7 .1i[) 1 f' 6/[·; 
r) ~~ c (, = -:-) • ~~. f) ~ ~'. 6 / i\ 
I'~ .L F 1 ? = i ? • ,;:.! ~ -::- ( :~ ')H:' ( - 1 ::. I J 

! .. :' 2 t~ 1· ;~~ =. - 1. ""~ • ·:t' f.> ;,-1~: 1.? / f~ 

[\ ':, f ,I I.:: - 1 I, • ':: !) ? r:' ] ? I f:~ _ 
, () 1-' T HF T r\ = C y L. I j\j i) ( J (,i-\? 1 ,.!J 1\ TO ;·'11 , 1 )l(. C y LJ j-.J f) ( J (, 1\ P 2 ,J A T Oi'i 2 , 1 ) ,:. ( C y L I i'l D ( J G 1\ PI 

1 , .J /\ r J ; .. ; 1 , 3 ) ': .. C Y L I i'j I) ( J c) f< P,2 , J,~ T OJ'l 2 ,2 ) -( Y Lr N D ( j G r<:p 1 ,J AT O,-i 1 , 2 ) :f C Y LIN D ( J G 

(: 1 ( i 7 ) :: () i:.( 1. ~, f) Ttl t: T I,. I ,~ + C, 1 ( i 7. ) 
C P:\;i~:~'!!'~i,: C(jNri~i',o.~Jl Tvi~ 10 D-lH2vi[)f\-:H<2 

nR2=n?~1+~?r7+0?CA+n~~1? 

( 1=-';\ I i~,:: T ,,;c (lii'-J 11:': I pl.J T T UN TO D-B'3V,/rJl\-:;-':"3 

( 

c 

c 

;) R :3 = i) ? i' ] + D ? f:. "2 + !) '3 F 6 + I) ":\ E 1 2 
O~fH~TAi=CYLI~D(,jG~Pl,JATO~1,1)*CYLIND(JGRP2,JATOM2,1)*(CyLIND(JGR 
1 P 1 , .J:\ T ;) iH , I.. ) '~( y L If~ i) ( j G i\ P 2 , J A T Ui·i2 , 2 ) +C Y L) Nt) ( J G I:;; P 1 , JA T mn , 3 ) * C Y L I i~ D ( 
2 J(ii~P 2, J!\ ,0:',12,3) ) 

P T h r-: T fI, 3 = - P Hi E T [\ 
" Jl-lc ,~- ? f,~ In T H ":- T f... -~ -:~ 2 

R 'I f if T .1', 2 = P T H!~ T /l. 2 I l~ - ( P T H F T A * i~ 2 ) .::- ( R -I'd<-,-: 3) ) 
n~*~R/nTHCT~**3 .. 

O~TH0IA3=prH~TA~/R-3.*PTHfTA*rTHFTA2*(R**(-3"+3.*(~THFTA**3)*(R**( 
1- 'J ) ) 

i';'~;i,,:'d;\(, 5l;"1 uf- TI1I:;. ;:::.t::COf,;[) DEf~lV,t\TIVE n:ITH 1.I.r-~GLF.5 IN r,,\DIANS) 
(;.2 ( I Z ) = - i)f~ 1 -:l- F: HI t: I !\ 2 - ( (p THE T t\ / f~ J ,;t 1 .. 2) ) .. D r~ 2 + G 2 ( I Z ) 
:-\dNi~IN() SU:/i OF THE THIRD DFf~IVATIVt:: (V/ITH- ANGLES Ii-.J RADIANS) 

Oed ( 1l ) ~[)i:': 1 ii-idHE r.t\ 3+10 Hr:1 A2i~P T HET A l'Dr\2i;· 3.! [,+ «,PTH[T A/K "** 3 ) ~:'DR 3 
1+C,~(j71 . 

6 (' () rn' T ~1' I r:: 
:; ( ( ) f'.! I I t',I',} [ 
-, C CJ [Ill T ~~ I) r: 

4 (i!N! I i').J:-

c CONVt~TrNG FROM ~ADIANS TO DEGREES 
c. 1 ( 17 ) ;: r; 1 ( I Z ) {q 3.141 5 q? (, r::, 4 11 80. , 
G 2 ( I 7 ) ;: G 2 ( I Z ) -Y<- ( 3. J 415')? 6 5 4 I 1 H 0 • ) * * 2 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com~ 
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratu~, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

8. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor • 






